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Summary
The Tibetan Plateau attracts attention in recent decades due to its influence on the
East-Asian Monsoon and regional hydrology. Therefore estimates of the regional energy
and water balance have come into the focus, utilising remote sensing and regional
model approaches, but such attempts require surface-specific flux data of high quality
for validation. Eddy-covariance measurements are qualified for this task, but these are
scarce on the Tibetan Plateau, incomplete due to quality filtering and potentially biased
due to the well-known closure gap of the observed energy balance as well as small-scale
heterogeneity. This thesis is related to the infrastructural EU project CEOP-AEGIS,
aiming at a standardised processing of eddy-covariance data – including correction of
the energy balance closure and gap-filling – on the Tibetan Plateau.
In a pre-analysis step, particular issues about data quality of turbulent fluxes (sen-
sible heat flux and latent heat flux/evapotranspiration) at Tibetan Plateau sites have
been addressed. One of them is the degradation of data quality due to the frequent
occurrence of near-ground free convective conditions. Another issue arises from co-
ordinate rotation for non-omnidirectional sonic anemometer, which requires a careful
handling. In consequence, a sector-wise planar-fit is recommended, disregarding the
sector influenced by the anemometer’s mounting structure. This can reduce occurrences
of invalid momentum flux data, whilst no effect on scalar fluxes can be seen.
As a main topic, this thesis investigates the application of process-based modelling
to estimate turbulent flux exchange between the surface and the atmosphere for typical
surface types on the Tibetan Plateau. Therefore a case study has been carried out at
Nam Co, Tibetan Plateau. Turbulent flux measurements over dry and wet grassland
as well as over a shallow lake have been conducted during the summer monsoon season
of 2009, and modelled with the land surface scheme SEWAB and a hydrodynamic mul-
tilayer model for the lake. Adaptations were implemented to the land surface scheme
with regard to the special conditions on the Tibetan Plateau, such as extreme diur-
nal variation of surface temperature and variation in soil moisture, further called TP
version. The analysis includes a consequent model comparison with eddy-covariance
data, using model parameters derived independently rather than applying optimisa-
tion strategies. Specific attention has been devoted to the impact of observed energy
balance closure and its correction, establishing a new correction method according to
the Buoyancy flux.
The land surface model reasonably represented the dry and the wet grassland site by
only setting the site-specific model parameters, and the TP version performed overall
better than the original version, while laboratory measurements of soil parameters
failed to improve model performance in comparison to standard parameter values. Soil
temperature and moisture measurements as well as field based knowledge of the soil
type have been identified as minimum requirements for model parameter acquisition.
Lake surface fluxes have been modelled reliably, the lake depth has been taken into
account. These results can be transferred to any lake on the Tibetan Plateau given the
ix
required forcing data including a representative lake surface temperature.
The choice of the surface model and the selection of the energy balance closure correc-
tion method are inter-related problems. The correction partitions the balance residual
to the sensible and latent heat flux. This can be typically done according to the Bowen
ratio, or according to the presented new method which attributes a larger fraction to
the sensible heat flux. Testing both methods leads to partly ambiguous model perfor-
mance, especially with respect to the used parameter sets. It clearly leads to shifts in
model bias, while the R2 metric suggests higher model compatibility to the Bowen ratio
correction. The latter agrees with previous findings with respect to SEWAB modelling,
but is in contradiction with recent experimental findings, attributing the closure gap to
secondary circulations, driven by buoyancy. Future research on model structure should
account for such processes.
As expected, the flux measurements showed distinct differences between the investi-
gated land use types in magnitude and dynamics. The used models were able to resolve
these differences in general with contrasts between surface types exceeding model errors.
This must be considered when validating regional flux estimates with eddy-covariance
data from the dry Nam Co station. The findings from this thesis provide the basis to
process eddy-covariance data on the required level as described above.
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Zusammenfassung
Durch seine Ho¨he und Ausdehnung hat das Hochland von Tibet erheblichen Einfluss
auf den ostasiatischen Monsun und den Wasserhaushalt in Ostasien. Daher sind
regionale Wasser- und Energiebilanzen schon la¨nger im Blickpunkt der Forschung.
U¨bliche Ansa¨tze der regionalen Modellierung stu¨tzen sich auf Fernerkundungsdaten,
die wiederum durch hochwertige Flussmessungen u¨ber repra¨sentativen Unterlagen va-
lidiert werden. Messungen mit Eddy-Kovarianz bieten zwar die beno¨tigte Genauigkeit,
bringen aber typische Nachteile mit sich, wie z.B. Datenlu¨cken oder systematische Ab-
weichungen aufgrund der ungeschlossenen Energiebilanz oder Heterogenita¨t des Mess-
gebiets. Innerhalb des EU Projekts CEOP-AEGIS soll eine einheitliche Bearbeitung
von tibetischen Eddy-Kovarianz-Daten festgelegt werden, die sowohl eine Flusskor-
rektur aufgrund der ungeschlossenen Energiebilanz vorsieht als auch das Fu¨llen von
Datenlu¨cken.
In der Dissertation werden zuna¨chst zwei Aspekte der Datenqualita¨t turbulenter
Flu¨sse (fu¨hlbare Wa¨rme und latente Wa¨rme/Verdunstung) auf dem tibetischen Hoch-
land na¨her untersucht. Zum einen kann in den Messungen ha¨ufig bodennahe freie
Konvektion nachgewiesen werden, was die Datenqualita¨t beeintra¨chtigt. Zum anderen
konnte gezeigt werden, dass gesto¨rte Windsektoren, wie sie bei manchen Ultraschal-
lanemometern vorkommen, von der Koordinatenrotation mit Planar-fit ausgeschlossen
werden sollten. Anderenfalls treten vermehrt unrealistische Messungen des Impuls-
flusses auf, ein Einfluss auf Skalare wie fu¨hlbare Wa¨rme konnte jedoch nicht besta¨tigt
werden.
Der zentrale Punkt dieser Dissertation ist die prozessorientierte Modellierung tur-
bulenter Flu¨sse u¨ber typischen Unterlagen auf dem tibetischen Hochland. In einer
Fallstudie am Nam Co wurden im Sommer 2009 Energiebilanzmessungen u¨ber trock-
ener alpiner Steppe und etwas feuchterem Grasland sowie u¨ber einem flachen See
durchgefu¨hrt. Die turbulenten Flu¨sse u¨ber Land wurden anschließend mit dem Energie-
und Wasserbilanzmodell SEWAB simuliert, fu¨r den See kam ein hydrodynamisches
Mehrschichtenmodell zum Einsatz. Die außergewo¨hnliche Ho¨henlage erzeugt besondere
Bedingungen, vor allem auf trockenen Bo¨den treten extrem hohe Oberfla¨chentempera-
turen auf. Deshalb war eine Anpassung von SEWAB an diese Bedingungen notwendig
(TP Version). Ein Modellvergleich mit den Eddy-Kovarianz-Daten wurde unter Beach-
tung der Energiebilanzschließungslu¨cke, wie sie bei Messungen typischerweise auftritt,
durchgefu¨hrt.
SEWAB konnte die Flu¨sse auf beiden Graslandfla¨chen konsistent simulieren, d.h.
die Unterschiede zwischen der feuchten und der trockenen Fla¨che wurden nur durch
Benutzung der standortspezifischen Modellparameter zufriedenstellend erreicht. Die
Modellanpassung (TP Version) kann als Verbesserung angesehen werden. Dies trifft
nicht zu fu¨r Labormessungen der Modellparameter. Standardparameter fu¨r den jew-
eiligen Vegetations- und Bodentyp lieferten eher bessere Ergebnisse, eine herko¨mm-
liche Bodenansprache direkt am Messfeld sowie Messungen der Bodentemperatur und
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Feuchte sind jedoch Voraussetzung fu¨r den Erfolg. Auch mit dem Seemodell kon-
nten gute Ergebnisse erzielt werden. Durch die Beru¨cksichtigung der Seetiefe kann das
Modell auf andere Seen u¨bertragen werden, solange die meteorologischen Antriebsdaten
sowie eine repra¨sentative Wasseroberfla¨chentemperatur gegeben sind.
Erwartungsgema¨ß beeinflusst die ausgewa¨hlte Korrektur zur Energiebilanzschließung
auch die Modellanpassung an die “Mess-”Daten. Die Korrektur verteilt das Residuum
der Energiebilanz auf die turbulenten Flu¨sse. Neben der bekannten Methode der
Verteilung nach dem Bowenverha¨ltnis wurde auch eine neue Korrektur eingefu¨hrt, die
das Residuum gema¨ß der prozentualen Anteile der turbulenten Flu¨sse am Auftrieb-
sstrom verteilt, was im Vergleich zur vorigen Methode ho¨here fu¨hlbare Wa¨rmestro¨me
erzeugt. Dadurch wird der Modell-Bias natu¨rlich vera¨ndert, was die Ergebnisse teil-
weise uneindeutig macht. Nach dem Bestimmtheitsmaß zu urteilen, scheint die Auf-
teilung der Energieflu¨sse in SEWAB eher zu den Messungen zu passen, die durch das
Bowenverha¨ltnis korrigiert wurden. Dies besta¨tigt Ergebnisse aus der Literatur in
Bezug auf Modellierung mit SEWAB, widerspricht aber neueren Erkenntnissen aus ex-
perimenteller Sicht, die sekunda¨re Zirkulationen als Ursache fu¨r die Schließungslu¨cke
sehen und die Korrektur nach dem Auftriebsstrom favorisieren.
Die verschiedenen Unterlagen am Nam Co unterscheiden sich erwartungsgema¨ß deut-
lich, wie die Messungen belegen und die Simulationen auch ada¨quat abbilden. Diese
Heterogenita¨t muss beru¨cksichtigt werden, wenn die Nam Co-Station zur Validierung
mesoskaliger Anwendungen herangezogen wird. Aufgrund der Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit
kann die oben genannte Datenbearbeitung erfolgreich durchgefu¨hrt werden.
xii
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation: Regional estimates of turbulent fluxes
on the Tibetan Plateau
The Tibetan Plateau (TP) has become a topic of strong scientific interest due to its role
in the global water cycle and its reaction to climate change (e.g. Immerzeel et al., 2010;
Ni, 2011). It is noticed as the largest and highest plateau on earth with an altitude
of more than 4000 m a.s.l. on average. The TP is the offspring area of major rivers
in South East Asia. Furthermore, it acts as an important heat source in the general
circulation with an influence on the East-Asian monsoon (e.g. Yanai et al., 1992; Ye
and Wu, 1998; Hsu and Liu, 2003; Duan and Wu, 2005; Kang et al., 2010). Therefore
regional flux estimates of sensible and latent heat are important variables to link the
energy cycle and the hydrological cycle at the surface on the TP.
Such regional models, driven by remote sensing data, require high quality ground
truth of turbulent fluxes for validation. Efforts have been undertaken to understand
the role of the TP in the global heat and water budget in intensive observation periods
GAME/Tibet from 1996 to 2000 and CAMP/Tibet from 2001 to 2006 (Ma et al.,
2005), leading to the Tibetan Observation and Research Platform (TORP Ma et al.,
2009b). Despite these efforts direct measurements of sensible and latent heat flux
remain sparsely distributed on the TP due to its size and remoteness (Kang et al.,
2010; Maussion et al., 2011). Special characteristics are observed on the TP, which
are summarised by Ma et al. (2009b). Due to its elevation, the incoming short wave
radiation is very high with a very small fraction of diffuse radiation. Likewise, a huge
daily variation of surface temperature exists over grassland and bare soil surfaces. Its
range strongly depends on soil moisture and can exceed 60 K under dry conditions
(Yang et al., 2009). On the other hand, large areas in Central Tibet are formed as
heterogeneous landscapes of dry grasslands (Kobresia pastures, alpine steppe) together
with wetlands or grasslands characterised by shallow groundwater and therefore exhibit
strong spatial and temporal variation of soil moisture (Su et al., 2011). Under these
conditions the preparation of representative flux measurements is a challenging task.
Some attempts have already been undertaken to up-scale observations of energy
fluxes to regional estimates on the TP, but validation has been done yet with standard
meteorological measurements using bulk approaches (e.g. Ma et al., 2011), or using
eddy-covariance data from a single site (Ma et al., 2009a). As eddy-covariance is the
only direct method to measure sensible and latent heat flux, its role in the validation
1
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Table 1.1. Permanent measurement sites on the Tibetan Plateau as selected for the
CEOP-AEGIS project
Site Coordinates Altitude Land cover
Naqu (BJ) 31◦22′7′′N 91◦53′55′′E 4502 m Alpine steppe
Nam Co 30◦46′22′′N 90◦57′47′′E 4745 m Alpine steppe
Linzhi 29◦45′56′′N 94◦44′18′′E 3327 m Alpine grassland
Qomolangma 28◦21′29′′N 86◦56′47′′E 4293 m Gravel
of such regional flux maps should be strengthened , but an adequate processing and
quality control, as summarised by Rebmann et al. (2012), Foken et al. (2012) and
demonstrated on the TP e.g. by Metzger et al. (2006), is a prerequisite.
1.2. My contribution to the project objectives
My work of the last years is mainly related to the project: “Coordinated Asia-European
long-term Observing system of Qinghai–Tibet Plateau hydrometeorological processes
and the Asian-monsoon systEm with Ground satellite Image data and numerical
Simulations (CEOP-AEGIS)”. It is a collaborative project / Small or medium-scale
focused research project – Specific International Co-operation Action financed by the
European Commission under FP7 topic ENV.2007.4.1.4.2 ”Improving observing sys-
tems for water resource management”, and is coordinated by the University of Stras-
bourg, France (www.ceop-aegis.org). Amongst other goals it aims at constructing an
observing system to monitor the plateau’s water yield by a combination of ground
measurements and satellite based observations. This is of immediate interest for water
resources management in South-East Asia. The anticipated outcome is providing in-
frastructure, i.e. an interactive data portal will be delivered, featuring a three-year data
set with observations of the water balance terms. Together with higher level products
and distributed hydrological modelling a prototype monitoring system is formed in-
cluding early warning on floods and droughts which is intended to remain in operation
beyond project completion.
Within this infrastructural project I was responsible for delivering quality checked
ground based observations of surface energy fluxes. The data set incorporates fluxes
over three years at four stations on the Tibetan Plateau (see Table 1.1), the tur-
bulent fluxes (sensible heat and latent heat/evapotranspiration) were derived by the
eddy-covariance method. Based on previous studies about quality assurance of eddy-
covariance measurements in the community and especially in the Department of Mi-
2
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crometeorology, University of Bayreuth, I myself compiled a work flow for the processing
of eddy-covariance data in three levels. These are:
Level I Turbulent fluxes, being checked for data quality, footprint, and potential ob-
stacles in the vicinity of the sensor.
Level II Level I data, corrected with respect to the energy balance closure.
Level III Gap-filled level II data.
In the course of this I adapted respective tools for footprint analysis developed by
Mathias Go¨ckede (Go¨ckede et al., 2005, 2006, 2008) and merged them into a single,
user-optimised R routine (Work report in prep.). The scheme and its implementation
up to the creation of NetCDF data sets is described in CEOP-AEGIS technical reports
(Babel et al., 2011a,b). As it was not possible to get access to the Chinese original
data, I introduced Chinese colleagues to the methods and supervised the processing at
all stages.
In general, the presented workload could be straightforwardly handled consulting the
relevant literature and executing the necessary steps. Nevertheless, the special condi-
tions on the Tibetan Plateau mentioned in Sect. 1.1 raise the need for investigations
beyond existing studies. Gap-filling of turbulent fluxes for Level III aims at represent-
ing the system dynamics adequately for this unique environment rather than delivering
correct annual sums of evapotranspiration. This cannot be achieved with empirical or
statistical approaches as presented by Falge et al. (2001a,b), but with Soil - Vegetation
- Atmosphere - Transfer (SVAT) models. Therefore own turbulent flux measurements
over different types of surfaces have been conducted in order to derive the essential
input parameters as well as turbulent flux observations for validation (Biermann et al.,
2009; Gerken et al., in prep.). This was necessary, because the access to Chinese data
gathered on the Tibetan Plateau was very limited. The measurements, however, show a
significant non-closure of the energy balance, which is distinctive of such heterogeneous
environments (Foken, 2008a). Different options exist to close this gap (e.g. Foken et al.,
2011) and their application clearly has an impact on the outcome of model validation.
The aim of these efforts is to provide surface model solutions for significant land
surface types on the Tibetan Plateau, which serve as a high-standard gap-filling tool and
estimation of representativeness of the permanent flux stations within CEOP-AEGIS.
Furthermore, inconsistencies in the turbulence measurements caused by specific sensor
types had to be investigated in order to assess the effect of such problems on sensible
and latent heat flux measurements. From these problems I defined my research tasks
further described in the next section.
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1.3. Objectives of the thesis
The main focus of this thesis is the application of process based modelling to esti-
mate surface sensible heat fluxes and latent heat fluxes (evapotranspiration) in the
specific environment of the Tibetan Plateau. Although several surface model studies
already exist on the Tibetan Plateau (see Sect. 2.2), a thorough analysis including
eddy-covariance measurements of turbulent fluxes is still missing. Moreover, there is a
lack of evaporation measurements above lake surfaces. To my best knowledge, Tobias
Biermann and me conducted the first eddy-covariance measurements over a lake sur-
face on the Tibetan Plateau. This made it possible to validate a lake surface model.
Based on these preconditions the following research questions have been elaborated.
• Land surface modelling under the specific conditions of the Tibetan Plateau using
the land surface scheme SEWAB (Mengelkamp et al., 1999) and validation with
eddy-covariance measurements.
• Elaboration of the necessary model parameters: required efforts and impact on
model performance.
• Investigation of different methods to correct for the energy balance closure gap
and their influence on model performance assessment.
• Potential application of the elaborated model version.
• Specific problems of eddy-covariance data quality on the Tibetan Plateau and
mitigation of specific measurement problems occurring with some sonic anemome-
ters.
The publications and manuscripts listed on page v contribute to these research ques-
tions as follows: Babel et al. (2013, Appendix C) present an adaptation of the land
surface scheme SEWAB (Mengelkamp et al., 1999) to the Tibetan Plateau. The adap-
tation is designed to consider specific issues of land surface modelling as mentioned
in Sect. 2.2. The model performance with respect to turbulent fluxes is investigated
by using eddy-covariance measurements above alpine steppe from two nearby sites at
Nam Co lake. Parameter sets originating from both standard values and laboratory
and in situ measurements are tested in this manuscript. Special emphasis is put on
the energy balance closure of turbulent flux measurements and its correction. Besides
of using the well known method of distributing the residual according to the Bowen
ratio (Twine et al., 2000), a new correction method, suggested by Charuchittipan et al.
(2013, Appendix E), has been applied: The residual is distributed according to the rel-
ative contribution of the turbulent fluxes to the buoyancy flux. Charuchittipan et al.
(2013, Appendix E) analyse a comprehensive data set from the LITFASS-2003 cam-
paign, Lindenberg, Germany. The influence of the averaging time for eddy-covariance
fluxes is intensely studied utilising Ogive analysis, block ensemble averaging, wavelet
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and quadrant analysis. The manuscript suggests secondary circulations to be responsi-
ble for the gap in energy balance closure and attributes a dominant role to the sensible
heat flux. The proposed new closure correction method is based on these experimen-
tal findings. As a novel approach, both two correction methods have been applied to
the data and the consequences on model performance evaluation is discussed by Babel
et al. (2013, Appendix C).
The SEWAB model successfully simulates turbulent fluxes on the Tibetan Plateau,
creating several benefits: It can be as a reference for a more simplistic parametrisations
as done by Gerken et al. (2012, Appendix B). Therein the simplistic land surface scheme
Hybrid is updated with a new soil model, aiming to eliminate a delayed surface response
to atmospheric forcing in the original version. SEWAB is successfully utilised for
comparisons in example daily cycles. As SEWAB showed no delay in surface response,
its simulations have been used to evaluate Hybrid’s responsiveness with cross correlation
(Gerken et al., 2012, Appendix B).
Another application is the usage of the simulated timeseries in order to assess land-
scape heterogeneity at Nam Co (Biermann et al., 2013, Appendix D). The gappy ob-
servations of a wet alpine steppe and a shallow lake could be effectively described by
modelled timeseries of SEWAB and a hydrodynamic multilayer model (Foken, 1984)
with an extension to shallow water exchange (Panin and Foken, 2005). Turbulent
fluxes for both surface types are then compared with the SEWAB simulations of the
“standard” land surface at Nam Co, dry alpine steppe. It could be shown that the
differences among land surface types likely exceed the model uncertainty, so the differ-
ences are considerable. The effect of this heterogeneity is discussed in terms of using
the eddy-covariance data as ground truth for remote sensing.
In order to use eddy-covariance data for model evaluation some issues about data
quality should be clarified in advance. Although not included in the thesis Zhou et al.
(2011)1 provide a basis for further usage of eddy-covariance data at the Nam Co Mon-
itoring and Research Station for Multisphere Interactions: In addition to standard
evaluation of footprint and data quality the occurrence of near-ground free convection
events is investigated. It is shown that such events can be created on the Tibetan
Plateau already due to changing cloudiness, and their influence on data quality is as-
sessed. Furthermore, at one of the CEOP-AEGIS sites the sonic anemometer DAT
600 TR61A probe from Kaijo-Denki is in use. The sensor is not omnidirectional, i.e.
in a certain sector the wind field is disturbed by the sensor structure and irregular
friction velocities occur as a consequence. The study by Li et al. (2013, Appendix F)
highlights this problem and investigates its influence on scalar fluxes and whether such
problems occur also with the commonly used CSAT3, Campbell Scientific Ltd. A
sector-wise planar-fit is suggested as an appropriate coordinate rotation to mitigate
1Together with Rafael Eigenmann I introduced Zhou Degang into the post-processing of the turbu-
lence data, including the usage of TK2 and footprint analysis tools, and into the investigation and
relevance of near ground free convection conditions at Nam Co station. I personally supported






2.1. Observed energy balance and closure
The eddy-covariance method is the only direct method to measure turbulent exchange
of heat and scalars between the atmosphere and the underlying surface and is therefore
preferred in the community to quantify long-term fluxes of water vapour and carbon
dioxide (Foken and Wichura, 1996; Baldocchi et al., 2001). Despite the general trust
placed in this method, it became apparent that the energy balance cannot be closed at
most experimental sites (e.g. Foken, 2008a). The surface energy balance at the surface
is given by
−Rnet = QH +QE +QG + ∆QS (2.1)
with the net radiation Rnet, the sensible heat flux QH, the latent heat flux QE, the
ground heat flux QG, and the change in energy storage ∆QS. The signs follow the con-
vention that fluxes directed towards the surface are negative and vice versa. Although
this theoretical balance should be reproduced with measurements as well, according to
Foken (2008a) most studies report that the sum of turbulent energy (QH and QE) only
yields 70%–100% of the available energy (−Rnet−QG−∆QS). This residual is typically
larger in complex landscapes (e.g. Aubinet et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2002), while in
homogeneous areas or deserts the energy balance can be closed (e.g. Heusinkveld et al.,
2004; Mauder et al., 2007).
It is recognized that in the measured energy balance turbulent energy is missing
rather than available energy being overestimated so long as the energy storage and
the ground heat flux has been addressed adequately (Twine et al., 2000; Foken, 2008a;
Foken et al., 2011; Leuning et al., 2012). Especially when comparing eddy-covariance
derived turbulent fluxes with those land surface model simulations, which are actually
constrained by the energy balance equation, a systematic mismatch can be expected
as pointed out by Falge et al. (2005). Therefore a correction of the turbulent fluxes
should be considered. A widely used correction method proposed by Twine et al.
(2000) distributes the residual according to the Bowen ratio, assuming scalar similarity
between latent and sensible heat with respect to the missing flux. In contrast some
studies indicate that the missing energy stems from sensible heat only (Mauder and
Foken, 2006; Ingwersen et al., 2011). The recent discussion hypothesizes an influence
of secondary circulations in complex landscapes, triggering near-ground advective and
low-frequency flux components (Steinfeld et al., 2007; Foken et al., 2010, 2011; Stoy
et al., 2013; Bro¨tz et al., 2013). Such circulation systems are mainly driven by buoyancy
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suggesting the buoyancy flux to play a dominant role for the energy balance closure.
2.2. Land surface modelling on the Tibetan Plateau
Due to its remoteness, regional flux estimation on the Tibetan Plateau does not have a
long history, see also Babel et al. (2013, Appendix C). First multi-year estimates across
a variety of sites on the Tibetan Plateau have been presented by Xu and Haginoya
(2001), calculating fluxes from standard meteorological measurements. Within the
GEWEX Asian Monsoon Experiment 1998 Takayabu et al. (2001) utilized four land
surface models for a comparison study, reported large differences in turbulent flux
partitioning, but could not validate the models due to a lack of soil moisture and flux
measurements. Only very few studies exist using eddy-covariance flux measurements
for validation (e.g. Yang et al., 2009; Hong and Kim, 2010).
These studies find an overestimation of the sensible heat flux as a typical feature
of land surface modelling on the Tibetan Plateau. They blame too high turbulent
diffusion coefficients for this problem an draw a relationship to the special conditions
on the Tibetan Plateau (see Sect. 1.1), in particular the strong diurnal cycle of surface
temperature over dry and sparsely vegetated surfaces. Indeed, Yang et al. (2003)
and Ma et al. (2002) observed a diurnal variation of the sublayer-Stanton number
B, describing the logarithm of the ratio between aerodynamic and thermal roughness
lengths κB−1 = ln( z0m
z0h
). Formulations of κB−1 as a fixed fraction, or depending on the
friction velocity (Zilitinkevich, 1995) cannot resolve this diurnal variation. Therefore
(Yang et al., 2008) propose a new formulation with an additional dependence on the
temperature scale T∗ and empirical adaptation to Tibetan Plateau observations (see
Sect. 3.2.1). Leading to the determination of a variable thermal roughness length in
land surface models, this parametrisation has been successfully rated in some recent
studies in Asian arid regions Yang et al. (2008); Chen et al. (2010, 2011); Liu et al.
(2012); Zhang (2012).
Other developments include the influence of soil vertical heterogeneity which is found
to be significant in case of remarkable stratification (Yang et al., 2005; van der Velde
et al., 2009). For the soil heat flux on the Tibetan Plateau Yang et al. (2005) adapted
a parametrisation for the soil thermal conductivity, proposed by Johansen (1975) and
recommended by Peters-Lidard et al. (1998). In this form it can be easily transferred to
any conditions when dry and saturated thermal conductivities are known. Furthermore,
latent heat fluxes can be observed on the Tibetan Plateau even if soil moisture drops
below wilting point, a typical feature in deserts or arid landscapes (Agam et al., 2004;
Balsamo et al., 2011; Wallace et al., 1991). Different parametrisations of bare soil
evaporation in dependence on soil moisture are compared by Mihailovic´ et al. (1995),
but these are not tested on the Tibetan Plateau yet.
Another challenge on the Tibetan Plateau is a small-scale heterogeneity of soil mois-
ture (Su et al., 2011). Cold semiarid conditions characterise the landscape consisting of
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dry grasslands (Kobresia pastures, alpine steppe, partly non-vegetated) and wetlands
or grasslands with shallow groundwater. The role of the soil moisture interacting with
climate is highlighted in a review by Seneviratne et al. (2010). The land–atmosphere
coupling strength (influence of soil moisture on precipitation) on the Tibetan Plateau,
however, is rated low by Koster et al. (2004), but the local patterns of soil moisture and
precipitation cannot be resolved by such studies using ensembles of global circulation
models. Land surface models are in principle able to take small-scale heterogeneity of
soil moisture into account, but this has to be tested.
Obtaining flux measurements in such a remote environment as the Tibetan Plateau
is challenging (Ma et al., 2009b) and land surface modelling can support land surface
flux estimation on local and regional scale. A wide range of land surface schemes
being suitable for such a task have been evolved in the last decades: Starting with
simple schemes (e.g. Manabe, 1969), second-generation land surface models evolved,
adding e.g. detailed resistance schemes for evapotranspiration and more complexity
into the description of soil processes (Pitman, 2003). More recent developments for
third-generation models mainly include a dynamic vegetation, the “greening” of land
surface models (Pitman, 2003).
In the context of land surface modelling this thesis lays the focus on how the model
description of the special Tibetan Plateau conditions affect land surface fluxes (see
Sect. 1.1). Thereby a crucial feature is the comparison with site-specific eddy-covariance
measurements. As feedback mechanisms of the land surface to the atmosphere are out-
of-scope, the most suitable approach is an offline forced land surface model with pre-
scribed, site-specific state of vegetation and soil properties. The used model SEWAB
is a representative of the second-generation land surface models and participated in
the Project for Intercomparison of Land-surface Parametrization Schemes (PILPS:
Henderson-Sellers et al., 1996; Chen et al., 1997). From this experience it has been
improved regarding the description of soil and surface processes (Mengelkamp et al.,
1999, 2001; Warrach et al., 2001) and is therefore adequately structured for the in-
tended purpose. Initially developed for humid conditions SEWAB’s performance under
dry conditions has to be tested yet.
2.3. Lake surface modelling on the Tibetan Plateau
Lake surfaces should be taken into account for regional flux estimation on the Tibetan
Plateau as approximately 45 000 km2 is covered by lakes (Xu et al., 2009). The impor-
tance of lake surfaces for the regional energy balance and water cycle has been pointed
out by Rouse et al. (2005) and Nordbo et al. (2011). Some evaporation estimates
already exist for lake surfaces, modelled with simple bulk approaches based on daily
or monthly forcing data from remote sensing or surface observations (Haginoya et al.,
2009; Xu et al., 2009; Krause et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011), in some cases validated
with pan evaporation measurements. To my best knowledge no studies are reported
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yet, utilising or conducting eddy-covariance measurements above lake surfaces on the
Tibetan Plateau.
There is a huge amount of lakes on the Tibetan Plateau (≈1090 lakes larger than
10 km2, Yu et al., 2011), therefore a variety of lake extent and depth can be expected to
occur. These factors greatly influence surface temperature (and thereby atmospheric
stability) and surface roughness (Rouse et al., 2005; Panin et al., 2006a; Nordbo et al.,
2011). These variables in turn typically exhibit a diurnal variation on the one hand and
their relationship to the surface fluxes is non-linear. Therefore the processes can only
be represented by resolving the diurnal cycle, which is not possible with the methods
mentioned above.
For such a purpose a hydrodynamic multilayer (HM) model (Foken, 1979, 1984) is
a suitable candidate. It is originally designed for energy exchange above the ocean.
Shallow water conditions, however, increase the wave height, depending on wind ve-
locity, and therefore enhance the turbulent exchange (Panin and Foken, 2005). The
HM model and the shallow water approach has been validated with eddy-covariance
data from a lake in Germany and the impact on exchange over the Caspian Sea has
been discussed (Panin et al., 2006b,a). Nevertheless, it has to be tested whether these
parametrisations work under the conditions of the Tibetan Plateau as well.
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3.1. The Nam Co 2009 experiment
As pointed out in Sect. 1.2 own experiments were inevitable to derive necessary data
for input, parametrisation and validation of surface models. The Nam Co site (see
description in the following) has been chosen, as it is an area where typical land surfaces
of the Tibetan Plateau (dry alpine steppe, more wet and dense grassland, and lakes)
occur closely together. Located at the intersection of the Westerlies with the Asian
Monsoon circulation systems the Nam Co basin has been considered as a key area of
interest (Haginoya et al., 2009; Keil et al., 2010).
3.1.1. Site description
The Nam Co 2009 experiment was carried out from 26 June to 8 August within the
2009 summer monsoon season. The site is located 220 km north of Lhasa in the Nam Co
Basin, Tibetan Plateau, with its lake surface at an elevation of 4730 km a.s.l. The basin
is dominated by the lake itself and the Nyainqentanglha mountain range, stretched
along its SE side and reaching up to 7270 m a.s.l. with an average height of 5230 m
(Liu et al., 2010). The Institute of Tibetan Plateau Research (ITP), Chinese Academy
of Sciences is operating the Nam Co Monitoring and Research Station for Multisphere
Interactions near a small lake in 1 km distance SE to the Nam Co Lake (see Figure 3.1).
The vegetation around Nam Co reflects the prevailing arid, high-altitude climate with
alpine meadows and steppe grasses (Mu¨gler et al., 2010). Near the Nam Co Station the
vegetation coverage and composition are highly variable according to the soil moisture
conditions determined by topographic features: Grass genera typical for Alpine steppe
(Stipa, Carex, Helictotrichon, Elymus, Festuca, Kobresia, Poa, see Biermann et al.,
2009; Miehe et al., 2011) have been observed on the hillocks, with a total vegetation
coverage of 60 % or less (grass−), while more wet areas are densely covered (>90 %)
with alpine meadows dominated by Kobresia species (grass+, see Figure 3.1).
3.1.2. Measurements
Turbulent fluxes were obtained by two energy balance systems. One set-up is located
directly at the Nam Co station over dry alpine steppe (grass−), further called NamITP,


















Figure 3.1. Flux measurements at Nam Co 2009, map from Gerken et al. (2012, Ap-
pendix B), photos from W. Babel.
on almost flat terrain, but starts to decline smoothly toward the small lake at a distance
of 90m NNE. The second station has been set up for this experiment by the University
of Bayreuth directly at the shoreline of the small lake (NamUBT). The measured
turbulent fluxes correspond to a more wet alpine meadow (grass+), a terraced land
surface with a gentle average slope of ≤ 8◦, or to the lake surface, depending on wind
direction. Both stations recorded the components needed to obtain the surface energy
balance as well as standard meteorological variables. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the
used instruments, for further details the reader is referred to Zhou et al. (2011) and
Biermann et al. (2009).
3.1.3. Data post-processing
Half hourly fluxes were processed from turbulent raw data using the internationally
compared software TK2/3 (Mauder and Foken, 2004, 2011). All post-processing steps
and flux corrections recommended by Rebmann et al. (2012) and Foken et al. (2012) are
applied within this software package. As NamUBT was located between a gentle sloping
land surface and a level lake surface, a sector-wise planar-fit rotation was necessary in
order to minimise the mean vertical wind velocity effectively (Biermann et al., 2013,
Appendix D).
The data sets have been analysed for the period from July 1 to August 8, 2009. Qual-
ity filtering has been applied following Foken et al. (2012). If not otherwise specified,
only data with best quality (Flag 1–3 out of 9 classes according to Foken et al., 2004)
have been accepted for model performance evaluation and scatterplots, while figures of
time series and diurnal cycles include intermediate data quality as well (Flag 1–6).
Furthermore, a footprint analysis and site-specific characterisation approach (Go¨ckede
et al., 2004, 2008) was conducted, utilizing a Lagrangian forward stochastic model by
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Table 3.1. List of sensors used for retrieving the measured surface energy balance and
additional sensors for standard meteorological variables





3.0 m 3.1 m
Gas analyser Li-7500 IRGA,
LiCOR Biosciences
3.0 m 3.1 m
Air temperature
and humidity
HMP 45, Vaisala 3.0 m 3.1 m
Net radiometer CM3/CG3, Kipp & Zonen - 1.5 m
Net radiometer CNR1, Kipp & Zonen 2.0 m -
Rain gauge tipping bucket 1.0 m 1.0 m
Soil moisture IMKO-TDR −10,−30,−50 cm −10,−20,−40,
−80,−160 cm




Soil heat flux Rimco HP3 heat flux plate −15 cm -
Water temperature PT100 −30 cm -
Logger Campbell Scientific Ltd. CR3000 CR5000
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Figure 3.2. Footprint analysis for the 2009 measurement period at NamUBT station,
(a): footprint climatology, all stratifications, (b): average land-use contribution in
dependence on wind direction for unstable and neutral stratification. Modified from
Biermann et al. (2013, Appendix D)
Rannik et al. (2000). The results show a sufficient contribution from the land use of
interest, which is grass− in case of NamITP for all wind sectors. Details about data
quality and footprint are given for this station with a data set from 2007 by Zhou et al.
(2011). Measurements from NamUBT proved to be representative for the shallow lake
in a wind sector of 252◦–32◦ (Fig. 3.2). For the wind sector of 72◦–212◦ the measure-
ments represent grass+ fairly well for unstable and neutral stratification (Fig. 3.2b).
Major contributions from grass− only occur under stable stratification, where the flux
differences between both surface types can be neglected.
3.1.4. Energy balance closure and correction
For both land surfaces grass− and grass+ the components of the measured energy
balance according to equation 2.1 has been determined (∆QS can be neglected for short
grassland). The ground heat flux for NamUBT has been calculated using the heat flux
plate measurements and accounting for the heat storage in the layer above (Liebethal
et al., 2005). For NamITP, a gradient method by Yang and Wang (2008) was applied.
Both methods showed good agreement with a reference data set. The energy balance
for the lake surface could not be determined, because the required measurements were
missing to estimate the storage of the lake and the flux into the sediment.
The energy balance closure ratio obtained from the regression slope of turbulent
fluxes versus available energy was found to be 81 % and 73 % for grass− and grass+,
respectively. Specific problems compromise the accuracy of the energy balance ob-
served at NamITP (grass−). These are deficiencies in temperature measurements of
the uppermost soil layer (Table 3.1) and possibly not representative upwelling radiation
measurements influenced by an unproportional large fraction of gravel in the respective
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footprint, see Babel et al. (2013, Appendix C). Nevertheless, the values observed for
the closure ratio are typical for grassland in heterogeneous landscapes (Foken, 2008a).
The turbulent fluxes have been corrected according to the residual of the energy bal-
ance before comparing with model simulations. Two methods have been applied, (i) the
well known correction after Twine et al. (2000) preserving the Bowen ratio (EBC-Bo),
and (ii) a new correction method according to the buoyancy flux (EBC-HB). The latter
is motivated by the hypothesis of secondary circulations causing the closure gap (see
Sect. 2.1). It distributes the residual according to the relative contribution of sensible
and latent heat to the buoyancy flux, described in the outlook of Charuchittipan et al.
(2013, Appendix E) as follows: The buoyancy flux QHB is defined by analogy to the
sensible heat flux, but driven by the virtual temperature Tv,
QHB = ρcpw′T ′v with Tv = T (1 + 0.61q) (3.1)
with the air density ρ, the specific heat capacity cp, the air temperature T and the
specific humidity q. The virtual temperature is nearly equal to the sonic temperature
(Kaimal and Gaynor, 1991). Thus the relation between sensible heat flux and buoyancy
flux can be derived in a similar way as done by Schotanus et al. (1983), applying
Reynolds’s decomposition for T and q, leading to
QHB = ρcpw′T ′v ' ρcp
(









with the Bowen ratio Bo = QH
QE
and λ is the heat of evaporation. This relationship is
utilised in the EBC-HB correction to distribute the residual Res to the turbulent fluxes
QEBC−HBH = QH + fHB ·Res (3.3)












The EBC-HB method does not preserve the Bowen ratio, therefore Eqns. 3.3-3.5 have
to be calculated iteratively until Bo converges. Both methods can be compared with
respect to their dependence on the Bowen ratio (Fig 3.3). As anticipated the EBC-HB
method distributes more of the residual to the sensible heat flux. This difference is
most pronounced for low Bowen ratios and becomes negligible for very high Bowen
ratios.
The assumptions inherent in both correction methods are meaningless for night-time
data, therefore the corrections were only applied, when both sensible and latent heat
flux exceed a threshold of 10 W m−2 and the Bowen ratio is positive. Furthermore,
instantaneous residuals > 150 W m−2 may introduce huge errors in the correction, and
respective flux observations have been excluded from model evaluation.
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EBC−HB, Tair = 15°C
EBC−HB,  −30°C < Tair < 30°C
Figure 3.3. General effect of the energy balance correction methods according to the
Bowen ratio (EBC-Bo) and according to the buoyancy flux (EBC-HB); the per-
centage of the residual attributed to QH is shown in dependence on Bo; EBC-HB
weakly depends on air temperature Tair and the dashed lines indicate the range of
the relationship at −30◦C < Tair < 30◦C; modified from Charuchittipan et al. (2013,
Appendix E)
3.2. Land surface modelling for Nam Co 2009
For this thesis a land surface model called SEWAB is used, developed by Mengelkamp
et al. (1997) in the former GKSS Research Centre, Geesthacht, Germany. It is a stan-
dalone 1D soil-vegetation-atmosphere transfer model, developed for humid conditions
in Central Europe and well suited for the purpose of this study (see Sect. 2.2). Model
equations are described in detail by Mengelkamp et al. (1999, 2001); Warrach et al.
(2001). Nevertheless a summary of the most important features is given in Table 3.2.
For this study the energy balance closure of SEWAB is of major interest. SEWAB is
constrained by the energy budget equation, and all individual components are com-
puted iteratively solving for the surface temperature. Therefore all fluxes parametrised
with the surface temperature are interlinked, which are sensible heat flux, the ground
heat flux and the longwave upwelling radiation, but also the latent heat flux via the
temperature dependent specific humidity of saturation.
3.2.1. Model versions
In this study the model has been run as described above (original version) and in a
version adapted to the conditions of the Tibetan Plateau (TP version). The following
set-up has been chosen for both versions:
• 7 soil layers reaching a total depth of 2 m and 5 layers within the first 50 cm.
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Table 3.2. Parametrisation of energy balance components in SEWAB and their con-
nection to the surface temperature Tg
Variable Equation
Net radiation Rnet = −Rswd(1− a)−Rlwd + εσT 4g ,
Rswd and Rlwd prescribed in forcing data set
Ground heat flux QG = λs (Tg − TS1) ∆z−1S1 , S1: uppermost soil layer
Sensible heat flux QH = CHρcpu(z)(Tg − T (z))
Latent heat flux Evaporation from bare soil Es, wet foliage Ef and plant
transpiration Etr (Noilhan and Planton, 1989)
Es = CEρu(z)(αqs(Tg)− q(z))
Ef = CEρu(z)(qs(Tg)− q(z))
Etr = (Ra +Rs)
−1ρ(qs(Tg)− q(z))
Stability dependence CH after Louis (1979), CE = CH
Soil temperature Distribution solved by the diffusion equation
Soil moisture Movement solved by the Richards’ equation
Characteristics from Clapp and Hornberger (1978)
a albedo [-] u wind velocity [m s−1]
CE Dalton number [-] u∗ friction velocity [m s−1]
CH Stanton number [-] z measurement height [m]
cp air heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1]
q specific humidity [-] α dependence factor of soil air humidity
qs saturation specific humidity [-] to soil water content [-]
Ra turbulent atmospheric resistance [s m−1] ε emissivity [-]
Rlwd long wave downward radiation [W m
−2] λs soil thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
Rswd short wave downward radiation [W m
−2] ρ air density [kg m−3]
T temperature [K] σ Stefan Boltzmann constant [W m−2K−4]
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• hydrological modules containing tunable parameters, which cannot be deter-
mined, are disabled (ponding, variable infiltration capacity, ARNO concept for
subsurface runoff and baseflow, depth dependency parametrisation of saturated
hydraulic conductivity, see Mengelkamp et al., 1999, 2001)
• offline forcing with measured precipitation, air temperature, wind velocity, air
pressure, relative humidity, downwelling short-wave and long-wave radiation us-
ing the same data for both grass+ and grass−.
• internal model time step of 10 min, interpolation of 30-min forcing data and
aggregation of output to 30 min.
• initialisation of soil moisture and soil temperature profiles with a 3-year forcing
data set extracted from the ITPCAS (Institute of Tibetan Plateau Research,
Chinese Academy of Sciences) gridded forcing data set (Chen et al., 2011). Test
simulations showed reasonable simulations of soil moisture for the grass− surface,
but could not be used for the grass+ surface, as the shallow ground water table
at NamUBT could not be reproduced with a single column realisation.
• initialisation of soil moisture and soil temperature profiles with observed profiles.
This initialisation showed good agreement with the 3-year spin-up at grass−,
therefore it has been solely used for all analysis for both surface types.
The adaptation to the Tibetan Plateau (TP version) aims at addressing the issues
mentioned in Sect. 2.2. The changes include:
1. A new calculation of the soil thermal conductivity λs following Yang et al. (2005)
λs(Θ) = λdry + (λsat − λdry) exp [0.36 · (1−Θsat/Θ)] (3.6)
with the volumetric soil water content Θ and Θsat as the porosity. The dry and
saturated thermal conductivity limits were estimated from field observations as
λdry = 0.15 W m
−1 K−1 and λsat = 0.8 and 1.3 W m−1 K−1 for grass+ and grass−,
respectively. This parametrisation replaced the original formulation featuring a
weighted sum of individual thermal conductivities of dry clay/sand, water, ice
and air according to the actual state.
2. To account for diurnal and seasonal variations of the thermal roughness length
observed on the Tibetan Plateau (Yang et al., 2003), a formulation according to






with the kinematic viscosity of air ν, the friction velocity u∗, the dynamic temper-
ature scale T∗ = −w′T ′/u∗ and an empirical constant β = 7.2 s0.5 m−0.5 K−0.25. As
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T∗ depends on z0h, the equation has to be solved iteratively (Yang et al., 2010).
The original formulation estimates z0h as a fixed fraction of the aerodynamic
roughness length z0h = 0.1z0m.
3. Like observed in desert landscapes (Agam et al., 2004; Balsamo et al., 2011;
Wallace et al., 1991), latent heat fluxes occur on the Tibetan Plateau even when
soil moisture drops below wilting point. The soil air humidity controlling bare
soil evaporation is adjusted in SEWAB with a soil moisture dependent factor α
(see Table 3.2). To account for dry conditions a formulation by Mihailovic´ et al.







, Θ ≤ ΘFC
1, Θ > ΘFC
(3.8)
with the volumetric water content at field capacity ΘFC, the actual water content









for Θ ≤ ΘFC (Noilhan and Planton, 1989) is very
prohibitive for low Θ as pointed out by Mihailovic´ et al. (1995).
3.2.2. Model parameters
In order to focus on the impact of the model versions on the performance, no optimi-
sation algorithms were applied to constrain the parameter space. Instead, two ways of
deriving “reasonable” parameter sets were explored, defining a “measured” parameter
set and a “default” parameter set. While the latter can be obtained with a standard
knowledge of the surface and soil types involved, the measured parameters represent
detailed in situ and laboratory observations of the relevant site-specific properties. A
summary of the most important parameters gives Table 3.3. The leaf area index,
emissivity, minimum stomatal resistance and maximum stomatal resistance were not
measured and therefore uniformly taken for both surface types and parameter sets (Hu
et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009; Alapaty et al., 1997).
Default parameters differ most considerably between both surfaces in the description
of the soil. The soil texture was classified as “sand” and “sandy loam”, USDA
textural classes, for grass− and grass+, respectively. The corresponding param-
eters have been collected for SEWAB by Mengelkamp et al. (1997), originating
from Clapp and Hornberger (1978) in case of the hydraulic properties. As both
land use types are classified as short grassland, the surface parameters differ solely
in the fraction of vegetated area and therefore in the over-all albedo (albedo for
grassland and dry bare soil from Foken, 2008b).
Measured parameters use meteorological observations for albedo and roughness length
for momentum, fraction of vegetated area, canopy height and rooting depth were
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Table 3.3. Most important parameters for the model simulations: albedo a, emissivity
ε, fraction of vegetated area fveg, leaf area index of vegetated area LAIveg, canopy
height hc, rooting depth zr, roughness length z0m, minimum stomatal resistance
Rs,min, maximum stomatal resistance Rs,max, thermal diffusivity νT, soil heat capac-
ity CG · %G, porosity Θsat, matrix potential at saturation Ψsat, saturated hydraulic
conductivity Ksat, volumetric water content at field capacity ΘFC, volumetric wa-
ter content at wilting point ΘWP, and exponent b for relationships after Clapp and
Hornberger (1978).
Default parameter Measured parameter
Parameter Unit NamITP NamUBT NamITP NamUBT
Surface and vegetation parameter
a - 0.22 0.205 0.196 0.196
ε - 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
fveg - 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.9
LAIveg - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
hc m 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.07
zr m 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5
z0m m 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
Rs,min s m
−1 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
Rs,max s m
−1 2500 2500 2500 2500
Soil parameter
νT m
2 s−1 0.84 · 10−6 0.84 · 10−6 1.5 · 10−7 2.5 · 10−7
CG · %G J m−3 K−1 2.10 · 106 2.10 · 106 2.10 · 106 2.10 · 106
Θsat m
3 m−3 0.395 0.435 0.396 0.63
Ψsat m -0.121 -0.218 -0.51 -0.14
Ksat m s
−1 1.76 · 10−4 3.47 · 10−5 2.018 · 10−5 1.38 · 10−5
ΘFC m
3 m−3 0.135 0.150 0.21 0.38
ΘWP m
3 m−3 0.068 0.114 0.06 0.19
b - 4.05 4.90 3.61 6.79
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estimated in the field. Soil physical parameters were deduced from laboratory
investigation of soil samples taken nearby the measurement set-up (Chen et al.,
2012) assuming the samples to be representative on the scale of the EC footprint.
Directly measured are soil texture, thermal conductivity, hydraulic conductivity
at saturation and the soil water retention curve, providing matrix potential at
saturation and exponent b (Clapp and Hornberger, 1978). Backward calculation
of the last two yield the volumetric water content at field capacity (pF=2.5 as-
sumed) and at wilting point (pF=4.5 assumed). The latter pF value differs from
the standard 4.2, a reasonable assumption for mesophytic grass species (Larcher,
2001, p208).
3.3. Lake surface modelling for Nam Co 2009
Turbulent fluxes over the shallow lake surface near Nam Co were modelled with a hy-
drodynamic multilayer model (HM) (Foken, 1979, 1984). As the governing principle,
surface – atmosphere exchange is parametrised based on a bulk approach, but resolv-
ing the molecular boundary layer, the viscous buffer layer and turbulent layer by an
integrated profile coefficient Γ. It accounts for stratification by using Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory.
The model is forced by measurements, using the same data set as utilised for SEWAB
(see Sect. 3.2.1). Lake surface temperature is approximated by the measured lake
temperature, hence there is no need for radiation measurements and energy balance
closure within the model. The lake surface temperature probe was shielded against
direct radiation, a radiation error due to diffuse radiation in the water body has been
estimated as approximately 0.2 K, see Biermann et al. (2013, Appendix D). Wendisch
and Foken (1989) investigated which forcing variables are most influential to the model
error and identified water temperature (50 %) and wind velocity, air temperature and
air humidity (10 % to 20 % each).
The HM model is designed for turbulent exchange over the ocean. Shallow water,
however, induces larger waves leading to higher roughness and an enhanced exchange
depending on wind velocity and lake depth H (Panin et al., 2006b). Therefore the
shallow water correction proposed by Panin and Foken (2005) has been implemented





1 + kSWH,E · h ·H−1
)
(3.9)
with the coefficient kSWH,E ≈ 2. As postulated by the theoretical consideration, the
shallow water turbulent fluxes QSWH,E are always larger than the corresponding deep
water fluxes QoceanH,E . The mean square wave height is parametrised with the empirical




, formulated by Davidan et al. (1985).
Therefore the influencial parameters for the shallow water extension are wind velocity
and lake depth, their impact on the relative increase in fluxes is displayed in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Sensitivity of the shallow water term on lake depth H and wind velocity in
10 m height u10m: Isolines show the relative increase of deep water fluxes QSW ·Q−1ocean
depending on u10m and H
From the equations local sensitivities can be derived. Using the mean wind velocity
of 4 m s−1 and a water depth of 1.5 m and assuming corresponding typical errors of
0.3 m s−1 and 1 m would lead to flux uncertainties of 1 % and 4 %, respectively.
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4.1. Data quality on the Tibetan Plateau
The quality of turbulent fluxes from eddy-covariance data has been analysed on four sta-
tions on the Tibetan Plateau (Table 1.1) with respect to fulfilment of eddy-covariance
requirements, energy balance closure, footprint, as well as obstacles in the vicinity of
the sensor and potentially resulting internal boundary layers (Babel et al., 2011a,b).
Despite some site-specific sources of disturbance not discussed here, two, more general
features can be highlighted.
For one thing near-ground free convective conditions have been found very frequently
at Nam Co due to changes in the diurnal land-lake circulation system and due to
changing cloud cover inducing sharp contrasts in the surface energy budget especially
on the Tibetan Plateau (Zhou et al., 2011). This comes along with a degradation of data
quality caused by both instationarity and mismatch to theoretical integral turbulence
characteristics. Zhou et al. (2011) argue that data from these situations should not be
routinely rejected, as they describe a typical daytime phenomenon within a convective
boundary layer.
Secondly, irregular friction velocities have been frequently found in the data from the
BJ site (now Naqu station), related to the used sonic anemometer DAT 600 TR61A
probe from Kaijo-Denki. Irregular friction means that momentum flux has been fre-
quently observed with the wrong direction, rating the surface erroneously as a source
of momentum rather than a sink. The DAT 600 is a non-omnidirectional sensor with
a relatively small open sector of 120◦. It is shown by Li et al. (2013, Appendix F)
that the problem can be reduced for data of the undisturbed (open) sector by apply-
ing a sector-wise planar-fit. Basically such partitions in disturbed and undisturbed
sectors are relevant to all non-omnidirectional sensors, therefore the impact of using a
sector-wise planar-fit is investigated for the CSAT3, Campbell Scientific Ltd. as well.
The friction velocity of the sector-wise planar-fit deviates up to 10 % (DAT 600) from
the “usual” planar-fit applied for the whole sector of all wind directions. Due to its
large open sector of 340◦ no such differences could be found for CSAT3, but irregular
friction could be slightly reduced, especially when the front sector (i.e. the disturbing
probe elements occur straight behind the measuring path) is rotated separately. This
discrepancy between CSAT3 and DAT 600 is reflected by systematic differences found
between the friction velocities derived by both instruments when applying the planar-
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Figure 4.1. Mean diurnal energy fluxes for the whole measurement period, separated
for land (a: grass− at NamITP, b: grass+ at NamUBT) and lake (c: NamUBT); all
components are measured for land fluxes (a, b); for lake fluxes, the net radiation is
calculated from measured downwelling radiation and using an albedo of 0.06 and the
lake surface temperature with an emissivity of 0.96; the lower panel shows diurnal
surface and air temperature. The time axis is displayed in Beijing standard time
(CST), mean local solar noon during the observation period is at 1400 CST. From
Biermann et al. (2013, Appendix D)
instruments can be seen. It is also important to mention that scalar fluxes were not
affected by the different planar-fit rotations.
4.2. Flux measurements at Nam Co
During the monsoon season, the measured energy fluxes at Nam Co exhibit a distinct
spatial heterogeneity corresponding to different surface types, see Babel et al. (2013,
Appendix C) and Biermann et al. (2013, Appendix D). Mean diurnal energy fluxes for
a dry (grass−) and a wet (grass+) alpine steppe and a shallow lake surface can be seen
in Fig. 4.1. The measurements at NamUBT correspond to either grass+ or lake surface,
depending on wind direction (Fig. 3.2). The land surface fluxes (Fig. 4.1a, b) show a
similar diurnal cycle in general, with latent heat fluxes dominating over sensible heat
fluxes, a typical feature for the monsoon season on the Tibetan Plateau (e.g. Gu et al.,
2005; Ma and Ma, 2006). Nevertheless, evaporation is higher at grass+ on average
due to soil moisture availability. While grass+ is constantly supplied by a shallow
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ground water table, water availability is highly variable at NamITP with volumetric
soil moistures below 5 % most of the time, but with saturated soils shortly after rain
events. In such short periods, latent and sensible heat fluxes are approximately equal,
some example days are shown by Babel et al. (2013, Appendix C). The NamITP site
exhibits the typical features for dry surfaces on the TP with a huge diurnal cycle of the
surface temperature (peaks reach up to 50 ◦C on dry days), and only moderate heat
fluxes are not able to redistribute this surface heat content effectively (Yang et al.,
2009). The premature change of the sign of the ground heat flux in the early afternoon
indicates a strongly heated shallow soil layer, thermally decoupled from the deeper soil
and supplying energy to the surface well before surface temperatures drop to the same
magnitude as air temperature.
Over the lake surface, the turbulent energy does not show a diurnal cycle, but were
constant over the day (Biermann et al., 2013, Appendix D). The lake body is able to
release energy at any time, so evaporation is mainly limited by wind velocity and vapour
pressure deficit. The shallow lake in particular shows comparably large evaporation
due to high wind velocities of 4 m s−1 on average and enhanced turbulent exchange
caused by unstable stratification even during daytime (Fig. 4.1c). In contrast, stable
stratification typically prevails over lakes in daytime (e.g. Beyrich et al., 2006; Nordbo
et al., 2011).
4.3. Land surface modelling at Nam Co
In order to assess model performance, model runs for grass− and grass+ were conducted
for measured and default parameters, using both the original version and the adaptation
to the Tibetan Plateau (TP version). The simulations were compared with energy
balance corrected observations using both correction methods according to the Bowen
ratio (EBC-Bo, Twine et al., 2000) and according to the Buoyancy flux (EBC-HB), see
Sect. 3.1.4 and Babel et al. (2013, Appendix C).
In general observed patterns (EBC-Bo corrected) were adequately reproduced show-
ing correlation coefficients of 0.9 for both sites, parameter sets and model versions
(Babel et al., 2013, Appendix C). This is a notable feature as no optimisation algo-
rithm has been applied so far. Differences between model runs, however, can be found
in model bias B = ξsim− ξobs and the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient NS = 1−
∑N (ξsim−ξobs)2∑N (ξobs−ξobs)2
(Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), which can be interpreted similarly to the common coeffi-
cient of determination R2, but is sensitive to bias as well. A large and positive bias for
turbulent fluxes is found at grass−, which is not apparent at grass+ (Fig. 4.2a). This is
in parts connected to the estimation of the ground heat flux and a high sensitivity of
the new thermal conductivity formulation to changes in soil moisture in the dry range
(Babel et al., 2013, Appendix C). Nevertheless, bias in ground heat flux could be re-
duced at grass− compared to the original version. The TP version reduces the sensible




























































Figure 4.2. Bias (a) and Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient NS (b) of turbulent fluxes (simu-
lated vs. EBC-Bo corrected observations), NamITP corresponds to grass−, NamUBT
to grass+; the individual blocks show od: original SEWAB version, default parame-
ters; om: original SEWAB version, measured parameters; Td: TP version, default
parameters; Tm: TP version, measured parameters. Modified from Babel et al.
(2013, Appendix C)
well, the bias of latent heat is also slightly reduced. This reduction in bias for the TP
version induces a better performance with the NS coefficient (Fig. 4.2b). Simulations
with default parameters yield predictions closer to the EBC-Bo corrected observations.
This can be mainly attributed to larger field capacities and wilting points in the mea-
sured parameter set (Table 3.3), suppressing evapotranspiration on both sites. The
new formulation for bare soil evaporation partly compensates this effect at NamITP,
at NamUBT bare soil evaporation takes no effect as the fractional area of bare soil is
too low.
As expected, the simulations perform better for grass+ than for grass− in general,
as SEWAB formulations have not been validated for such dry conditions before, for
example the stomatal resistance by Noilhan and Planton (1989). For the grass− site
the TP version shows better performance without substantially compromising latent
heat fluxes. Similar results are found for the grass+ side. Therefore this study not
only agrees with previous work over dry surfaces (Yang et al., 2008, 2009; Chen et al.,
2010), but shows that the implemented scheme to calculate thermal roughness is not
limited to dry surfaces. Furthermore, the new TP version seems to be less sensitive
to soil parameters as its performance shows smaller differences between parameter sets
than the original version.
The results have been cross-checked with the ground heat flux and important state
variables as soil moisture and surface temperature. It could be shown that the new
TP version predicts the surface temperature more accurately and is able to reduce bias
for the ground heat flux, even if the scatter has been increased. The soil moisture is
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reasonably resembled for grass− with both parameter set. For details see Babel et al.
(2013, Appendix C).
As SEWAB performed well in general when being forced with measured data, it has
been deployed as a reference time series to evaluate a new soil model incorporated in a
simplistic land surface model called “Hybrid” (Gerken et al., 2012, Appendix B). The
new soil model has been invented to enhance the responsiveness of the surface in hybrid
showing a distinct time lag to the observations in its old version. As SEWAB did not
show such a time lag, its simulations were ideally suited for a cross correlation analysis
with hybrid, where the large gaps in the observed data complicate the interpretation
of the results, see Gerken et al. (2012, Appendix B) for detail.
4.4. Influence of the energy balance correction method
In the previous section model evaluations were carried out with EBC-Bo corrected
observations only. In order to highlight the role of the energy balance closure for
the evaluation of land surface models the new correction method according to the
buoyancy flux (EBC-HB) has been considered as well. Table 4.1 summarises the change
in performance with respect to (a) model parameters, (b) model version, and (c) method
of energy balance closure correction.
Table 4.1a and b confirm the results given in the previous section for EBC-Bo cor-
rected observations. In contrast, EBC-HB corrected observations indicate that mea-
sured parameters perform now substantially better at the grass+ site. The same hap-
pens there, to a less extent, with respect to model version in case of sensible heat
although the positive effect of the TP version prevails in general. The reason for this
behaviour is a shift in bias for both turbulent fluxes, as EBC-HB attributes a larger
fraction of the residual to the sensible heat flux. Therefore the choice for the method
to close the energy balance has a strong influence on the decision on the “right” model
parameter set or version. It should be noted that a large bias remains for the sum
of turbulent fluxes (Fig. 4.2) which is in fact independent of the method for energy
balance correction and must be attributed to other reasons.
Switching between correction methods (Table 4.1c) yields ambiguous results in bias
and NS with respect to model version and parameters, but shows advantage for EBC-
Bo at grass+ and for EBC-HB at grass−. The pattern statisitics, however, offer another
perspective: EBC-Bo yields substantially higher R2 for the sensible heat flux in any
case and lower R2 for the latent heat flux at grass+. Therefore the SEWAB model
is more compatible with EBC-Bo, as exemplarily shown in Fig. 4.3. The simulations
of sensible heat flux show more scatter with the EBC-HB corrected observations than
for EBC-Bo. This might be caused by an intrinsic model incompatibility to EBC-HB
or by problems in estimation of the energy balance closure, incorporating additional
uncertainty into the turbulent fluxes. On the other hand, uncorrected observations do
not lead to higher R2 for sensible heat than EBC-Bo corrected (not shown). The red
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Table 4.1. Differences in the performance measures ∆p, with p as R2, bias B [W m−2]
and NS coefficient, with respect to (a) model parameters, (b) model version, and
(c) EBC correction method (∆p = p1 − p2, pi: performance of simulation i). Only
absolute values for the bias have been used, i.e. ∆B < 0 always refers to a bias
reduction while ∆B > 0 indicates an increase in bias irrespective of the direction of
the bias. Changes larger than 0.1 in R2, 10 W m−2 in bias and 0.1 in NS are regarded
to be substantial (underlined) and discriminated, whether p1 is better than p2 (bold
and underlined) or p2 has advantage over p1 (underlined only).
Station Parameter Version EBC Sensible heat flux Latent heat flux
∆R2 ∆B ∆NS ∆R2 ∆B ∆NS
(a) ∆p with respect to parameter, p1: measured parameters, p2: default parameters
ITP p1 − p2 original Bo 0.02 9.4 −0.13 −0.03 1.5 −0.02
ITP p1 − p2 TP Bo 0.02 4.9 −0.02 −0.03 −2.1 0.00
UBT p1 − p2 original Bo 0.01 22.8 −0.38 −0.01 29.7 −0.12
UBT p1 − p2 TP Bo 0.01 16.7 −0.16 −0.02 28.4 −0.12
ITP p1 − p2 original HB 0.05 9.2 −0.04 −0.02 1.0 0.02
ITP p1 − p2 TP HB 0.03 4.5 0.03 −0.02 −2.7 0.02
UBT p1 − p2 original HB −0.04 −23.2 0.25 0.00 −31.2 0.21
UBT p1 − p2 TP HB −0.05 −20.4 0.31 −0.02 −30.1 0.17
(b) ∆p with respect to model version, p1: TP version, p2: original version
ITP default p1 − p2 Bo −0.02 −6.6 0.13 −0.02 0.0 −0.02
ITP measured p1 − p2 Bo −0.02 −11.1 0.24 −0.01 −3.6 −0.01
UBT default p1 − p2 Bo −0.01 −2.5 0.06 −0.07 −0.2 −0.07
UBT measured p1 − p2 Bo −0.01 −8.6 0.27 −0.08 −1.5 −0.07
ITP default p1 − p2 HB −0.03 −7.4 0.07 0.01 1.2 0.01
ITP measured p1 − p2 HB −0.05 −12.1 0.13 0.01 −2.5 0.01
UBT default p1 − p2 HB −0.06 8.5 −0.24 0.02 −1.4 0.05
UBT measured p1 − p2 HB −0.07 11.3 −0.18 0.01 −0.3 0.01
(c) ∆p with respect to energy balance closure correction method, p1: EBC-Bo, p2: EBC-HB
ITP default original p1 − p2 0.18 12.5 −0.10 0.03 11.3 0.08
ITP measured original p1 − p2 0.15 12.7 −0.20 0.02 11.8 0.04
ITP default TP p1 − p2 0.19 13.3 −0.04 0.00 10.1 0.05
ITP measured TP p1 − p2 0.18 13.7 −0.09 0.00 10.7 0.03
UBT default original p1 − p2 0.15 −32.0 0.41 −0.04 −32.8 0.19
UBT measured original p1 − p2 0.20 14.0 −0.22 −0.04 28.1 −0.14
UBT default TP p1 − p2 0.21 −43.0 0.71 −0.12 −31.6 0.07
UBT measured TP p1 − p2 0.26 −5.9 0.23 −0.13 26.9 −0.22
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Figure 4.3. Turbulent flux observations versus model simulations, measured param-
eters, TP version, for grass− (a, c) and grass+ (b, d); Observations are displayed
using the EBC-Bo correction (a, b) and the EBC-HB correction (c, d). The red
points indicate data with −Res > 150 W m−2 (not included in the analysis). From
Babel et al. (2013, Appendix C).
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points indicate values with residuals −Res > 150 W m−2, which were excluded from
the analysis. Obviously, these points were most strongly affected by the choice of the
correction method. This is especially true for this study as large residuals occur nearly
exclusively for low Bowen ratios (not shown). This is no surprise for NamUBT, where
only wet conditions occur, but somehow unexpected for NamITP. This effect might be
related to uncertainty in the ground heat flux calculation affecting the storage term as
described by Leuning et al. (2012).
It can be concluded from this study that SEWAB is more compatible to the common
EBC-Bo correction. This can be confirmed with a study over cropland in a temperate
humid climate (Kracher et al., 2009). The study shows that the models TERRA (part
of the “Lokalmodell” LM, Steppeler et al., 2003) and REMO (Jacob and Podzun, 1997)
yield higher Bowen ratios than SEWAB, and therefore might be more compatible with
the new EBC-HB correction. However, these models are not constrained with the
energy balance, the ground heat fluxes can be regarded as their balance residual. Some
other land surface models solve this step similar to SEWAB, such as, for example,
the common land model CLM (Dai et al., 2003), or the simple biosphere model SiB2
(Sellers et al., 1996).
4.5. Lake surface modelling at Nam Co
Lake surface modelling has been conducted for the shallow lake at Nam Co station
where eddy-covariance measurements exist (Fig. 4.1). For simulations the hydrody-
namic multilayer (HM) model (Foken, 1979, 1984) with shallow water extension (Panin
and Foken, 2005) is used as described in Sect. 3.3. The performance is demonstrated in
a scatterplot of observed eddy-covariance data, selected at NamUBT for lake surface
according to the footprint vs. model simulations (Fig. 4.4). The lake depth was esti-
mated as 1.5 m within the average footprint area, and the shallow lake parametrisation
for latent heat performs well there (Figure 4.4b). One should take into account that
no more parameters exist besides the lake depth that could be used for tuning the
results. Changing the lake depth by ±0.5 m exhibits only small influence on the fluxes
(Figure 4.4a, c), as already suggested by the sensitivity analysis in Sect. 3.3. Therefore
the simulations are assumed to be robust within the uncertainty of eddy-covariance
flux measurements. On the other hand the difference is substantial to the assumption
of a deep lake, i.e. without shallow water term (Figure 4.4d). This obviously suggests
a different flux regime over the large Nam Co lake being present with apparently lower
latent heat fluxes. It should be noted, however, that lake depth affects the lake surface
temperature as well, especially its diurnal and seasonal cycle. Therefore the exam-
ple of Figure 4.4d is a hypothetical one, but with knowledge of reliable surface water
temperatures, it could be transferred to fluxes above the large Nam Co lake.
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(a) H = 1.0 m (b) H = 1.5 m
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Figure 4.4. Turbulent flux observations above the shallow lake versus HM model sim-
ulations for different assumptions of lake depth H within the eddy-covariance foot-
print; flux simulations in panel d are computed without shallow water extension.
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4.6. Flux heterogeneity at Nam Co
Previous sections demonstrate the ability of the land surface model SEWAB and the
HM model to simulate turbulent fluxes at Nam Co for land and lake surface, respec-
tively. The footprint concept allows for linking the simulations with observations, even
if more than one land use type contribute to the measurements. Based on this idea, a
spatial integration technique has been applied by Biermann et al. (2013, Appendix D):
Simulations of grass+ and lake have been integrated for each time step with a tile ap-
proach according to their relative contribution to the fluxes measured at NamUBT.
These footprint integrated simulations are now directly comparable to the observations
as shown for three example days in Fig. 4.5. The days represent different conditions
as they are for 17 July: changing conditions under moderate wind velocities; for 5
August: day with typical land – lake circulation pattern and moderate winds of about
2 m s−1 to 6 m s−1; and for 6 August: situation with larger than average wind speeds of
about 6 m s−1. The examples strikingly demonstrate the ability of the footprint concept
to link the observations with their sources and with the land-use specific model runs.
Also measurements with contributions from both surfaces are reasonably well reflected
by the spatial integrated simulation suggesting the tile approach to be valid in this case
study. This can be confirmed for the whole measuring period (Biermann et al., 2013,
Appendix D), even though situations with miscellaneous footprint did not occur very
often and did not show very high fluxes.
Nevertheless, Fig. 4.5 shows that instantaneous turbulent fluxes may differ up to
200 W m−2 between land use types. This should obviously affect the landscape scale
flux. The observations clearly indicate the differences not only in magnitude but also
in the dynamics (Fig. 4.1), which is also reflected in the simulations (Fig. 4.6). As
shown in Sect. 4.3 the simulations perform well despite an overestimation of sensible
heat fluxes for grass− and, to a less extent, for grass+.
Nevertheless, the differences between the simulated timeseries can be regarded as
significant. It is shown by Biermann et al. (2013, Appendix D) that mean absolute
errors between observations and simulations are smaller than mean absolute differences
between simulations of different surface types using the same data subset as done for
computing the respective mean absolute error. This suggests that the differences in
fluxes between land use types exceed the uncertainty with respect to model simulation.
Therefore the flux differences can be adequately represented without data gaps by
the modelled time series of each land use type. This is important as eddy-covariance
derived fluxes typically have too much gaps to be directly used for such a quantitative
assessment, especially for the case of NamUBT, where two land use types are measured
with only one set-up. The results for mean fluxes for the whole period is displayed
in Fig. 4.7. As expected from the land surface temperatures (Fig. 4.1) the two land
surface types already differ in the longwave radiation balance, and the mean latent heat
flux becomes more dominant with increasing soil moisture for the land surfaces. The
evaporation over the small lake is even higher, due to its shallow water table resulting
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Figure 4.5. Timeseries of observed and simulated fluxes at NamUBT on 17 July, 5
August, and 6 August 2009. Open circles denote the observations without energy
balance correction, the solid and the dashed grey line represent simulations for land
and lake, respectively. SEWAB simulations are carried out in the TP version us-
ing the measured parameters. The thick black line shows the footprint integrated
simulations according to the relative contribution of land and lake surface to the
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Figure 4.6. Diurnal cycle of observations and simulations at Nam Co 2009. Land
surface observations have been corrected according to the Bowen ratio (EBC-Bo),
respective simulations have been run in the TP version using the measured param-
eters. Solid lines represent mean fluxes while horizontal bars and grey shaded areas
denote respective standard deviations for observations and simulations. From Bier-
mann et al. (2013, Appendix D).
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Figure 4.7. Mean fluxes from the whole period for the three surface types from
observation-based model runs as used in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. Net shortwave radiation
(Rsw) and net longwave radiation (Rlw) are parametrised as explained in Fig. 4.1.
For the land surface types, QG represents the ground heat flux. In case of lake
surface, QG denotes the residual of the energy balance, shown as a hatched bar,
including the energy fluxes not accounted for, e.g. storage change in the water body
and flux into the sediment. Error bars indicate 1.96 times the standard error of the




in comparatively high surface temperatures. Mean differences of sensible and latent
heat flux between grass+ and grass- are 24.0 W m−2 and −33.5 W m−2, respectively,
and between grass+ and lake are −27.3 W m−2 and 22.3 W m−2, respectively.
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5. Conclusions
The overarching goal of this thesis is to progress the estimation of turbulent fluxes
over typical surface types on the Tibetan Plateau. Achievements have been made re-
lated to eddy-covariance observations on the Tibetan Plateau and site-specific land
surface modelling. An eddy-covariance data processing scheme has been developed
(Babel et al., 2011a,b), major features have been already applied on data of the Ti-
betan Plateau (Zhou et al., 2011; Biermann et al., 2013, Appendix D). Specific sensor
problems with the Kaijo-Denki DAT600 TR61A probe, installed at one of the sites
on the Tibetan Plateau, have been encountered with a sector-wise planar-fit rotation
(Li et al., 2013, Appendix F). Furthermore, the land surface scheme SEWAB has been
successfully adapted to a dry and a wet grassland site for the monsoon season at Nam
Co, Tibetan Plateau (Babel et al., 2013, Appendix C). First eddy-covariance measure-
ments over a lake surface have been gathered and a hydrodynamical multilayer model
could resemble these observations even resolving the diurnal cycle (Biermann et al.,
2013, Appendix D). From these achievements the following conclusions can be drawn:
• Coordinate rotation for non-omnidirectional sonic anemometer need a careful
handling, which applies to the Kaijo Denki DAT 600 TR61A probe in partic-
ular and, to a less extent, to the CSAT3 (Campbell Scientific Ltd.). Both in-
strument show frequent occurrences of physical implausible upward momentum
fluxes, caused by sensor distortion. It is recommended to apply the planar-fit ro-
tation for only the undisturbed wind sector, and discard momentum fluxes mea-
sured in other wind sectors. This can mitigate such problems, and the friction
velocity may deviate up to 10 % from those derived by a conventional planar-fit,
likely explaining the differences between DAT 600 and CSAT3 found in previous
studies as well (Hong et al., 2004). In contrast, no influence of this problem on
scalar fluxes could be shown.
• The adaptation of SEWAB to the Tibetan Plateau (TP version) shows a slight,
but overall better performance than the original version. The TP version leads
to bias reduction especially for sensible heat on the dry surface, which even holds
when using energy balance corrected observations according to the buoyancy flux.
It performs reasonable also for wet surfaces although the results are ambiguous
with respect to the used method to correct the observation for the energy balance
closure gap. Nevertheless this demonstrates that the implemented modifications,
including the z0h-scheme by Yang et al. (2008) are not limited to dry or bare
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soil surfaces and the small scale heterogeneity in soil moisture, anticipated by Su
et al. (2011), can be resolved with this SEWAB version.
• When comparing simulations with eddy-covariance derived turbulent fluxes, the
performance is strongly affected by the measured energy balance closure gap.
Thus the selection of the surface model and the choice of the EBC correction
method are inter-related problems, which should never be overlooked when val-
idating a model with eddy-covariance data. Kracher et al. (2009) could show,
that SEWAB reproduces the observed Bowen ratio quite well. This dissertation
supports their findings with data from a total different environment. On the
other hand, the EBC-Bo correction may not be appropriate due to poor scalar
similarity between sensible and latent heat flux for low frequency contributions,
as pointed out by Ruppert et al. (2006). This is confirmed by Charuchittipan
et al. (2013, Appendix E), and the new correction according to the buoyancy
flux, EBC-HB, is proposed in agreement with findings by e.g. Mauder and Foken
(2006); Foken (2008a); Foken et al. (2011); Ingwersen et al. (2011). Therefore
future model development of turbulent flux parametrisation should recognize ad-
vective fluxes supplying secondary circulations as recent hypotheses concerning
the energy balance closure rather than trying to get the best fit to the uncor-
rected eddy-covariance data. This is a challenging task, and a meaningful future
study of model structure at least requires an individual parametrisation of all en-
ergy flux components and no item should simply serve as residual of the energy
balance.
• The integration of the energy balance closure and its correction demands a high
quality measurements of all energy flux components. This may not always be
given or, in case of the lake surface, only possible with large efforts. Especially the
ground heat flux estimation (observed and simulated) is prone to uncertainties.
In the particular case of the grass− site at Nam Co problems arise due to a large
gravel content in the soil. More general, under dry conditions on the Tibetan
Plateau, a shallow dry upper soil layer might thermally decouple from the deeper
soil. Such a feature is usually not considered in heat flux parametrisations.
• Site-specific land surface model simulations based on eddy-covariance observa-
tions has been rarely conducted on the Tibetan Plateau. From this study follows
that some field investigations (additional to turbulent flux measurements and
forcing data) are inevitable to derive a high quality parameter set (measured or
default parameters), which are at least soil moisture measurements, soil temper-
ature measurements and field based knowledge of the soil type, derived at least
by a conventional pedological description. The land surface model SEWAB, con-
strained by such a data set, is reliable enough to be used for validating more
simplistic models as done by Gerken et al. (2012, Appendix B).
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• Turbulent flux observations and simulations with the HM model pose a unique
data set on the Tibetan Plateau, as only studies conducting bulk approaches on
daily or monthly basis were reported up to now. However, high quality estimates
are necessary since the Tibetan Plateau is covered with a significant lake fraction
of various sizes and therefore different characteristics. The HM model with the
shallow water term proved its suitability to estimate lake evaporation on a high
standard even resolving the diurnal course. Appropriate forcing can be achieved
with land derived standard meteorological measurements, a representative surface
temperature is the only measurement required directly from the lake. Given these
requirements, the model can be transferred to lakes with different size and depth,
for example the large Nam Co lake, although more efforts have to be put in
estimating a representative surface temperature.
• At the lake shore site (NamUBT) the simulations for land and lake have been
integrated by their relative contribution to the measured flux according to the
footprint of each time step. Thus measurements and simulations become compa-
rable even under conditions with mixed footprints. It could be shown, that the
performance does not deteriorate in such situations and the tile approach is valid
in this terrain for spatial integration. Therefore representative flux simulations
on a grid cell with edge lengths of 1 km to 5 km can be given for each time step in
order to compare with remote sensing data. The simulations of turbulent fluxes
for grass−, grass+ and lake differ in mean values and temporal characteristics
beyond model uncertainty, with deviations occasionally exceeding 200 W m−2 on
daytime. In contrast, the measurements over dry grassland at the Nam Co Moni-
toring and Research Station for Multisphere Interactions (grass−) are considered
to be a reference for the land surface exchange in the Nam Co region. This study
shows, that the land use distribution within the respective remote sensing pixel or
grid cell for mesoscale modelling has to be carefully determined before validating
with the dry grassland station. A potential representation error can be reduced
by integrating the simulated fluxes of adjacent land use types according to their
contribution to the respective grid cell.
The essential findings in this thesis concerning modelling under the conditions of the
Tibetan Plateau, energy balance closure and footprint applications provide the basis
to process the eddy-covariance data in three levels as described in Sect. 1.2. This is
exemplarily shown with the sensible heat flux from Nam Co station in 2009 (Fig. 5.1).
Due to data quality filtering, the levels I and II cannot provide complete diurnal cycles.
SEWAB simulations from grass− fill most of the gaps in level II data with high reliability
concerning magnitude and dynamics (Fig. 5.1c). Whenever forcing data is missing for
simulations, some gaps are still left. In order to obtain no more than seasonal or




(a) Level I: eddy−covariance observations



















(b) Level II: EBC−Bo corrected observations
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Figure 5.1. Data example: Sensible heat flux at Nam Co, 2009, on different levels of
processing as defined for the CEOP-AEGIS project (Sect. 1.2); (a), level I: quality
checked eddy-covariance data; (b), level II: energy balance closure corrected obser-
vations according to the Bowen ratio, for nighttime values, when EBC correction is
not applicable (see Sect. 3.1.4), level I data is accepted unchanged; note that daytime
level II data cannot be provided whenever an observed energy balance component
is missing (c), level III: data from level II, gap-filled with SEWAB simulations for
grass−. Remaining gaps indicate missing forcing data.
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A. Individual contributions to the
joint publications
This cumulative thesis consists of publications and manuscripts listed hereafter. Other
authors contributed to these papers as well. Therefore my own contribution to the
individual manuscripts is specified in this section.
Nam Co experiment 2009 and data preparation
Some of the following publications is based on the Nam Co experiment in 2009, fur-
ther described in section 3.1. Together with Tobias Biermann I was responsible for
the realisation of the experiment. The setup and design was planned and prepared
together with Tobias Biermann in equal shares. We both assembled the measurement
complex at the site, while Tobias Biermann alone was responsible for data collection
and maintenance during the whole campaign.
The data from the Nam Co experiment (NamUBT) as well as data provided from the
permanent station of the ITP (NamITP) have been post-processed as follows: Tobias
Biermann did quality checks on low frequency data and turbulent flux processing with
the TK2/TK3 software package, including sector-wise planar-fit for NamUBT. I myself
elaborated the actual land use distribution and contributed with the footprint analysis
as well as the calculation of the ground heat flux and energy balance, including the
EBC correction methods.
Appendix B
Gerken, T., Babel, W., Hoffmann, A., Biermann, T., Herzog, M., Friend, A. D.,
Li, M., Ma, Y., Foken, T., and Graf, H.-F.: Turbulent flux modelling with a
simple 2-layer soil model and extrapolated surface temperature applied at Nam
Co Lake basin on the Tibetan Plateau, Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 1095–1110,
doi:10.5194/hess-16-1095-2012, 2012.
• Tobias Gerken developed the idea of the manuscript and coordinated individual
contributions. He conducted the Hybrid modelling and the analysis. He wrote
the whole publication and acted as corresponding author.
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• I provided the NamUBT data from the Nam Co experiment together with Tobias
Biermann (see p. 54). I myself conducted SEWAB simulations for ITP and UBT
land surface and gathered respective model parameters.
• Alex Hoffmann contributed to the Hybrid model development relevant to this
paper.
• Michael Herzog contributed with technical advice on the manuscript.
• Andrew Friend is the original author of Hybrid. The provided assistance with
the handling of Hybrid.
• Li Maoshan and Ma Yaoming provided data from the ITP station and supported
the field trip.
• Thomas Foken and Hans-F. Graf contributed to the manuscript at various stages
with fruitful discussions.
Appendix C
Babel, W., Chen, Y., Biermann, T., Yang, K., Ma, Y., and Foken, T.: Adaptation
of a land surface scheme for modeling turbulent fluxes on the Tibetan Plateau
under different soil moisture conditions, submitted to J. Geophys. Res.
• I myself developed the idea of this manuscript. It was me who adapted the
SEWAB code, gathered the model parameters and calculated all simulations.
Together with Tobias Biermann I provided the NamUBT data from the Nam Co
experiment (p. 54). I alone conducted the whole statistical analysis and wrote the
manuscript. Finally I act as corresponding author for the submitted manuscript.
• Chen Yingying provided source code for the roughness length parametrisation of
the TP version and for the ground heat flux calculation at NamITP station. He
conducted laboratory measurements of soil samples he took over various places
on the TP, which I used to derive the measured parameters.
• Yang Kun was the developer of the new roughness length parametrisation and
the new soil thermal conductivity calculation. Together with him I had fruitful
discussions about model simulation results.
• Ma Yaoming provided data from the ITP station and gave support during the
field trip.
• As my supervisor Thomas Foken contributed with scientific discussions through-
out all stages of analysis and manuscript preparation
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Appendix D
Biermann, T., Babel, W., Ma, W., Chen, X., Thiem, E., Ma, Y., and Foken, T.:
Turbulent flux observations and modelling over a shallow lake and a wet grassland
in the Nam Co basin, Tibetan Plateau, Theor. Appl. Climatol., accepted
• The idea of this manuscript was developed in equal parts by Tobias Biermann
and me. We both realised the Nam Co experiment and data preparation (p. 54)
and wrote the text in equal shares. While Tobias Biermann focused more on
literature and scope of the manuscript as well as the experimental part, I put
my emphasis on data analysis and the modelling parts. Tobias Biermann acts as
corresponding author for the submitted manuscript.
• Ma Yaoming, Chen Xuelong and Ma Weiqiang supported us during the field trip
in 2009 and gave access to data from the ITP station
• Elisabeth Thiem contributed to the manuscript’s workload within a master thesis
under the supervision of me and Thomas Foken. Thereby she filled gaps in the
model forcing data, implemented the shallow water term into the lake model HM,
and conducted a preliminary sensitivity analysis for the lake model.
• Thomas Foken acted as supervisor and liberally shared his experience in encour-
aging and fruitful discussions.
Appendix E
Charuchittipan, D., Babel, W., Mauder, M., Leps, J.-P., and Foken, T.: Extension
of the averaging time of the eddy-covariance measurement and its effect on the
energy balance closure, submitted to Bound.-Lay. Meteorol.
• Doojdao Charuchittipan conducted the whole data analysis and wrote the text of
the manuscript. She acts as corresponding author for the submitted manuscript.
• I developed the proposed new energy balance closure correction algorithm to-
gether with DC and realised the respective part in the conclusions.
• Matthias Mauder initiated the use of wavelets to analyse the long-term fluctua-
tions.
• Jens-Peter Leps provided data from several LITFASS-2003 stations and generated
land-use classified data.
• Thomas Foken encouraged the structure of the manuscript and contributed with




Li, M., Babel, W., Tanaka, K., and Foken, T.: Note on the application of planar-fit
rotation for non-omnidirectional sonic anemometers, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6,
221–229, doi:10.5194/amt-6-221-2013, 2013.
• Li Maoshan was in charge of the data used in this publication. He did the data
preparation and analysis according to my instructions. Furthermore he wrote the
description of BJ station.
• I myself coordinated the analysis and wrote the main text passages. Finally I
acted as the corresponding author.
• Kenji Tanaka conducted first investigations of irregular friction occurring for the
Kaijo Denki DAT 600 at BJ site. He did this work in Bayreuth during a sabbat-
ical, his results are not published yet.
• Due to his experience with the Kaijo Denki DAT 600 over decades, Thomas Foken
initiated the investigation on this topic and contributes to its progress with several
scientific discussions.
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Gerken, T., Babel, W., Hoffmann, A., Biermann, T., Herzog, M., Friend, A. D., Li,
M., Ma, Y., Foken, T., and Graf, H.-F.: Turbulent flux modelling with a simple 2-layer
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Tibetan Plateau, Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 1095–1110, doi:10.5194/hess-16-1095-
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Abstract. This paper introduces a surface model with two
soil-layers for use in a high-resolution circulation model that
has been modified with an extrapolated surface temperature,
to be used for the calculation of turbulent fluxes. A quadratic
temperature profile based on the layer mean and base tem-
perature is assumed in each layer and extended to the sur-
face. The model is tested at two sites on the Tibetan Plateau
near Nam Co Lake during four days during the 2009 Mon-
soon season. In comparison to a two-layer model without ex-
plicit surface temperature estimate, there is a greatly reduced
delay in diurnal flux cycles and the modelled surface tem-
perature is much closer to observations. Comparison with
a SVAT model and eddy covariance measurements shows
an overall reasonable model performance based on RMSD
and cross correlation comparisons between the modified and
original model. A potential limitation of the model is the
need for careful initialisation of the initial soil temperature
profile, that requires field measurements. We show that the
modified model is capable of reproducing fluxes of similar
magnitudes and dynamics when compared to more complex
methods chosen as a reference.
1 Introduction
Turbulent fluxes of momentum, latent heat (QE) and sensi-
ble heat (QH) are some of the most important interactions
between land surface and atmosphere. These fluxes are re-
sponsible for the development or modification of mesoscale
circulations and the generation of clouds feed back on sur-
face fluxes through the modification of solar radiation. The
effects of vegetation influencing boundary layer structure
and moisture are widely acknowledged (i.e. Freedman et al.,
2001; van Heerwaarden et al., 2009), while the feedback
from short-lived clouds is less understood, but important.
Shallow cumulus-surface interactions were shown in an LES
(large eddy simulation) study to impact surface tempera-
ture and fluxes on very short time scales (Lohou and Patton,
2011). For improved process understanding, it is necessary
to use: (1) atmospheric models with sufficiently high resolu-
tion (O(100 m)) to resolve boundary layer processes as well
as clouds and (2) surface models capable of reproducing the
system’s surface flux dynamics.
Our research focuses on surface-atmosphere interactions
on the Tibetan Plateau (TP) in the Nam Co Lake region.
With more than 4700 m a.s.l., a semi-arid climate and with a
highly adapted Kobresia pygmea alpine steppe (Miehe et al.,
2011), the TP proves to be a difficult environment for sur-
face models (Yang et al., 2003, 2009). Specific problems
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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include large temporal and spatial variability in soil mois-
ture (Su et al., 2011), large diurnal variations of surface tem-
perature from surface freezing before sunrise to more than
30 ◦C at noon. Ma et al. (2009) give an overview about the
TP surface-atmosphere processes. On the TP, the fraction
of diffuse solar radiation is very small, making cloud feed-
backs especially important for the surface-atmosphere sys-
tem. The model studies with a regional model of Cui et al.
(2007) imply that some of the precipitation events on the TP
are predominantly local and therefore not captured by coarser
resolution models.
In this paper we present results of a rather simple flux
algorithm based on a modified two-layer soil model that is
part of a vegetation dynamics and biosphere model Hybrid
(Friend et al., 1997; Friend and Kiang, 2005; Friend, 2010).
The original model produces a substantial delay in the di-
urnal turbulent flux cycle due to the low responsiveness of
the model’s upper soil layer to changes in atmospheric forc-
ing and fails to capture important dynamics. We therefore
introduce an extrapolated surface temperature and show that
this new approach is capable of reproducing diurnal flux dy-
namics for two vegetation covered surfaces near Nam Co
Lake. These sites are representative for the basin, but show
very different dynamics. In our future studies, the same
surface-model version will also be coupled to the spatially
and temporally high resolution atmospheric model ATHAM
(Active Tracer High-resolution Atmospheric Model, Ober-
huber et al., 1998; Herzog et al., 1998) including radiation,
cloud microphysics and active tracer transport. As simula-
tions of the high-resolution model will be run for approx-
imately 24 h we tested the surface model in column mode
forced with standard atmospheric measurements for the same
period of time with initialisation at 00:00 h Beijing Standard
Time (BST). We acknowledge that this approach is different
from most surface model studies that are run for longer peri-
ods, but it is necessary for the planned study of the coupled
surface-atmosphere system. Such a surface flux algorithm is
generally suitable for high-resolution atmospheric modelling
studies of different ecosystems as it does not have built in
assumptions about horizontal scales.
It is our objective to test the suitability of a simple two-
layer soil model with an improved surface or “skin” tem-
perature estimated from the mean temperature of the upper-
most layer that shall subsequently be used for driving an at-
mospheric circulation model for the Nam Co region on the
TP. Therefore, fluxes derived from the surface flux algorithm
with and without a specific formulation for “skin” temper-
ature are compared to fluxes measured by eddy-covariance
technique and to fluxes derived by a more complex Surface-
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Fig. 1. Landcover map of study area: the black cross indicates the
station identified as UBT, close to the small lake with denser surface
cover [grass (+)], the red cross shows the station location ITP with
sparse surface cover [grass (-)].
2 Site description and model forcing data
From 27 June to 8 August by the University of Bayreuth
(UBT) and the Institute of Tibetan Plateau Research, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (ITP) conducted a joint field campaign
at Nam Co Lake.
2.1 Site description
Nam Co Lake is located on the Tibetan Plateau at approxi-
mately 4730 m a.s.l., circa 150 km north of Lhasa. Data from
two locations in the vicinity of the lake are used (Fig. 1). Site
1, referred to and operated by UBT, is an eddy-covariance
setup on the south shore of a small lake that itself is situ-
ated approximately 500 m south of Nam Co lake. UBT has a
fairly constant soil moisture below circa 60 cm depth due to
the influence of ground water. Additionally, the atmospheric
measurements are influenced by a land-lake breeze that orig-
inates from Nam Co Lake. Site 2 (operated by and referred
to as ITP) is at the Nam Co Station for Multisphere Observa-
tion and Research (Li et al., 2009; Cong et al., 2009), approx-
imately 300 m south from both UBT and the direct influence
of the small lake with a sandy soil and a very low field capac-
ity (FC = 5 %) compared to overall pore volume (39 %). The
vegetation at both sites is grassland (Metzger et al., 2006)
with UBT having a small bare soil fraction (0.1) compared
to 0.4 at ITP). Small FC and the generally low volumetric
top soil water contents (θv) at ITP, lead to large sensible en-
ergy fluxes compared to latent heat fluxes (QH QE). Af-
ter rain events however, θv may exceed FC by a factor of
up to 3 leading to a similar flux regime at the two stations
with QE >QH. Due to the generally drier conditions, re-
ducing soil total heat capacity and the smaller influence of
the lake on the temperature cycle at ITP surface temperature
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Fig. 2. Forcing data measured at UBT used for model runs: (a) downward shortwave radiation (SW [Wm−2]); b) downward longwave
radiation (LW [Wm−2]); (c) air temperature (T [◦C]); (d) water vapour mixing ratio (q [gkg−1]); (e) wind speed (U [ms−1]); (f) surface
pressure (P [hPa]) and precipitation [mm(0.5h)−1]) Height c–e is 3 m.
frequently drops below 0 ◦C in the early morning hours. At
UBT there were soil temperature sensors installed at 2.5, 5,
10, 20, 30 and 50 cm depths. At ITP no soil temperatures
were available at depths above 20 cm, with data measured at
20, 40, 80 and 160 cm below ground. Comprehensive infor-
mation of ITP and UBT surface and soil properties, measure-
ment setup and data availability is found in (Biermann et al.,
2009) and an overview over the parameters used in the model
is presented in Table 1.
2.2 Model forcing data
The data used in the modelling study was selected accord-
ing to the data quality of turbulence data (Foken et al., 2004)
and the wind direction. Finally, we selected four days with
high data quality over the whole day encompassing different
weather situation. The 24-h model runs are initialised with
the soil temperature profile and soil moisture at 00:00 BST
(∼22:00 in local solar time). 10 July was a complex day with
rain in the morning and sunshine in the afternoon. 27 July
was a cloudy day without rain. 5 August was a radiation day
after a period of rain leading to moist conditions and large
QE at ITP. 6 August was similar to the previous day, but with
some of the water drained from the soil at ITP and develop-
ing clouds in the afternoon. During 10 July and 5 August,
the station close to the lake (UBT) came under the influence
of a lake breeze during which the forcing data (except for ra-
diation measurements) correspond rather to the nearby lake
than the land surface. Due to the overcast sky on 27 July
the lake breeze and thus the influence of the lake surface was
severely weakened as described in Zhou et al. (2011), so that
there was only limited influence of the lake surface onto the
atmospheric measurements.
The model is forced with measured atmospheric data from
UBT (Fig. 2) and ITP (Fig. 3) providing air temperature, wa-
ter vapour mixing ratio, wind speed, air pressure, precip-
itation and downwelling long and shortwave radiation. In
general 30-min mean values were linearly interpolated to the
surface model time step that was the same as a typical time
step of an atmospheric model (1t =2.5 s). The only selected
day with precipitation during day-time was 10 July 2009.
However, there was also rain recorded at UBT from about
22:00 BST on 6 August 2009, while no precipitation data
was available at ITP. Half hourly precipitation was scaled
down to the model time step assuming a constant precipi-
tation rate per 30-min interval. There was little difference
between the data measured at ITP and UBT, as expected due
to the proximity of the sites. However there was an offset of
approx. 5 hPa between the recorded pressures, that was not
corrected for as this is likely within the uncertainty of the
sensors and the model should not be too sensitive to such a
pressure difference. Unlike UBT where rain 30-min precipi-
tation was available, there were only daily sums recorded for
ITP, which had to be downscaled to 30-min values by scaling
them linearly with UBT observations.
3 Modelling approach
The surface model Hybrid (Friend et al., 1997; Friend and
Kiang, 2005) is currently coupled to the high-resolution Ac-
tive Tracer High-resolution Atmospheric Model (ATHAM)
by Oberhuber et al. (1998) and Herzog et al. (1998) for the in-
vestigation of feedbacks between atmospheric processes and
surface fluxes.
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Table 1. Description of the two sites (UBT and ITP) near Nam Co lake and the parameters used the model setup (Biermann et al., 2009).
Parameter UBT ITP
Coordinates 30
◦46.50′ N 30◦46.44′ N
90◦57.61′ E 90◦57.72′ E
Soil sandy-loamy sandy
Porosity 0.63 0.393
Field capacity [m3 m−3] 0.184 0.05
Wilting point [m3 m−3] 0.115 0.02
Heat capacity of dry soil (cpd ) [Jm−3 K−1] 2.5× 106 2.2× 106
Thermal conductivity [Wm−1 K−1] 0.53 0.20
Surface albedo (α) 0.20 0.20
Surface emissivity () 0.97 0.97
Vegetated fraction 0.9 0.6
LAI [m2 m−2] (estim. from: Hu et al., 2009) 0.9 0.6
Vegetation height [m] 0.07 0.15
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but with forcing data measured at ITP. Precipitation at ITP was measured daily and for the purpose of this study
distributed to 30 minute intervals according to the recorded rain fall at UBT.
Our high-resolution modelling approach aims at a spatial
and temporal resolution in the order of 500 m and 2.5 s, re-
spectively. As our focus is on diurnal surface-atmosphere
interactions, the surface model must capture the magnitude
of the fluxes and must be able to react quickly to changes
in atmospheric forcing. Therefore, a surface model that is
capable of reproducing realistic turbulent energy and water
vapour fluxes at a sufficiently high temporal resolution and
at reasonable computational costs is needed. We decided
against a model with more than two soil-layers due to higher
computational cost and instead modified the original Hybrid
model to meet these requirements.
3.1 The surface model
The modified version of Hybrid which is a process based
terrestrial ecosystem and surface model, incorporates a sim-
ple two-layer representation of the soil and uses the turbu-
lent transfer parameterisations taken from the GISS model
II (Hansen et al., 1983). The transfer equations in Hybrid
are described in Friend and Kiang (2005). Bare soil param-
eterisation follows the approach of SSiB (Xue et al., 1996)
that is based on Camillo and Gurney (1986) and Sellers et al.
(1986). Turbulent fluxes are calculated using a bulk approach
for the sensible heat flux:
QH = cp ρ CH u(z) (T0− T (z)) (1)
with air specific heat capacity (cp [Jkg−1 K−1]), the Stanton
number (CH) which is calculated as a function of roughness
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length (z0) and Bulk Richardson Number, air density (ρ
[kgm−3]), measured wind speed (u(z) [ms−1]), air tem-
perature (T (z)) at measurement height (z [m]) and surface
temperature (T0). All temperatures used are in K. The la-
tent heat flux is derived in a more complex manner from
bulk soil evaporation (EV) and a canopy resistance approach









rc+ ra , (3)
with the relative humidity of soil air (fh), saturation water
mixing ratio at surface temperature (qs), atmospheric water
vapour mixing ratio (qa), soil and aerodynamic resistance (rs,
ra), leaf area index (LAI) and canopy resistance (rc) calcu-
lated by the vegetation model component. Transfer coeffi-
cients are modified from Deardorff (1968). Plant physiol-
ogy and stomatal conductance are included via generalised
plant types (GPT). As an ecosystem model Hybrid is de-
signed to work on hourly to climate scales (Friend, 2010)
and and should therefore be capable of reproducing diurnal
flux cycles as well as ecosystem changes on climate scales. It
was originally developed as a biosphere-surface component
for the GISS GCM. A “thin” upper layer of 10 cm thickness
follows the daily cycle of surface temperatures, whereas a
lower layer with 4 m thickness acts as the memory for the an-
nual cycle in both model versions. However, an upper layer
of such thickness imposes a substantial dampening on the
diurnal temperature cycle and will effectively act as a low-
pass filter for events of short durations such as cloud shading
that, especially under the conditions found at the TP, has a
substantial immediate impact on surface temperatures and on
fluxes as well. This can be seen in Fig. 12 of Hansen et al.
(1983), where a time delay of approximately 2 h is visible for
surface temperature in the diurnal cycle. A similar behaviour
of the original Hybrid is discussed in Sect. 5.4. Shortcom-
ings with the representation of diurnal cycles may also im-
pact on longer term studies as the model drifts away from a
realistic state. As we plan to apply the coupled model for
high-resolution simulations with a time step in the order of
seconds, we focus in this work on the accuracy of the diurnal
flux cycles that can be achieved with such a model.
3.2 The modified soil model in Hybrid
In order to improve the delay in diurnal flux evolution and
the weak responsiveness of sudden short-term changes in at-
mospheric forcing, new simulation approaches for surface
temperature and heat diffusion were introduced in Hybrid.
3.2.1 Diagnostic surface temperature
An extrapolated surface temperature (T0) is being introduced
that is then subsequently used for the calculation of atmo-
Fig. 4. Conceptional drawing of the assumed quadratic subgrid soil
temperature profile and the associated parameters. In order to derive
T¯1 and T¯2 geometrically the areas A1 and A2 must be equal.
spheric stability through the Bulk Richardson number as well
as for QH and QE. This approach is somewhat similar to
the “force-restore method” (Blackadar, 1979) that also aims
at providing a realistic surface temperature imitating the be-
haviour of real soils. However, while “force-restore” uses an
oscillating heat source as forcing term and a heat flux into the
ground as restoring term (Yee, 1988), our method is not de-
pendent on a periodic heating function and uses the concept
of layer heat storage. T0 is derived from a set of assumptions
that were already included in Hybrid going back to Hansen
et al. (1983). For both layers denoted with the subscripts 1
and 2 from the model top, we assume a quadratic temperature





with a constant (a [Km−2]), the depth below the top of the
layer (zrel [m]), the layer thickness (d [m]) and the temper-
ature at the lower boundary of the respective layer (Tbase).
There is assumed to be no transfer of heat through the lower
model boundary i.e. Tbase2 is constant and equal to the an-
nual mean temperature of 0 ◦C (You et al., 2006, recited from
Keil et al., 2010). We are aware of this being a simplification.
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However, the annual temperature cycle at 4 m is expected to
be small and the rate of change as well as the diurnal temper-
ature cycle is too small to have an impact on the day scale.
For future research the seasonal mean temperature could be
used in order to remove this potential source of error. The re-
lationship between layer heat content E [J] and temperature





where zL and zU are the lower and upper boundaries of
the layer and cps [Jm−3 K−1] is the total soil heat capacity.










by integrating Eq. (5) with Eq. (4) from zL = 0 to zU = d2
and solving for a2. The base temperature of the first layer is
related to Tbase2 through
Tbase1 = Tbase2 + a2d22. (7)









T0 = Tbase1 + a1d12. (9)
As Tbase1 is a parameter of both Eqs. (7) and (9) and a1,2
are of crucial importance to the initialisation of E1,2, spe-
cial care has to be taken, when assigning initial conditions
(see discussion in Sect. 3.3).
3.2.2 Heat diffusion estimation
The soil heat flux is derived from the residual of the surface
energy balance. In the original heat diffusion algorithm of
Hybrid (Hansen et al., 1983), the heat flux from the first to
the second soil layer F(z) is dependent on the difference
between mean surface layer temperatures (T¯ ), the soil heat
flux calculated as residual of turbulent and radiation fluxes
(F(0)), layer thickness and thermal resistances r ,
F(z)= 3T¯1− 3T¯2− 0.5F(0)r1
r1+ r2 ×1t, (10)
where 1t is model time-step. This leads to unrealistic mod-
elled heat fluxes F(z) as F(z) is largely dominated by F(0),
which is positive during nighttime and negative during day-
time, thus leading to a net transfer of heat from a cold to
a warm layer. With the assumption of a subgrid tempera-
ture profile the heat flux between the two layers Eq. (10) was






≈D1tT (z1+1z)− 2T (z1)+ T (z1−1z)
21z
(11)
with D being a soil moisture dependent diffusion constant
for heat. We assume ∂z to be approximated by the dif-
fusion length L= 2√1tD =1z and the temperatures are
taken from the assumed profile. As the model is run with
the short time-step of the atmospheric model, such a for-
mulation becomes valid. A rough calculation for L with
D = 10−6 m2 s−1, which is close to the determined value,
and 1t = 30 min gives L = 0.08 m, which is close to d1,
posing an upper limit on 1t for this method.
3.3 Surface temperature profile initialisation
Due to the quadratic nature of the soil layer temperature pro-
files and their potential kink at the layer interface (see Fig. 4),
the modified model depends on careful initialisation that ful-
fills two requirements: (1) a realistic estimate of surface tem-
perature and (2) an appropriate estimate of ground heat stor-
age (E) allowing the upper layer to react in a realistic way.
In this study soil temperature measurements at several depths
were used in order to accomplish both requirements. Surface
temperature was estimated from upwelling longwave radia-
tion according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law with a longwave
emissivity of  = 0.97. We initialised E2 by setting Tbase1 to
the measured 10 cm temperature and then subsequently fit-
ted the temperature curve for the first model layer by min-
imising the squared mean error with regard to measured soil
temperatures. Due to the lacking 10 cm temperature at ITP,
this temperature had to be estimated from the 20 cm mea-
surement and T0 was approximated in order to estimate the
initial E1. It should be noted that the assumed quadratic
temperature profile in the lower soil layer clearly underes-
timated the vertical temperature gradient in the soil as esti-
mated UBT temperatures at 50 cm were always higher than
measured temperatures. This difference is reduced from July
to August as the summer warming reaches lower layers. This
is a limitation due to fixed layer depths.
Table 2 shows the initial temperatures for each day. From
the span of layer temperatures T¯1 and T¯2, the theoretical pa-
rameter space of T0 for a constant Tbase2 (Fig. 5) can be de-
rived. While Fig. 5a and b show the individual dependence
of temperature variables on each other as expressed in the re-
spective Eqs. (7) and (9), Fig. 5c shows the combined effect
of parameter variation. A random combination of the initial
temperatures given in Table 2 would yield T0 in the rage of
−10 to 30 ◦C. In contrast, the actual model layer temper-
atures, indicated by the crosses in Fig. 5c, occupy a much
smaller area and are, with the exception of one day, clustered
closely. This highlights the importance of a careful initial-
isation of the soil temperature profile requiring knowledge
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Table 2. Initial soil temperatures used in this study (T¯2 and T¯1 are estimated from the respective base and top temperatures of the layer
according to a quadratic temperature profile), change of layer 1 mean temperature (1T¯1) over the modified Hybrid run, soil moisture content
of layer 1 at beginning of the modified model run (θ1obs ) and at the end of the simulation (θ1end ). The values in parenthesis are expressed as
θ1/FC [-].
T¯2 T1,base T¯1 T0 1T¯1 θ1obs θ1end
Site Date [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [%] [%]
UBT
10 July 3.9 11.8 10.9 9.3 −1.6 26.9 (1.47) 41.1(2.24)
27 July 4.5 13.4 12.5 10.6 −1.6 20.8 (1.14) 17.0 (0.92)
5 August 4.8 14.4 13.4 11.2 −3.0 26.9 (1.47) 19.1 (1.04)
6 August 4.75 14.3 12.8 9.8 −1.4 25.4 (1.39) 34.0 (1.85)
ITP
10 July 5.4 16.2 13.2 7.2 −1.2 6.0 (1.1) 25.1 (5.02)
27 July 7.2 21.6 17.8 10.2 −1.7 3.0 (0.6) 1.6 (0.32)
5 August 5.7 17.1 11.1 −0.8 0.2 11.0 (2.2) 4.3 (0.86)
6 August 5.6 16.8 11.6 1.1 1.9 9.0 (1.8) 3.7 (0.73)
about subsurface temperatures that are difficult to estimate
without field measurements.
4 Flux comparison
Surface fluxes derived with any method contain inaccura-
cies such as measurement errors or theoretical limitations.
Therefore we are not comparing our modelling results to the
absolute truth, but to two flux references.
4.1 EC and SEWAB reference fluxes
Fluxes estimated by both versions of Hybrid are com-
pared with observed fluxes derived by eddy covariance (EC)
method and fluxes modelled by the SVAT model SEWAB
(Surface Energy and Water Balance model – Mengelkamp
et al., 1999), which has been configured for the two sites for
gap-filling and up-scaling of flux measurements. Both flux
references yield fluxes averaged over 30-min intervals. Un-
like many SVAT models that derive the soil heat flux from
the flux residual, SEWAB is solving the surface energy bal-
ance equation (QE+QH+QRad+QSoil = 0) iteratively for T0
by Brent’s method (Mengelkamp et al., 1999), hence closing
the energy balance locally (Kracher et al., 2009). In contrast,
the surface energy balance closure derived by EC is only in
the order of 0.7 at Nam Co Lake (Zhou et al., 2011). Con-
sequently, 30 % of the net radiation is not captured by sur-
face flux measurements. However, energy balance closure
must not be used as a quality measure for flux measurements
(Aubinet et al., 1999) as surface heterogeneity leads to or-
ganised low frequency structures and mesoscale circulations
(Panin et al., 1998; Kanda et al., 2004) that are mainly re-
sponsible for the lack of closure (Foken, 2008). The energy
balance problem for eddy-covariance measurements is sum-
marized in Foken et al. (2011). Additionally, in sea (lake)
breeze systems a significant portion of the energy fluxes is
transported horizontally (Kuwagata et al., 1994). Therefore,
SEWAB (and Hybrid) fluxes are comparatively larger than
the measured ones. When the energy balance is closed artifi-
cially by redistributing the residual to fluxes according to the
Bowen ratio (Twine et al., 2000), the resulting fluxes are in
much better agreement with SEWAB (not shown). Therefore
energy balance corrected fluxes are used whenever possible
(QEEC,EBC and QHEC,EBC ). Artificial energy balance closure is
only possible, when the Bowen ratio can be determined from
flux measurements and when data about the available energy
is measured. EC data were collected at 3 m height and cal-
culated using the TK3 package (Mauder et al., 2008; Mauder
and Foken, 2011). Quality checks were performed accord-
ing to Foken et al. (2004). A detailed description of the in-
strumentation can be found in Biermann et al. (2009). The
rain event of 10 July leads to the exclusion of fluxes due to
quality concerns. Both Hybrid and SEWAB produce fluxes
during rain, but their quality is unknown as they cannot be
compared to measurements.
Measuring in close proximity to the lake also means that
depending on wind direction the fluxes measured at UBT are
originating from land, water or a mixture of both as the foot-
print of the EC system and thus also of the forcing data is
located upwind of the site. This leads to problems in the en-
ergy balance closure and the integration of fluxes. The devel-
opment of a lake breeze system at Nam Co means that during
most days there are no flux measurements available from the
late morning or early afternoon until the lake breeze ceases.
The days of 27 July and 6 August are the only days during
which the field campaign provides data that do not have a
full lake breeze influence at UBT. Therefore it is beneficial
to compare not only to measured fluxes, but also to SEWAB
(QESEWAB and QHSEWAB ).
For completeness, fluxes over the lake calculated by the
TOGA-COARE algorithm (Fairall et al., 1996a,b) that is
also part of the coupled surface-atmosphere model are given
during lake breeze events.
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Fig. 5. Dependency of soil temperature parameters: (a) relation-
ship between mean temperature of layer 2 (T¯2) and bottom tem-
perature of layer 1 [Tbase1 , Eq. (7)] – a2 is calculated according
to Eq. (6); (b) surface temperature (T0) contour plot as function of
Tbase1 and layer 1 mean temperature (T¯1) and (c) contours of (T0) as
function of T¯2 and T¯1. The black rectangle at the intersection of the
layer temperature ranges (yellow) indicates the theoretical parame-
ter space given by the temperature values used in this study and the
black crosses mark the actual configurations.
4.2 Statistical evaluation measures























with R2(j) being the coefficients of determination for the
predicted (Pp) and reference (Pr) flux time series shifted by
j elements, the total number of elements in each time se-
ries (N ) and σ as their respective standard deviations. Both
SEWAB and EC measurements produce 30-min flux aver-
ages, whereas Hybrid was set to 10-min averaged fluxes.
Therefore the reference fluxes were linearly interpolated to
Hybrid’s output times before statistical evaluation. Periods
when no energy balance corrected EC measurements were
available (see Figs. 6 and 7 for details) were excluded from
the calculation of the statistical measures.
5 Results and discussion
The following section presents and discusses the improve-
ments that are achieved for a simple two-layer model when a
new algorithm for the surface temperature was implemented.
The original two-layer model Hybrid fails to reproduce the
diurnal dynamics observed at UBT (Figs. 6 and 7) due to the
thermal inertia of the top-layer. The delayed response in sur-
face temperature leads to a shift in the resulting turbulent sur-
face fluxes. This causes an underestimation of QE and QH
until ∼18:00 BST and later to an overestimation due to de-
layed surface cooling. The improvement of the modified Hy-
brid over the original formulation is discussed in more detail
in Sects. 5.1 and 5.4.
The latent (Fig. 6 – left column) and sensible heat fluxes
(right column) estimated with the modified Hybrid model are
generally in good agreement with the reference fluxes de-
rived by EC and SEWAB. The diagnostic surface tempera-
ture (right column) also shows a close agreement. In some
instances there remains a small shift in fluxes compared to
the reference values, but this has been greatly improved com-
pared to the original Hybrid. The surface temperatures are
also in good agreement after sunrise, despite the fact that
during the clear sky days in August excessive night-time sur-
face cooling is simulated. This is less of an issue during the
overcast nights.
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Fig. 6. Model results for the modified Hybrid at UBT for 10 July 2009 (a–b), 27 July 2009 (c–d), 5 August 2009 (e–f) and 6 August 2009
(g–h). Left column: latent heat flux (QE); right column: sensible heat flux (QH) and surface temperature T0 [◦C]. L and W refer to “land”
and “water” as origin of the fluxes. L+W is the complete available time series. The subscripts Hyb,mod and Hyb,org refer to fluxes from the
modified and original Hybrid and COARE are fluxes from the lake derived by TOGA-COARE whereas SEWAB is a SVAT model and HM
refers to a hydrodynamic multi-layer lake model after Foken (1984) and Panin et al. (2006). EC and EC,EBC refer to measurements by eddy
covariance method where in the latter the energy balance has been closed by distributing the residual according to Bowen-ratio (this requires
good data quality and fluxes and can only be done for fluxes that are attributed to land). The circles indicate poor data quality of the EC
system according to Foken et al. (2004). Gray shading indicates times where the flux footprint of UBT was over the lake.
The situation at ITP is quite similar to UBT. The modi-
fied model agrees well with the EC and SEWAB reference
data. On 5 August the turbulent flux dynamics, but not the
magnitude of the fluxes, match the EC measurements closely
(Fig. 7), while the original Hybrid showed a strong delay
in the flux response as the soil remained frozen during the
morning. While the magnitude of the latent heat flux is close
to EC measurements, QH produced by Hybrid are of a sim-
ilar magnitude as QH from SEWAB. These are considerably
larger than the fluxes measured by EC and corrected for en-
ergy balance closure. For 6 August the modelled maximum
of QE is larger than the maximum QEEC,EBC and much greater
throughout most of the day compared to SEWAB.QH in con-
trast shows similar diurnal dynamics as QHEC,EBC , but with its
magnitude between the sensible heat flux derived by SEWAB
and QHEC,EBC . Around 18:00 h the QH-fluxes from the differ-
ent methods become more similar. A large negative QH-flux
in the morning hours is apparent but greatly improved com-
pared to the unmodified Hybrid version. Figure 6a and b
also highlights some limitations of ecosystem research as a
large portion of the data had to be rejected due to limitations
described in Sect. 4.1.
During lake breeze events the surface fluxes over water
derived from TOGA-COARE are displayed. Sensible heat
fluxes are in close agreement with EC data and fluxes de-
rived by a hydrodynamic multi-layer lake model (Foken,
1984; Panin et al., 2006). Latent heat fluxes show a sim-
ilar behaviour and are of similar magnitude on 10 July
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for ITP. There are no contributions from the lake.
and 6 August. On 5 August there is at least a qualitative
agreement between COARE and EC measurements.
5.1 Discussion of turbulent fluxes
The original two layer model reacts only slowly to the atmo-
spheric forcing, delaying the fluxes’ response. Such a time
lag leads to a shift in the diurnal cycle and is problematic for
the coupling to atmospheric models since surface fluxes are
one of the main drivers of regional and local circulation as
well as cloud development. These will certainly be affected
by erroneous surface flux dynamics. In our specific case, the
dampening of the diurnal temperature cycle and the delay
in surface fluxes may reduce the intensity of the land-lake
breeze or may delay its development through a reduction of
differential heating between land and lake surface. However,
there is still a minor delay visible in the modified Hybrid as
the surface temperature is purely diagnostic and dependent
on T¯1. This is discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.4.
Table 3 shows the results of the RMSD between the mod-
elled results and the reference quantities. With the modified
Hybrid model there is a 40–60 % improvement in the RMSDs
compared to the original Hybrid, when both are compared
against SEWAB. The only notable exception for this is 6 Au-
gust at ITP, where a strong deviation of turbulent fluxes de-
rived by SEWAB and measured fluxes was encountered. This
is due to an underestimation of soil water content by SEWAB
as 6 August falls into a dry interval between rainy periods,
where SEWAB underestimates the soil water content. The
picture is more diverse for the comparison between the en-
ergy balance corrected EC fluxes and Hybrid. There is a re-
duction in the error for all cases, except QH on 6 August at
ITP, but the reductions cover a much larger range from less
than 1 to 80 %. Due to data quality concerns the number of
comparable elements is much lower (N given in Table 3) and
probably too small for meaningful statistics in case of UBT.
This is especially true as the daytime lake breeze influence
coincides with the times with periods of usually higher qual-
ity of EC fluxes. As flux qualities are usually lower during
conditions with limited vertical exchange (stable stratifica-
tion), EC fluxes at ITP mainly reflect the daytime model per-
formance whereas the comparison with SEWAB also takes
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Fig. 8. Cross correlation R2(t) of simulated fluxes against flux reference shifted by tlag as multiples of 10 minutes for each of the four days
simulated with the original and modyfied Hybrid. The maximum number of elements used in the calculation of R2 for each curve can be
taken from Table 3.
into account the night-time, where fluxes and therefore ab-
solute differences are smaller. The small improvement of
RMSD of QH and QHEC,EBC at ITP can be explained by the
fact that the modified Hybrid follows the dynamics of EC, but
flux estimates are larger and of the same magnitude as fluxes
calculated by SEWAB. Mauder et al. (2006) have estimated
the error or EC measurements to be 5 % or <10 Wm2 for
QH and 15 % or <30 Wm−2 for QE. Additional uncertainty
is added to the measured fluxes by the lack in energy balance
closure. When this is taken into account there is a signifi-
cant difference between the QHHybrid and QHEC,EBC for ITP on
6 August. On 5 August (ITP) and 6 August (UBT) the devi-
ation of fluxes may still be explained by measurement errors
and by shortcomings in the energy balance closure scheme.
Indeed, there is no indication to assume scalar similarity be-
tween temperature and moisture transport (Ruppert et al.,
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Table 3. Root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the modelled quantities of the original and modified Hybrid and reference values.
The reference quantities used are either measured by EC and corrected for energy balance closure (EC,EBC) or modelled with SEWAB
for fluxes or taken from longwave outgoing radiation for T0. The values in parenthesis (N ) correspond to the number of elements used for
calculation of RMSD and R2(l = 0) in Fig. 8.
RMSD
Site Date Run QE QH QE QH T0




318 117 (8) 94 74 (94) 4.3 (139)
27 July 97 58 (19) 60 59 (139) 4.5 (143)
5 August 168 139 (11) 90 64 (110) 4.3 (143)




182 93 (25) 97 69 (143) 3.7 (143)
27 July 43 64 (72) 58 75 (143) 3.8 (143)
5 August 224 103 (64) 179 68 (143) 8.3 (143)




214 43 (8) 51 36 (94) 2.3 (139)
27 July 79 44 (19) 32 28 (139) 2.9 (143)
5 August 93 62 (11) 36 26 (110) 3.4 (143)




74 73 (25) 42 32 (143) 1.6 (143)
27 July 42 58 (72) 55 36 (143) 2.6 (143)
5 August 44 80 (64) 64 30 (143) 2.6 (143)
6 August 68 82 (52) 113 77 (143) 3.5 (143)
UBT all orig 170 92 (90) 83 67 (471) 4.2 (568)
mod 100 54 (90) 39 31 (471) 3.0 (568)
ITP all orig 152 84 (213) 125 86 (572) 5.6 (572)
mod 54 73 (213) 74 48 (572) 2.7 (572)
2006; Mauder et al., 2007). Therefore, additional research,
such as high-resolution atmospheric modelling studies, need
to be carried out in order to determine the contributions of
QH and QE to the “missing” energy. It should be noted
that all modelled fluxes and measurements have errors, so
that there is no absolute way of knowing which method pro-
duces the best flux estimates. The incorporation of surface
fluxes into a regional circulation model may give some in-
sight into whether modelled surface atmosphere interactions
lead to realistic atmospheric flow patterns.
The large negative and potentially unreasonable night-time
QH-fluxes that are modelled for ITP on 6 August are owed to
a frozen soil and strong surface winds that lead to an overes-
timation of the temperature gradient, delayed reaction of the
surface model and resulted in a potential underestimation of
modelled surface temperatures and thus surface fluxes.
5.2 Discussion of surface temperature
For surface temperature there is a notable decrease in RMSD
for all cases. Additionally, the source of the error changes.
In the original model the error in T0 was mainly due to the
time-lag and a general underestimation of daytime maximum
surface temperatures. In the new model daytime T0 matches
a lot better with observations except for ITP 6 August, where
evaporative cooling due to excessive evapotranspiration con-
tributes to too small warming rates. In return, the cooling
during the nighttime is overestimated. This may either be due
to errors in soil moisture, surface emissivity () or due to the
surface temperature extrapolation function used in this work.
5.3 Soil moisture variation and evapotranspiration
After a 24 h run the moisture content of the first model layer
(last two columns of Table 2) is smaller than measurements
suggest. For UBT, measured soil moisture content does
hardly vary on a day to day scale and is kept well above
FC due to groundwater influence. This is not reflected by
the model as it lacks the capability to include groundwater
tables. The true soil moisture at ITP has a much larger vari-
ation due to its low FC and comparatively large pore vol-
ume. During the dry day of 27 July the upper soil layer loses
1.5 mm of water whereas during the moist days of August
there is a total loss from layer one of 6.7 and 5.3 mmd−1, re-
spectively. Comparing θ1end of 5 August with θ1obs of the next
day shows that the model would perform considerably worse
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if it were not restarted every day. This is caused by a very
limited soil hydrology included in Hybrid. Hu et al. (2008)
have estimated the summer evapotranspiration on a central
Tibetan grassland site to be in the order of 4–6 mmd−1. An
experiment conducted within the framework of TiP has esti-
mated bare soil evaporation and evapotranspiration of a very
dry soil at Kema in 2010 (∼150 km northeast of Nam Co
Lake) at 2 mmd−1 rising to at least 6 mmd−1 and possibly
more for a vegetated Kobresia pasture during an irrigation
experiment (H. Coners – University of Go¨ttingen, personal
communication, 27 June 2011). Even though the soils are
not directly comparable this suggests similar dynamics inQE
to the ITP site. One factor likely to play a role in the local
water cycle that is not included is dew fall in the early morn-
ing hours. Direct absorption of atmospheric moisture on bare
soil (Agam (Ninari) and Berliner, 2004) and dew fall are of-
ten considered a significant moisture input for semi-arid en-
vironments (Agam and Berliner, 2006). Heavy dewfall in
the vicinity of Nam Co Lake is frequently observed, but has,
at least to our knowledge, never been quantified. This addi-
tional source of water and the associated local recycling of
water may account for a significant fraction of the missing
water. In addition to this, the too simplistic representation
of soil hydrology is very likely responsible for the remaining
water deficit in the upper layer of the soil model.
5.4 Cross correlation of turbulent fluxes
A different way of looking at the model performance is cross
correlation of the modelled surface fluxes against EC mea-
surements and SEWAB (Fig. 8). These measures give an
insight into the reasons for the delayed response of the sur-
face model and the amount of flux-variance explained, but
does not yield information whether the model and the ref-
erence fluxes show a true one-to-one correlation. As with
RMSD the quality of the analysis is limited by the number
of data points that can be correlated, which is comparatively
small for the energy balance corrected EC measurements at
ITP and even smaller at UBT due to lake breeze influences
(Fig. 8a–e). Hence, it is very difficult to interpret the cross
correlations for EC. It is probably fair to say that there is a
tendency for smaller time lags during the time series with
higher number of elements, notably UBT 6 August and all
days of ITP and that the total explained variances are at the
same level of determination, when comparing the maximum
R2(j). A notable exception is ITP 5 August.
For the comparison with SEWAB (Fig. 8f–h), it becomes
notable that for many cases the maximum R2(j) of the modi-
fied Hybrid approach R2 → 1 and that their maxima are usu-
ally found at lags of 10–30 min (j = 1− 3). Solar radiation
rapidly modifies the skin temperature that is governing tur-
bulent fluxes. As SEWAB has an instantaneous surface tem-
perature solver for each model time step, one would expect a
direct response of SEWAB to changes in solar radiation. This
may even be faster than in reality, especially for QE flux that
is not only dependent on the actual skin temperature, but also
on the vegetation’s response. Including negative values of j
into Fig. 8 would show a gradual decrease of correlations
with decreasing j , showing that the flux dynamics of Hybrid
never precede EC measurements or SEWAB.
5.5 Natural variability of fluxes
Atmospheric quantities and turbulent surface fluxes have a
large natural variability that is difficult to measure or to
model. The EC approach is dependent on averaging proce-
dures and most standard measurements will yield mean val-
ues. In order to use high-frequency measurements for flux
estimation, less common techniques such as conditional sam-
pling or wavelet-spectra have to be used. Even if models
are capable of reproducing variability on realistic scales it is
difficult to supply forcing data with similar resolution. The
forcing data used in this study, sampled and averaged 10 or
30 min means, are used for SEWAB. Running Hybrid at time
steps comparable to a high-resolution mesoscale model re-
quires interpolation of the forcing data and therefore poten-
tially causes a smoothing of the model’s response compared
to the actual weather forcing as it would be provided by a
coupled model. As surface models share a similar approach
to the parameterisation of surface fluxes and close the surface
energy balance locally, SEWAB and Hybrid fluxes are more
similar to each other than they are to field measurements.
6 Conclusions
The accurate generation of surface fluxes is a necessary pre-
requisite for studies of surface-atmosphere interactions and
local to mesoscale circulations. In order to gain a better pro-
cess understanding of the interaction between atmospheric
circulation, clouds, radiation and surface fluxes, the gener-
ated diurnal flux cycles have to be of realistic magnitude and
without temporal shift. The original two-layer surface model
without a specific formulation for T0 produced both a consid-
erable time lag and failed to capture the full diurnal dynamics
due to its unresponsiveness.
We have demonstrated that the introduction of an extrapo-
lated surface temperature enables even a quite simplistic soil
model to realistically simulate skin temperatures and thus to
generate more realistic surface fluxes. The delay of fluxes
during the daily cycle was greatly reduced, making the model
usable for diurnal process studies. The total magnitude of
fluxes is also much improved, when few and computationally
cheap additional physically based processes are introduced.
Comparing SEWAB with Hybrid, the RMSD for both fluxes
and surface temperature is decreased by generally 40–60 %.
The improvement in quality was somewhat more varied in
comparison to EC measurements, as comparison of models
and measurements is not straight forward. The improved
R2(j) for smaller values of j shows that temporal shifts of
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the flux time series have been greatly reduced and the over-
all correlations are high. As with any natural system it is
impossible to obtain complete data sets that capture the full
amount of natural variability. However, the modified model
has been tested for a larger spectrum of environmental condi-
tions on the TP and produced reasonable results for both dry
and moist conditions.
We have shown that a rather simple soil surface model can
efficiently calculate turbulent fluxes at a high temporal reso-
lution when driven by realistic atmospheric conditions. Nev-
ertheless, it is quite clear that such an approach with extrapo-
lated surface temperature needs careful model initialisation.
The initial soil heat contents and therefore knowledge of soil
temperature profiles is necessary. Due to the fact that the
surface temperature in this study is a purely diagnostic quan-
tity, there may still be some limitations such as a delayed
or smoothed response to atmospheric forcing on very short
timescales, such as the feedback between passing boundary-
layer clouds and the surface fluxes. The influence of sur-
face fluxes and their dynamics to regional circulation will be
investigated in a future study.
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Adaptation of a land surface scheme for modeling turbulent
fluxes on the Tibetan Plateau under different soil moisture
conditions
W. Babel1, Y. Chen2, T. Biermann1, K. Yang2, Y. Ma2, and T. Foken1,3
Abstract. Surface fluxes over the Tibetan Plateau play a prominent role in the East
Asian circulation system. Regional estimates of these fluxes usually do not consider ex-
isting small-scale heterogeneities of soil moisture.
In this study the land surface scheme SEWAB is adapted to the typical conditions
of the Tibetan Plateau, namely dry conditions over bare soil or very low vegetation. Tur-
bulent fluxes (sensible and latent heat) were simulated for two adjacent sites near the
Nam Co lake: a dry alpine steppe site and a wet alpine meadow site. Simulations incor-
porate the original and the adapted model version, soil properties were described with
default parameter sets on the one hand, and parameter derived by laboratory measure-
ments on the other hand. The results have been compared with carefully checked eddy-
covariance observations from both sites. The turbulent flux observations have been cor-
rected according to the measured energy balance closure gap and particular attention
has been paid to the closure correction method.
The investigation shows that SEWAB is able to represent fluxes for both surfaces rea-
sonably well. The adaptation of the model to Tibetan Plateau conditions increased model
performance, while the measured parameters did not appear to be superior to the de-
fault parameters. Large variation is attributed to the energy balance closure correction
of the observations. This should be taken into account whenever validating model per-
formance with eddy-covariance measurements.
1. Introduction
The Tibetan Plateau plays an important role in the Asian
climate system. It acts as an important heat source in the
general circulation, influencing the East-Asian monsoon cir-
culation [e.g. Yanai et al., 1992; Ye and Wu, 1998; Hsu and
Liu, 2003; Duan and Wu, 2005; Kang et al., 2010]. In order
to understand these relationships in more detail, estimates
of surface fluxes distributed over the Tibetan Plateau are
a prerequisite. Turbulent surface flux measurements, how-
ever, are scarce on the plateau. Therefore, process based
simulations are needed for regionalization.
Xu and Haginoya [2001] presented inter-annual, seasonal
and daily variations of turbulent fluxes over the Tibetan
Plateau, calculated from standard meteorological measure-
ments of 14 sites. Furthermore, a model comparison study
was conducted on the Tibetan Plateau by Takayabu et al.
[2001] within the GEWEX Asian Monsoon Experiment
1998. Although successful in modeling soil characteristics,
they reported large differences in turbulent flux partitioning
among four land surface models , but they lacked data (soil
moisture and flux measurements) for validation. Special
problems for land surface modeling occur due to a strong di-
urnal cycle of the surface temperature, which is observed in
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dry conditions over bare soil or very low vegetation, a typical
situation on the Tibetan Plateau: land surface models tend
to overestimate surface sensible heat flux [e.g. Yang et al.,
2009; Hong and Kim, 2010] caused by too high turbulent
diffusion coefficients. These coefficients were usually param-
eterized by a fixed fraction between the roughness length of
momentum and heat, also called the sublayer-Stanton num-
ber. In contrast, Yang et al. [2003] and Ma et al. [2002]
observed a diurnal variation of the sublayer-Stanton num-
ber, leading to a parameterization of the thermal roughness
length [Yang et al., 2008] adapted to Tibetan Plateau condi-
tions. This parameterization has been applied successfully
in some recent studies in Asian arid and semi-arid regions,
e.g. Chen et al. [2010, 2011]; Liu et al. [2012]; Zhang [2012].
Furthermore, Yang et al. [2005] examined the influence of
soil stratification with a single source model and optimized
parameters and found a significant impact, where remark-
able vertical heterogeneity exists. Similar results were found
by van der Velde et al. [2009].
On the other hand, large areas in Central Tibet are char-
acterized by cold semiarid conditions, forming a heteroge-
neous landscape of dry grasslands (Kobresia pastures, alpine
steppe) together with wetlands or grasslands characterized
by shallow groundwater [Su et al., 2011]. This small-scale
heterogeneity of soil moisture obviously produces a het-
erogeneity in surface fluxes, for which land surface models
should account. It is impossible, however, to represent such
heterogeneities by routine observations, especially in remote
areas like the Tibetan Plateau. Nevertheless, the influence
can be estimated by land surface models, which in turn have
to be tested as to whether they are able to reproduce these
special conditions.
In this study, the land surface scheme SEWAB [Men-
gelkamp et al., 1999] is used to model turbulent surface
fluxes on a wet and a dry grassland surface on the Ti-
betan Plateau, and the simulations are compared with eddy-
covariance (EC) measurements. A field campaign has been
1
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conducted to derive the necessary micrometeorological mea-
surements over the wet surface in addition to the dry site
nearby. Due to the close proximity, both sites undergo
the same meteorological forcing, and the setup enables us
to investigate the following questions: (i) Is the SEWAB
scheme capable of reproducing turbulent fluxes on the Ti-
betan Plateau under different soil moisture regimes? (ii)
Does a detailed investigation of soil physical properties sub-
stantially improve model simulations compared to default
parameters according to soil type from a low resolution soil
map? Finally, we address the influence of the observed en-
ergy balance closure gap on model performance estimation.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Site Description
The experiment site is located 220 km north of Lhasa
in the Nam Co Basin, Tibetan Plateau, at an elevation of
4730 km a.s.l. The Institute of Tibetan Plateau Research
(ITP), Chinese Academy of Sciences, is operating the Nam
Co Monitoring and Research Station for Multisphere Inter-
actions (30◦46.44′N, 90◦59.31′ E) near a small lake located
1 km SE of the Nam Co Lake (see Figure 1). The closed Nam
Cobasin is dominated by the lake itself and the Nyainqentan-
glha mountain range, stretching along its SE side and reach-
ing up to 7270 m a.s.l. with an average height of 5230 m [Liu
et al., 2010]. The Nam Co Lake shore is characterized by
alpine steppe and desert soils in general, while the southern
shore often consists of alpine and sub alpine meadow soils
as well as marshland soils, due to the fluvial process and
low water table [Gao, 1985]. The vegetation around Nam
Co reflects the prevailing arid, high-altitude climate with
alpine meadows and steppe grasses [Mu¨gler et al., 2010].
Near the Nam Co Station the vegetation coverage and com-
position are highly variable according to topographic fea-
tures which determine soil moisture conditions (Figure 1):
Grass genera typical for Alpine steppe (Stipa, Carex, Helic-
totrichon, Elymus, Festuca, Kobresia, Poa) have been ob-
served on the hillocks, with a total vegetation coverage of
60 % or less (“grass-”), while more wet areas are densely cov-
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Figure 1. The experiment site at a shallow lake near
Nam Co lake: the land use map is based on unsupervised
classification of remote sensing images and field observa-
tions during the campaign in 2009 [from Gerken et al.,
2012].
2.2. Measurements
Turbulent fluxes were obtained by two EC systems, one
directly at the Nam Co station over dry alpine steppe (des-
ignated NamITP) and another directly at the shoreline of
the small lake (NamUBT), measuring over more wet alpine
meadow in the respective wind sector. The NamITP com-
plex is set up on almost flat terrain, but this starts to decline
smoothly toward the small lake at a distance of 90m NNE.
The data collected by the NamUBT complex in a wind sec-
tor of 72◦ – 212◦ corresponds to a terraced land surface with
a gentle average slope of ≤ 8◦. The fluxes were processed
and analyzed for the period from 1 July to 8 August 2009.
The instruments used to obtain the measured surface energy
balance are listed in Table 1.
Soil physical parameters were determined from soil sam-
ples of both surfaces by laboratory measurements [Chen
et al., 2012]. This information was used in this study to
estimate realistic soil parameters for land surface modeling,
assuming that the samples obtained are representative on
the scale of the EC footprint. The following derived quanti-
ties are relevant: hydraulic conductivity at saturation, ma-
trix potential at saturation, exponent b for Clapp & Horn-
berger relationships [Clapp and Hornberger , 1978], thermal
conductivity and soil texture. For details about sampling
and measuring processes please refer to Chen et al. [2012].
2.3. Data Processing
Half-hourly turbulent fluxes of both stations were calcu-
lated using the software package TK2/3 [Mauder and Foken,
2004, 2011], and state of the art flux corrections were ap-
plied following the recommendations by Foken et al. [2012].
The planar fit coordinate rotation [Wilczak et al., 2001] was
applied for the whole period under investigation, but for Na-
mUBT only within the relevant wind sector of 72◦ – 212◦.
In this study, the flux data was filtered, preserving only high
quality fluxes, i.e. data with quality flags of 1–3 were main-
tained, using a scheme ranging from 1 to 9 described by
Foken et al. [2012]. A footprint analysis and site-specific
characterization approach [Go¨ckede et al., 2004, 2008] was
conducted, utilizing a Lagrangian forward stochastic model
by Rannik et al. [2000]. The results show a sufficient con-
tribution of the desired land use type (within the selected
wind sector in case of NamUBT) and no significant distur-
bance within the remaining high quality flux data. More
details about data quality at NamITP for another period
were given by Zhou et al. [2011].
2.4. Energy Balance Closure and Correction
The balance of measured surface energy fluxes typically
results in a residual Res,
−Res = Rnet +QG +QH +QE (1)
here calculated from the net radiation Rnet and soil heat flux
QG (available energy), as well as turbulent fluxes of sensible
heat QH and latent heat QE, where positive signs indicate
fluxes away from the surface. The soil heat flux has been de-
termined for NamUBT by the measured flux at 15 cm depth
and the storage change in the layer above [Liebethal et al.,
2005]. As no reliable heat flux plate measurement was avail-
able at NamITP, the soil heat flux was calculated using a
gradient method by Yang and Wang [2008]. A compari-
son of both methods with a reference data set showed good
agreement.
The relative residuals were determined as the slope from
the regression of turbulent fluxes vs. available energy and
found to be 81 % and 73 % for NamITP and NamUBT, re-
spectively. These values are well within the range expected
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Table 1. List of sensors used for retrieving the measured surface energy balance
Component Instrument height/depth
NamITP
Turbulent fluxes Campbell CSAT3 sonic anemometer 3.1 m
Li-7500 IRGA, LiCOR Biosciences 3.1 m
Radiation (4 comp.) CM3 and CG3, Kipp & Zonen 1.5 m
Soil temperature PT100 -20, -40, -80, -160 cm
Soil moisture IMKO-TDR -10, -20, -40, -80, -160 cm
NamUBT
Turbulent fluxes Campbell CSAT3 3.0 m
Li-7500 IRGA, LiCOR Biosciences 3.0 m
Radiation (4 comp.) CNR1 Kipp & Zonen 2.0 m
Soil temperature PT100 -2.5, -5, -10, -15 cm
Soil moisture IMKO-TDR -10, -30 cm
Soil heat flux Rimco HP3 heat flux plate -15 cm
for grassland in heterogeneous landscapes [Foken, 2008a],
but they are too large to ignore.
The turbulent fluxes are corrected for the energy balance
gap prior to comparing with model simulations. In this
study we applied the correction preserving the Bowen ratio
by Twine et al. [2000], further indicated with “EBC-Bo”.
The method is only applied when both sensible and latent
heat flux exceed a threshold of 10 W m−2 and the Bowen
ratio is positive. Any values not in line with these require-
ments were excluded from further analysis. In combination
with the quality filtering, less than 40 % of the available data
remain for the analysis, while most of the nighttime data is
discarded.
Some specific problems at NamITP, however, reduce the
accuracy of the observed energy balance: The first reliable
soil temperature measurement starts at 20 cm depth, intro-
ducing large uncertainty to the soil heat flux calculation.
The influence of an erroneous storage term on the observed
energy budget has been pointed out by Leuning et al. [2012].
We found relatively small soil heat fluxes and especially large
residuals after rain events in the late night or early morn-
ing, which could be related to the problem mentioned before.
Secondly, the footprint of the upwelling radiation measure-
ments is characterized by a large gravel content and low
vegetation fraction, which differs to some extent from the
EC footprint.
The energy balance closure correction, on the other hand,
relies only on hypotheses and can introduce huge uncertain-
ties with large residuals to be closed. Therefore we treat ob-
servations with −Res > 150 W m−2 as low quality data and
discard them from evaluation. Further, we discuss the influ-
ence of the EBC correction on model performance, testing a
correction related to buoyancy (“EBC-HB”, see Sect. 3.3).
2.5. Land Surface Modeling
2.5.1. Model Description
In this study a Soil–Vegetation–Atmosphere transfer
scheme called SEWAB is used, developed by Mengelkamp
et al. [1999] in the former GKSS Research Center,
Geesthacht, Germany. It is a single column model, forced by
measured standard meteorological variables. The effective
parameters constraining the model correspond to each type
of land-use.
Model equations are described in detail by Mengelkamp
et al. [1999, 2001], nevertheless we highlight here the main
features for clarification. Soil temperature distribution is
described by the diffusion equation and vertical soil water
movement is governed by the Richards’ equation. The re-
lationships between soil moisture characteristics from Clapp
and Hornberger [1978] were used. All energy balance compo-
nents are given in separate equations, the soil heat flux and
turbulent fluxes were parameterized with bulk approaches
(Table 2). The EB closure is achieved by an iteration of
the surface temperature until the residual disappears.
Thus, instead of one flux serving as balance residual, the
discrepancy is shared by all fluxes sensitive to surface tem-
perature. Directly affected are the sensible heat flux, the
ground heat flux and the long-wave upwelling radiation, but
also the latent heat flux via the temperature dependent spe-
cific humidity of saturation.
2.5.2. Original Version
The model has been run in this study in a nearly un-
changed version as previously reported [Mengelkamp et al.,
1999, 2001], which is accordingly designated original ver-
sion. The configuration is chosen as follows: The soil model
has been run with 7 soil layers, with 5 layers within the first
50 cm, and reaching 2 m depth in total.
All hydrological extra modules in SEWAB such as pond-
ing, variable infiltration capacity, subsurface runoff and base
flow according to the ARNO concept, or depth depen-
dent saturated hydraulic conductivity [Mengelkamp et al.,
1999, 2001] are switched off as they all contain parameters
for which it is problematic to find realistic values. Further-
more, small technical refinements have been made; amongst
others, these are: When water is taken for evapotranspi-
ration from layers below root level, the water is no longer
supplied below wilting point. In the case that less water
is available than actually transpired for this time step, the
overshooting amount of evapotranspiration is transferred to
sensible heat. This prevents a model collapse for very dry
conditions.
2.5.3. TP Version: Adaptation to the Tibetan
Plateau
In order to address the already mentioned issues for land
surface modeling on the Tibetan Plateau [Yang et al., 2009;
Hong and Kim, 2010], an adaptation of the original ver-
sion (Sect. 2.5.1 and 2.5.2) has been set up and named TP
version. The changes include (i) the calculation of the soil
thermal conductivity, (ii) the determination of the thermal
roughness length and (iii) the parameterization of bare soil
evaporation.
The soil thermal conductivity λs was parameterized in
the original code by a weighted sum of individual thermal
conductivities of dry clay/sand, water, ice and air according
to the actual state. We changed it to a formulation by Yang
et al. [2005]
λs(Θ) = λdry + (λsat − λdry) exp [kT (1−Θsat/Θ)] (2)
with the volumetric soil water content Θ, the porosity Θsat
and the coefficient kT, which is set to 0.36 following Yang
et al. [2005]. The dry and saturated thermal conductivity
limits were estimated from field observations (Sect. 2.2) as
λdry = 0.15 W m
−1 K−1 and λsat = 0.8 and 1.3 W m−1 K−1
for NamUBT and NamITP, respectively.
The thermal roughness length z0h has been set to a fixed
fraction of the aerodynamic roughness length z0h = 0.1z0m
in the original code. In contrast, this relation has been ob-
served to show diurnal and seasonal variations [Yang et al.,
2003]. Therefore we used a formulation recommended by
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Table 2. Parameterization of energy balance components in SEWAB and their connection to the surface temperature Tg
Variable Equation
Net radiation Rnet = −Rswd(1− a)−Rlwd + εσT 4g , Rswd and Rlwd in forcing data
Ground heat flux QG = λs (Tg − TS1) ∆z−1S1 , S1: uppermost soil layer
Sensible heat flux QH = CHρcpu(z)(Tg − T (z))
Latent heat flux Evaporation from bare soil Es, wet foliage Ef and plant
transpiration Etr [Noilhan and Planton, 1989]
Es = CEρu(z)(αqs(Tg)− q(z))
Ef = CEρu(z)(qs(Tg)− q(z))
Etr = (Ra +Rs)−1ρ(qs(Tg)− q(z))
Jarvis-type stomata resistance Rs after Noilhan and Planton [1989]
Stability dependence Stanton number CH after Louis [1979], CE = CH
a albedo [-] u∗ friction velocity [m s−1]
cp air heat capacity [J kg
−1 K−1] z measurement height [m]
q specific humidity [-]
qs saturation specific humidity [-] α dependence factor of soil air humidity
Ra turbulent atmospheric resistance [s m
−1] to soil water content [-]
Rlwd long wave downward radiation [W m
−2] ε emissivity [-]
Rswd short wave downward radiation [W m
−2] λs soil thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
T temperature [K] ρ air density [kg m−3]
u wind velocity [m s−1] σ Stefan Boltzmann constant [W m−2K−4]
with the kinematic viscosity of air ν, the friction velocity u∗,
the dynamic temperature scale T∗ = −w′T ′/u∗ and an em-
pirical constant β = 7.2 s0.5 m−0.5 K−0.25. However, in order
to provide T∗, z0h has to be known in advance. Equation (3)
has therefore been solved iteratively as suggested by Yang
et al. [2010]. The performance of this formulation has been
evaluated positively by Yang et al. [2008], and Chen et al.
[2010] have successfully included the scheme in the Noah
land surface model.
The third change is related to bare soil evaporation. La-
tent heat fluxes can be observed on the Tibetan Plateau even
under soil moisture conditions below wilting point. Similar
features have been observed in the Negev desert [Agam et al.,
2004] or in the Sahel [Balsamo et al., 2011; Wallace et al.,
1991]. Bare soil evaporation is calculated as a bulk approach
adjusted by an α formulation, see Table 2. That means that
the saturation specific humidity at the soil surface is scaled
by a soil moisture dependent factor α. The currently used α
parameterization by Noilhan and Planton [1989], however,
is very prohibitive under dry conditions compared to other
schemes [Mihailovic´ et al., 1995]. Therefore, we used the







, Θ ≤ ΘFC
1, Θ > ΘFC
(4)
with exponent n = 2, the volumetric water content at field
capacity ΘFC and the actual water content of the topsoil Θ.
In the results we compare the performance of these
changes (TP version) with the original version of SEWAB
(Sect. 2.5.2).
2.5.4. Model Forcing
The model simulations for both sites were driven by a
half-hourly dataset, consisting of precipitation, air temper-
ature, wind velocity, air pressure, relative humidity, down-
welling short-wave and long-wave radiation. The model has
been run at a time step of 10 min, interpolating the forc-
ing data and aggregating the output again to half-hourly
values. The soil moisture and temperature profile was ini-
tialized in two ways, (i) using the observed profiles and (ii),
spinning up the model by a 3-years forcing data set in order
to reach an equilibrium state. For the first case, the forcing
set consists solely of measured data, starting 4 days before
the beginning of the evaluation period on 1 July 2009. In
the latter case, this data set has to be expanded 3 years into
the past and the required data was therefore extracted from
the ITPCAS gridded forcing data set [Chen et al., 2011].
Test simulations at the NamITP site showed only small dif-
ferences between both initialization methods. Therefore we
used observed profiles for all further investigations, as it is
not possible to spin up the shallow ground water table at
NamUBT by simulating only a single column.
2.5.5. Model Parameter
In this study, no optimization strategy is conducted to
constrain the parameter space. Instead, we chose two pa-
rameter sets, a “default” and a “measured” parameter set.
The most important parameters were summarized in Ta-
ble 3.
The measured parameters use observed values for albedo,
fraction of vegetated area, canopy height, rooting depth and
roughness length. The leaf area index of the vegetated area,
emissivity, and minimum and maximum stomatal resistance
follow Hu et al. [2009]; Yang et al. [2009]; Alapaty et al.
[1997]. The soil hydraulic and thermal properties were de-
duced from soil samples, which are analyzed in the lab (see
Sect. 2.2). The volumetric water content at field capacity
(assumed pF=2.5) and at wilting point (assumed pF=4.5)
are calculated backward from matrix potential at saturation
and Clapp & Hornberger exponent b, derived by the mea-
sured soil retention curve. The pF value for wilting point
differs from the standard assumption of 4.2, which should
be reasonable for mesophytic grass species [Larcher , 2001,
p208].
The default parameters for NamITP and NamUBT dif-
fer most considerably between soil parameters. These were
taken for the USDA textural classes “sand” and “sandy
loam”, respectively, from Mengelkamp et al. [1997] (which
were from Clapp and Hornberger [1978] in the case of the hy-
draulic properties). In contrast, the surface parameters are
assumed to be the same for the default set, differing only
in the fraction of vegetated area fveg and, consequently, in
albedo a as the latter is deduced from albedo for grassland
and dry bare soil [Foken, 2008b].
3. Results
We investigate the differences in simulated and observed
turbulent fluxes over the dry grassland surface (NamITP)
and the wetter grassland surface (NamUBT) near the lake.
Model runs have been conducted for both surfaces, with dif-
ferent parameter sets (measured and default parameters),
and with different model versions (original SEWAB code
and TP – Tibetan Plateau – version). Furthermore, turbu-
lent flux observations have been corrected according to the
Bowen ratio (EBC-Bo). We assess model performance for
this layout and examine accompanying variables as well. Fi-
nally, we compare these outcomes with the results obtained
when using an energy balance closure correction according
to the buoyancy flux (EBC-HB, for details see Sect. 3.3).
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Table 3. Most important parameters for the model simulations: albedo a, emissivity ε, fraction of vegetated
area fveg, leaf area index of vegetated area LAIveg, canopy height hc, rooting depth zr, roughness length z0m, min-
imum stomatal resistance Rs,min, maximum stomatal resistance Rs,max, thermal diffusivity νT, soil heat capacity
CG ·%G, porosity Θsat, matrix potential at saturation Ψsat, saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat, volumetric wa-
ter content at field capacity ΘFC, volumetric water content at wilting point ΘWP, and exponent b for relationships
after Clapp and Hornberger [1978].
Default parameters Measured parameters
Parameter Unit NamITP NamUBT NamITP NamUBT
Surface and vegetation parameters
a - 0.22 0.205 0.196 0.196
ε - 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
fveg - 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.9
LAIveg - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
hc m 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.07
zr m 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5
z0m m 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
Rs,min s m
−1 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
Rs,max s m−1 2500 2500 2500 2500
Soil parameters
νT m
2 s−1 0.84 · 10−6 0.84 · 10−6 1.5 · 10−7 2.5 · 10−7
CG · %G J m−3 K−1 2.10 · 106 2.10 · 106 2.10 · 106 2.10 · 106
Θsat m3 m−3 0.395 0.435 0.396 0.63
Ψsat m -0.121 -0.218 -0.51 -0.14
Ksat m s−1 1.76 · 10−4 3.47 · 10−5 2.018 · 10−5 1.38 · 10−5
ΘFC m
3 m−3 0.135 0.150 0.21 0.38
ΘWP m
3 m−3 0.068 0.114 0.06 0.19
b - 4.05 4.90 3.61 6.79
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Figure 2. Diurnal cycles of the observed energy fluxes at Nam Co and the balance residual Res on 15
July (a,b), 28 July (c,d) and 6 August, 2009 (e,f) at NamITP (a,c,e) and NamUBT (b,d,f); blue shaded
areas for NamUBT indicate missing data due to insufficient fetch (wind direction from the lake).
3.1. Observations
The energy balance at NamITP shows a different behav-
ior than NamUBT, being influenced by the soil moisture
regime. With volumetric soil moistures below 5 % most of
the time during the period, NamITP clearly drops below
a threshold to where e.g. Brilli et al. [2011] would expect
substantial changes in stomatal conductance and therefore
evapotranspiration. Three days with varying soil moisture
conditions have been selected for illustrating the different
behavior at both sites: 15 July, 5 days after the last signif-
icant rain event, 28 July, 18 days after the last significant
rain event, and 6 August, right after a series of substantial
rain events. The diurnal cycles of the observed energy fluxes
including the balance residuum Res are shown in Figure 2.
As expected, on 15 June the latent heat flux is significantly
larger at NamUBT with low Bowen ratio, while turbulent
fluxes were almost equally partitioned at NamITP (Fig-
ure 2a and 2b). Even after a longer drying phase, the Bowen
ratio remains lower at NamUBT (2c and 2d), while under
wet conditions on 6 August, turbulent flux differences be-
tween NamITP and NamUBT become insignificant (2e and
C. Babel et al. (2013)
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Figure 3. Normalized Taylor diagram [Taylor , 2001] for EBC-Bo corrected observations vs. simulated
turbulent fluxes, left: sensible heat flux, right: latent heat flux. The symbols indicate: (◦) od: original
SEWAB version, default parameters; (4) om: original SEWAB version, measured parameters; (•) Td:
TP version, default parameters; (N) Tm: TP version, measured parameters; colors represent the stations
with red for NamITP and blue for NamUBT.
2f). NamUBT receives a larger total available energy than
NamITP. This can be attributed to smaller surface temper-
atures at NamUBT, resulting in smaller outgoing long wave
radiation and ground heat flux.
3.2. General Model Performance
3.2.1. Statistics for Turbulent Fluxes
Performance of the conducted simulations is given as an
overview in a normalized Taylor diagram [Taylor , 2001]: In a
polar plot, the standard deviation of simulations σsim, nor-
malized with the standard deviation of observations σobs,
represent the radial coordinate. The Pearson correlation co-



























Figure 4. Bias of turbulent fluxes (simulated vs. EBC-
Bo corrected observations), left: NamITP, right: Na-
mUBT. Bars with ascending shading lines denote sensible
heat flux bias, descending shading lines latent heat flux
bias and the sum is the turbulent heat flux bias (grey
bars); the individual blocks show od: original SEWAB
version, default parameters; om: original SEWAB ver-
sion, measured parameters; Td: TP version, default pa-
rameters; Tm: TP version, measured parameters.
Given this setup, the centered-pattern root-mean-square de-
viation can be obtained, which is the root-mean-square devi-
ation of two bias-corrected time series (in this case normal-
ized by σobs). It reads as the distance between the reference
point at P(1/0), defined by the observations, and the test
points, defined by the simulations.
Figure 3 shows that, in general, simulations reproduce
observed pattern well with correlation coefficients around
0.9. Model runs for NamUBT exhibit smaller normalized
standard deviations, but perform similarly to simulations
for NamITP. They show only small differences with respect
to model version and parameter set. The original version
performs slightly better than the TP version for latent heat
while in the case of sensible heat there is a small advantage
































Figure 5. Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NS) for turbulent
fluxes (simulated vs. EBC-Bo corrected observations),
left: NamITP, right: NamUBT. Grey bars denote NS
for sensible heat flux and bars with shading lines denote
NS for latent heat flux; individual blocks are coded as in
Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Observations of surface temperature and ground heat flux versus model simulations, mea-
sured parameters at NamITP (a,c) and NamUBT (b,d); simulations are displayed for TP version (a,b)
and original version (c,d).
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Figure 7. Timeseries of observed and simulated volumetric soil moisture content at various depths, TP
version, at NamITP (a,c) and NamUBT (b,d); simulations are displayed for measured parameters (a,b)
and default parameters (c,d). Note, that simulated soil depths do not match the observed soil depths in
case of NamUBT.
The Taylor diagram handles measures of performance
which largely ignore model bias. Therefore an overview of
the model bias B = ξsim − ξobs is given in Figure 4, dis-
playing bias forsensible heat, latent heat and the sum of
turbulent fluxes, for the same combinations as in Figure 3.
It should be noted that the bias is calculated with EBC-
Bo corrected observations, therefore “observed” turbulent
fluxes also equal the observed available energy.
The turbulent flux bias is in general large and positive at
NamITP, while it is nearly vanishing at NamUBT. This can
be attributed to the ground heat flux, which is discussed in
the next section. In general the TP version reduces the sen-
sible heat flux and therefore its bias as well as, to a smaller
extent, the bias of latent heat. Simulations with default
parameters show less bias than those with measured param-
eters, which is more pronounced at NamUBT than NamITP.
This is caused by parameter differences of field capacity and
wilting point: The high measured wilting point suppresses
evapotranspiration compared to the lower default values at
NamUBT. At NamITP, this effect of different field capac-
ity and wilting point can be partly compensated by bare
soil evaporation, which is even higher due to the changed
parameterization in the TP version.
In Figure 5 the model performance is summed up with
theNash-Sutcliffe coefficient [Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970], fur-
C. Babel et al. (2013)
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ther abbreviated as NS. The NS coefficient can be similarly
interpreted as the common coefficient of determination R2,
but in contrast, the NS is sensitive to both correlation and
bias. Again, observations are EBC-Bo corrected. In gen-
eral, model simulations perform better at NamUBT than at
NamITP, as a result of smaller bias (Figure 4). This can be
attributed to SEWAB formulations which have not been val-
idated for such dry conditions before, such as the scheme to
calculate stomatal resistance by Noilhan and Planton [1989].
It is further shown for NamITP that the TP version per-
forms considerably better with the sensible heat flux, and
negative effects on latent heat are very small and can be
neglected. This result agrees with previous studies over dry
surfaces [Yang et al., 2008, 2009; Chen et al., 2010]. Further-
more, turbulent fluxes at NamUBT are not compromised
by the TP version. Predictions of sensible heat flux even
improve, partly at the expense of latent heat flux perfor-
mance. This suggests that the implemented z0h-scheme is
not limited to dry surfaces. The simulations with the de-
fault parameters perform significantly better than the ones
with the measured parameters, but this difference is larger
for the original version than for the TP version. Thus the
TP version seems to be less sensitive to soil parameters.
3.2.2. Soil Moisture and Ground Heat Flux
In order to judge if “meaningful” parameters have been
set, it is important to also look into accompanying variables.
Most prominent are ground heat flux and surface temper-
ature, rendering the budget for turbulent fluxes, and soil
moisture, which determines the water availability for evap-
otranspiration.
Figure 6 compares simulations of soil heat flux and surface
temperature (original and TP version, measured parame-
ters) with observations. As expected, the drier NamITP
site exhibits higher surface temperatures than NamUBT
with maximum temperatures around 50 ◦C and 35 ◦C, re-
spectively. In general, simulations reflect these observations
reasonably well, except that the maximum surface temper-
ature at NamITP in the TP version (Figure 6a) performs
slightly better than the original version (Figure 6c). How-
ever, the soil heat flux is moderately or even poorly rep-
resented. It clearly explains the observed bias of turbu-
lent fluxes for measured parameters in Figure 4: Underes-
timation of surface temperature (and therefore long-wave
upwelling radiation) as well as underestimation of the soil
heat flux lead to an overestimation of available energy at
NamITP, while the overestimation of soil heat flux at Na-
mUBT leads to an underestimation of turbulent fluxes. At
NamITP, the new parameterization of thermal conductivity
(TP version) shows less bias, but more scatter (Figure 6a).
This can be attributed to the different model formulations
for the thermal conductivity (Figure 8). Within the ob-
served soil moisture rangeat NamITP the TP version shows

























Figure 8. Simulated thermal conductivity λs in depen-
dence on soil moisture Θ; grey rectangles indicate the
observed range of upper soil moisture for the respective
station.
a much larger sensitivity than the original version, therefore
errors in soil moisture produce a larger scatter. Another
handicap for ground heat flux simulation at NamITP might
be the thermal decoupling of the upper soil layer from deeper
layers under very dry conditions. At NamUBT, the TP ver-
sion predicts the surface temperature accurately, but overes-
timates the soil heat flux, as a consequence of higher thermal
conductivities within the relevant soil moisture range (Fig-
ure 8). However, the measured thermal conductivity fits
well to calculated values in the TP version, therefore this
overestimation is somewhat surprising.
Looking at soil moisture, both measured and default pa-
rameters slightly overestimate the observed soil moisture at
NamITP (Figure 7). This illustrates the large range of re-
alistic estimates for soil properties: When using a field ca-
pacity of 0.05 and wilting point of 0.02, taken from a gen-
eral soil water retention curve for sandy soil [Blume et al.,
2010, p. 228], the model resembles the measured soil mois-
ture much better (not shown). However we stick here to
the parameters from the laboratory measurements for con-
sistency. Here soil moisture and temperature was initialized
by the measured profile. Additional simulations, using a 3-
year spin-up forcing data set, yield similar results for soil
moisture at NamITP (not shown). At NamUBT, measured
parameters roughly approximate the special moisture profile
near the lake. Default parameters, however, show a different
profile, despite the better performance for turbulent fluxes.
This characteristic profile could not be realized with longer
spin-up periods because of the near, but unknown, position
of the groundwater table and its seasonal variation. This
problem has to be solved when using the model for a longer
period at such a location. Furthermore, modeling with de-
tailed parameters for different soil layers may improve the
moisture profile, as measured soil parameters differ substan-
tially within the first 50 cm depth.
3.3. Influence of the Method for Energy Balance
Closure Correction
Model simulations were compared to observations cor-
rected for energy balance closure according to the Bowen
ratio (EBC-Bo). This correction assumes scalar similarity of
sensible and latent heat fluxes with respect to the observed
residual. Some studies suggest, however, that a large part
of the residual should be attributed to the sensible heat flux
[Mauder and Foken, 2006; Ingwersen et al., 2011]. Recent
discussion hypothesizes an influence of secondary circula-
tions on the energy balance closure [Foken et al., 2011, 2010;
Foken, 2008a].
If secondary circulations in the longwave part of the tur-































Figure 9. Similar to Figure 5, but for EBC-HB cor-
rected observations.
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Figure 10. Normalized Taylor diagram similar to Figure 3, but for EBC-HB corrected observations.
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Figure 11. Turbulent flux observations versus model simulations, measured parameters, TP version,
at NamITP (a,c) and NamUBT (b,d); Observations are displayed using the EBC-Bo correction (a,b) and
the EBC-HB correction (c,d). The red points indicate data with −Res > 150 W m−2 (not included in
the analysis).
method – due to convection are the reason for the unclosed
energy balance, the residual should not simply be added to
the sensible heat flux. Because density is also affected by
moisture Charuchittipan et al. [2013] propose a correction
with the buoyancy flux QHB, further named EBC-HB
QEBC−HBH = QH + fHB ·Res (5)











where cp is the air heat capacity and λ is the heat of evap-
oration. There is a weak dependency of EBC-HB to air
temperature T . For Bo = 1, more than 90 % of the residual
is added to the sensible heat flux, while for Bo = 0.1 it is
approximately 60 %.
A general effect on model performance in terms of pat-
tern statistics is summarized in a Taylor diagram in Fig-
C. Babel et al. (2013)
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ure 10. The EBC-HB correction correlates less with the
simulations than EBC-Bo in the case of sensible heat, but
the correlation is similar for latent heat fluxes. The increase
of observed sensible heat fluxes due to the EBC-HB cor-
rection leads to larger “observed” standard deviations and
therefore smaller normalized standard deviations (and, vice
versa, the decrease of latent heat fluxes leads to larger nor-
malized standard deviations).
The NS coefficients still attribute better performance to
the TP version with respect to the original version (Fig-
ure 9). But in contrast, themeasured parameters now show
slightly higher NS values for NamITP than the default pa-
rameters and significantly better performance for NamUBT,
which is the opposite result than is obtained from Figure 5.
The EBC-HB correction in general shifts sensible heat flux
bias from EBC-Bo corrected observations (Figure 4) in the
negative direction and latent heat flux bias in the positive
direction. This leads to the pattern change for the NS.
Considering an example in detail, Figure 11 shows ob-
served vs. simulated fluxes (TP version, measured pa-
rameters) at both sites and for both correction methods.
Looking at the black dots, the simulations of sensible heat
flux show more scatter with the EBC-HB corrected obser-
vations than for EBC-Bo. This problem is not so pro-
nounced for the latent heat flux; at NamUBT simulations fit
even better. The red points indicate values with residuals
−Res > 150 W m−2, which were not used in the analysis.
Obviously, these points were most strongly affected by the
choice of the correction method, particularly because these
large residuals occur nearly exclusively for low Bowen ra-
tios (not shown). This is no surprise for NamUBT, where
only wet conditions occur, but somehow unexpected for Na-
mITP. The reason might be uncertainty in the ground heat
flux calculation affecting the storage term [Leuning et al.,
2012], as already mentioned in Sect. 2.4.
Also Kracher et al. [2009] show with another data set,
that the energy balance implementation in SEWAB roughly
preserves the Bowen ratio measured by eddy-covariance.
From their calculations it follows that models which deter-
mine the fluxes independently, such as TERRA [part of the
“Lokalmodell” LM, Steppeler et al., 2003] and REMO [Jacob
and Podzun, 1997], would follow the proposed algorithm bet-
ter, but at the expense of the ground heat flux, which is not
determined by these models and in fact equals the residual
of their energy balance. Other familiar land surface models
such as, for example, the common land model CLM [Dai
et al., 2003], or the simple biosphere model SiB2 [Sellers
et al., 1996] solve this step in a way similar to SEWAB.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Two data sets of energy fluxes over a wet and a dry grass-
land site on the Tibetan Plateau were derived for a six-week
period in summer 2009. The carefully quality-checked eddy-
covariance measurements have been corrected for energy bal-
ance closure. Furthermore, the turbulent fluxes have been
modeled with the land surface model SEWAB in its original
version and a version adapted to Tibetan Plateau conditions
(TP version). Both versions have been run with two differ-
ent parameter sets, a default set and one with soil physical
parameters from laboratory investigations of field samples.
Both parameter sets – default and measured –, perform
reasonably well, taking into account that no calibration al-
gorithm has been applied. However, measured parameters
do not prove to give better results; rather the opposite is
true. This might be attributed to the high spatial variabil-
ity of soil properties in the field, which are not adequately
reflected by the taken sample. Another aspect is that a
given model structure might require effective parameter val-
ues to yield optimal performance, which deviate from mea-
sured ones. Nevertheless, some field investigations will be
inevitable to derive a high quality parameter set (measured
or default parameters), namely soil moisture measurements
and field based knowledge of the soil type, derived at least
by a conventional pedological description.
SEWAB has been adapted to Tibetan Plateau conditions,
modifying formulations for the soil thermal conductivity,
bare soil evaporation and z0h. In agreement with previous
studies, this version improves predictions of sensible heat
flux on the dry surface, although the original model already
performs quite well. Interestingly, predictions of fluxes over
the wet surface are not (or not substantially) compromised,
thus the observed spatial differences in surface fluxes due
to small scale heterogeneity in soil moisture could be repro-
duced with a consistent model version. Therefore this study
suggests that the z0h-scheme by Yang et al. [2008] is not
limited to dry or bare soil surfaces. Moreover, the sensitiv-
ity due to soil parameters seems to decrease with the TP
version, implying more robust results.
Investigations concerning the energy balance closure cor-
rection clearly show that SEWAB is more compatible with
the observations corrected by preserving the Bowen ratio.
However, there is no proof that this closure method reflects
reality. In contrast, the recent discussion of the closure prob-
lem tends to attribute the residual more – or in total – to
the sensible heat flux as the driver for advective fluxes not
resolved by EC systems [Mauder and Foken, 2006; Foken,
2008a; Foken et al., 2011; Ingwersen et al., 2011; Charuchit-
tipan et al., 2013]. While the TP version outperforms the
original version for both correction methods, the ranking
between the parameter sets change. In summary, this case
study yields huge differences in model performance depen-
dent on the closure method. Thus it follows that the closure
issue should not be neglected when models were validated
with EC measurements.
Typically for case studies, this work is limited by the
amount of data sets and sites enclosed, and in the first in-
stance the results are representative for the Nam Co region.
They could be strengthened by extending the investigations
over a larger variety of measurement periods and sites to
test the robustness of the model performance. Furthermore,
the errors of observations are not explicitly taken into ac-
count. Beside the usual errors to be expected, there are
some difficulties at the NamITP site due to a large gravel
content in the soil and the surface as well as missing top soil
temperature measurements. Firstly, this compromises qual-
ity and representativeness of the measured available energy;
secondly, laboratory investigations of soil physical properties
become very uncertain and difficult to carry out. Even “re-
alistic” parameters have obviously to be considered within
a range due to model and measurement uncertainty as well
as soil heterogeneity. Especially for the wet site, soil prop-
erties change a lot within the vertical profile, which should
be taken into account by land surface models.
This study shows that a successful modeling of turbu-
lent fluxes requires a careful model selection and parameter
investigation. However, when comparing simulations with
eddy-covariance derived turbulent fluxes, the performance
is strongly affected by the measured energy balance closure
gap. This is especially important in a sensitive region like
the Tibetan Plateau, in which Kobresia pastures and alpine
vegetation are supposed to be highly susceptible to climate
change and livestock grazing [Miehe et al., 2008, 2011]. The
selected data sets also imply that surface flux heterogeneity,
generated by landscape heterogeneity, could be remarkable
in a short distance. This should be taken into account when
regarding flux measurements as representative for a larger
area. This study prepares the SEWAB model to be usable
for such issues.
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The Tibetan Plateau plays an important role in the global water cycle and is strongly influenced by 
climate change. While energy and matter fluxes have been more intensely studied over land 25 
surfaces, a large proportion of lakes have been either neglected or parameterised with simple bulk 
approaches. Therefore turbulent fluxes were measured over wet grassland and a shallow lake with 
a single eddy-covariance complex at the shoreline in the Nam Co basin in summer 2009. Footprint 
analysis was used to split observations according to the underlying surface, and two sophisticated 
surface models were utilised to derive gap-free time series. Results were then compared with 30 
observations and simulations from a nearby eddy-covariance station over dry grassland, yielding 
pronounced differences. Observations and footprint integrated simulations compared well, even 
for situations with flux contributions including grassland and lake. It is shown that the accessibility 
problem for EC measurements on lakes can be overcome by combining standard meteorological 
measurements at the shoreline with model simulations, only requiring representative estimates of 35 
lake surface temperature. 
 
Keywords: Eddy-covariance, Lake, Nam Co, Surface modelling, Tibetan Plateau, 
Turbulent fluxes   
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1. Introduction 40 
The role of the Tibetan Plateau in the global water cycle and its reaction to climate 
change has become a topic of strong scientific interest (e.g. Immerzeel et al. 2011, 
Ni 2011). Representing a unique geological formation, the Tibetan Plateau is 
considered the largest and highest plateau on earth, with an average elevation 
greater than 4000 m a.s.l.. Furthermore, the Tibetan Plateau is the source of a 45 
large number of major rivers in Asia. Its role in the modulation of the Asian 
Monsoon and the climate for large parts of Asia, due to its heat budget caused by 
its elevation in conjunction with the bordering Himalayan mountain range, has 
been of major research interest (Molnar et al. 2010, Boos and Kuang 2010).  
To understand the role of the Tibetan Plateau for the global heat and water budget, 50 
much effort has been put into the estimation of energy balance and turbulent flux 
measurements within international campaigns like GAME/Tibet (GEWEX- 
Global Energy and Water cycle Experiment Asian Monsoon Experiment) and 
(CAMP -Coordinated Enhanced Observing Period Asia-Australia Monsoon 
Project)  (Xu and Haginoya 2001; Ma et al. 2003; Ma et al. 2005) and in the 55 
framework of  the Tibetan Observation and Research Platform, TORP (Ma et al. 
2009). 
Despite these efforts, observations on the Tibetan Plateau are sparse due to its 
remote location (Frauenfeld et al. 2005, Kang et al. 2010, Maussion et al. 2011). 
The importance of evaporation for the hydrological cycle under the influence of 60 
climate change has been highlighted by Yang et al. (2011). 
Most long-term observation stations focus on the major land cover types such as 
alpine steppe, Kobresia pastures and wetlands (Zhao et al. 2010), however 
approximately 45.000 km² of the plateau are covered by lakes (Xu et al. 2009). 
This lake area has been subject to changes in the last decades, the reasons are not 65 
well understood due to lack of observational data (Xu et al. 2009). Although 
Huang et al. (2008) report a general decrease of lake volume in Qinghai-Tibet 
Plateau, the Nam Co lake area has been increasing (Liu et al. 2010, Wu and Zhu 
2008, Zhu et al. 2010).  They attribute this change to increasing precipitation as 
well as thawing permafrost and glacial melt due to rising mean annual 70 
temperatures , nevertheless the relative contribution of the balance components, 
especially the role of evaporation, is discussed controversially. Consequently 
fluxes over lake surfaces on the Tibetan Plateau should not be neglected, since 
various studies have shown the contribution of lakes to the regional energy 
balance and water cycle in different catchments around the world (Rouse et al. 75 
2005, Nordbo et al. 2011).  Until now, estimations of evaporation over lake 
surfaces on the Tibetan Plateau have been modelled using remote sensing or land 
surface observations as forcing (Xu et al. 2009, Haginoya et al. 2009), whereas no 
direct measurements of turbulent fluxes over a lake surface have been conducted 
so far.  The installation of a flux station in a lake on the Tibetan Plateau is nearly 80 
impossible, due to problems of accessibility, strong winds and waves during the 
summer, as well as ice cover during winter. 
Nevertheless, it is known from model estimations that evaporation over lake 
surfaces differs from evapotranspiration over land throughout the year due to the 
heat storage capacity of the lakes, and has a strong effect on convection and thus 85 
on local climates (Haginoya et al. 2009). The landscape on the Tibetan Plateau is 
fairly heterogeneous, including alpine steppe, Kobresia pygmea mats, wetlands 
and open water surfaces in various sizes. Therefore high quality evaporation 
measurements over water surfaces on the Tibetan Plateau need to be considered 
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when data based on satellites or estimated with models is validated with ground 90 
based flux measurements. It can be expected that lakes differ strongly in their 
temperature regimes and exchange coefficients due to extent and depth (Rouse et 
al. 2005, Panin et al. 2006a, Nordbo et al. 2011). Evaporation estimation with 
simple bulk approaches on daily or monthly timescales (Haginoya et al. 2009, Xu 
et al. 2009, Krause et al. 2010, Yu et al. 2011) are not appropriate for resolving 95 
such differences. These specific characteristics of each lake, such as a diurnal 
course of atmospheric stratification over the lake surface, can only be captured by 
eddy measurements and more sophisticated models.  
 
For this study, we selected the area around Nam Co, the largest and deepest lake 100 
in the Tibet Autonomous Region (Xu et al. 2009, Liu et al. 2010). The Nam Co 
basin is considered one of the key areas of interest on the Tibetan Plateau due to 
its location influenced by the Westerlies, the South West Asian Monsoon and the 
East Asian Monsoon (Haginoya et al. 2009, Keil et al. 2010).  
 105 
In order to measure fluxes over lake and land surfaces, we set up an eddy-
covariance station at the shoreline of a shallow lake next to Nam Co. 
Measured fluxes were utilised to validate simulations of two different surface 
models in order to estimate turbulent fluxes over the lake and adjacent grassland 
surface. For the lake surface a validated hydrodynamic multilayer model (HM; 110 
Foken 1979, 1984) with an extension for shallow lakes (Panin and Foken 2005) 
and for the land surface a SVAT model (SEWAB; Mengelkamp et al. 1999, 2001) 
were used to generate a complete time series for each surface. The simulated data 
set was then used to characterise the exchange for these surfaces and to link the 
simulations with spatial heterogeneity on footprint scale.  115 
2. Material and methods 
2.1. Site description and setup of the EC stations 
The experiment was carried out during the 2009 summer monsoon season. The 
observation site was located in the Nam Co Basin, 220 km north of Lhasa, at 
4730 m a.s.l. on the Tibetan Plateau. The basin is dominated by Nam Co Lake and 120 
the Nyainqentanglha mountain range which stretches along the lake’s SE side at 
approximately 5-10 km distance and reaches up to 7270 m a.s.l. with an average 
height of 5230 m (Liu et al. 2010). In the year 2000 the great lake had an area of 
1,980 km² (Wu and Zhu 2008). 
 125 
Atmospheric fluxes were observed with two eddy-covariance and energy balance 
stations. One station was set up by the University of Bayreuth (NamUBT) at a 
shallow lake of approximately 1 km² in area located at the SE side of Nam Co 
Lake. It was installed adjacent to the southern shoreline of the lake to ensure that 
measurements from the lake and land surface were identifiable according to the 130 
instantaneous wind direction. The other station at roughly 300 m distance is the 
permanently operating eddy-covariance complex (NamITP) within the Nam Co 
Monitoring and Research Station for Multisphere Interactions, 
NAMORS (30°46′22′′N, 90°57′47′′E) operated by the Institute of Tibetan Plateau 
Research (ITP), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) (Ma et al. 2009). A detailed 135 
map of the field site and pictures of the two stations can be seen in Fig. 1. 




Fig. 1 Measurement site in Nam Co Basin, showing the small lake, the land use, the EC Stations 
NamITP (left Photo) and  NamUBT (right Photo).  NamITP  is marked with a red + and NamUBT 
with a black x. Land use is classified as wetland (dark green), moist (+, medium green) and dry (-, 140 
light green) grassland, the small lake (light blue) and Nam Co (dark blue). Additionally, at the 
shore line of Nam Co partly flooded gravel bars are shown in light grey. The Nam Co Station 
buildings are marked in dark grey (Illustration from Gerken et al. 2012) 
 
Due to the influence of the water table around the small lake, the soil is moister at 145 
NamUBT than at NamITP. To account for the effect of higher moisture supply on 
the vegetation, we have classified the grassland into grass+ for denser and moister 
vegetation and grass- for comparatively drier and sparser vegetation. From 
NamUBT the terrain rises gently in three terraces to the level of NamITP, with an 
average slope of approximately 8°. The shoreline of the small lake in the vicinity 150 
of NamUBT is fairly steep, with the lake starting out quite shallow and reaching a 
maximum depth of 12 m at the centre. Soils and vegetation around both stations 
are typical for a semi-arid to semi-humid climate at this altitude. Soil types range 
from alpine steppe to desert soils and the vegetation is dominated by alpine 
meadow and steppe grasses including species of Stipa, Carex, Kobresia and 155 
Oxytropis (Mügler et al. 2010).  
Both eddy-covariance stations were equipped with an ultrasonic anemometer and 
an infrared gas analyser.  Standard meteorological measurements are available for 
both stations and, additionally, all necessary components for the estimation of the 
energy balance were measured. For specifications of the two stations see Table 1 160 
or Biermann et al. (2009) for NamUBT, and Zhou et al. (2011) for NamITP. 
2.2. Analysis of observed data 
2.2.1. EC Data processing 
The measurements of both eddy-covariance stations were post-processed using 
the TK2/3 software package, developed at the Department of Micrometeorology, 165 
University of Bayreuth (Mauder and Foken 2004, 2011) and evaluated in an 
international comparison study by Mauder et al. (2008). The software applies all 
necessary flux corrections and post-processing steps for turbulence measurements 
as recommended in Foken et al. (2012) and Rebmann et al. (2012). 
 170 
Further data processing included quality filtering according to Foken and Wichura 
(1996), using the quality flagging scheme as recommended by Foken et al. (2004).  
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Table 1: Specifications of the eddy-covariance stations NamUBT and NamITP. 
 Instrument NamUBT NamITP 





3.0 m 3.1m 
Gas analyser LI-COR 7500 (LI-
COR Biosciences) 














CM3 & CG3 
(Kipp&Zonen) 
- 1.5m 
Rain gauge tipping bucket 1m 1m 







-0.2, -0.4, -0.8, -1.60 
Soil heat flux HP3 -0.15 - 
Water 
temperature 
Pt100 -0.3 - 
Logger (Campbell 
Scientific Ltd.) 
CR3000  CR5000 
 
For displaying diurnal cycles, we used best to intermediate quality flagged data 175 
(Flag 1-6 out of 9 classes) and for model performance evaluation, we used best 
quality flagged data (Flag 1-3). 
2.2.2. Coordinate rotation and footprint analysis 
In this section we describe the coordinate rotation and footprint analysis which 
was conducted for both EC stations. We focus mainly on the analysis for 180 
NamUBT, since for NamITP detailed studies of footprint and data quality can be 
found for other data sets in Zhou et al. (2011) and Metzger et al. (2006).  
 
The wind direction exhibits a strong diurnal pattern due to a land – lake 
circulation system, which can be seen in NamUBT data (Fig. 2). 185 
During midday the wind came predominantly from the direction of the lake while 
in the morning, evening and night-time hours wind from the land surface 
dominated. Therefore NamUBT provides flux measurements over the land and 
water surface only for certain periods of the day, while NamITP always represents 
fluxes from the land surface.  190 
 
For the necessary coordinate rotation we chose the planar-fit method according to 
Wilczak et al. (2001) which rotates the coordinate system into the mean 
streamlines by fitting a plane to individual half-hourly mean wind velocity 
components. While the mean vertical wind for the whole period is set to zero by 195 
this method, the individual half-hourly values do not vanish completely.  
D. Biermann et al. (2013)
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Fig. 2 Temporal distribution of the wind 
and corresponding land use in upwind direction, classified 
right 200 
 
Eddy-covariance measurements require a homogeneo
prerequisite. In our study this 
from the plane lake surface to the gently slop
and Finnigan (2003)205 
procedure of the eddy
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Fig. 3 Footprint climatology of NamUBT for the measuring period 27 June to 8 August. The 
figures show a combined footprint as well as footprints under unstable (    0.0625), 
neutral (0.0625     0.0625) and stable stratification (   0.0625) of the atmosphere 
 245 
 
Fig. 4 Average land use contribution of NamUBT under unstable and neutral conditions  (  
0.0625)  for all wind directions. Solid lines represent the shoreline, dashed lines represent the 
borders of the sectors classified as land, lake and miscellaneous (misc) in Fig. 2 
D. Biermann et al. (2013)
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simplified land use scheme, discriminating only between land (grass+) and lake 250 
for NamUBT. The footprint analysis of NamITP confirmed the representativeness 
of this station for grass-. 
 
2.2.3. Energy balance correction 
Investigation of the energy balance closure (Foken 2008) at NamUBT shows that 255 
70% of the energy balance is closed for the measurement period, a typical value 
for flux stations in heterogeneous landscapes. The energy balance closure 
correction (EBC) for the land surface fluxes was calculated after Twine et al. 
(2000), distributing the residual of the energy balance according to the Bowen 
ratio to the latent and sensible heat flux. We subsequently refer to this correction 260 
as EBC-Bo. Since Kracher et al. (2009) show with another data set that the land 
surface model SEWAB, which is used in this study (see section 2.3.1), roughly 
preserves the Bowen ratio measured by eddy-covariance, we regard EBC-Bo as a 
suitable correction for comparing the observations with SEWAB.  
 265 
Nevertheless, recent studies suggest that a predominant fraction of the residual 
should be attributed to the sensible heat flux (Mauder and Foken 2006; Ingwersen 
et al. 2011;  Foken et al. 2012). In case the reason for the unclosed energy balance 
is the existence of secondary circulations due to convection, as hypothesized by 
Foken et al. (2010, 2011); a physically meaningful correction would be related to 270 
buoyancy. The buoyancy flux QHB is driven by differences in air density and thus 
can be decomposed into a fraction governed by sensible heat (density differences 
due to temperature) and a fraction governed by latent heat (density differences due 
to moisture).  The findings mentioned above suggest a correction where the 
residual of the energy balance is distributed to the sensible and latent heat flux 275 
according to their contribution to the buoyancy flux. This fraction depends on the 
Bowen ratio Bo and (to a small extent) on air temperature, and more than 90% are 
attributed to the sensible heat flux in the case of   1 and approximately 60% 
in the case of   0.1. We applied this correction, here named EBC-HB, for 
comparison with the more common EBC-Bo.  280 
 
 The EBC for the lake surface could not be estimated since only one sensor was 
used to measure the water temperature and no measurements of the storage flux 
within the lake or the sediment were conducted. 
 285 
2.3. Modelling of the turbulent fluxes 
Due to the location of NamUBT at the shore line, the wind direction determined 
whether turbulent fluxes over the land or the lake surface were measured, 
resulting in gaps of one or the other time series. Therefore a model was applied 
for each surface type and validated with the existing data. The results then 290 
complete the flux time series for the land and lake surface. In addition fluxes for 






Table 2. Governing equations for the hydrodynamic multilayer (HM) model (Foken 1979, 1984) 
with shallow water extension (Panin and Foken 2005) 
Variable/component Equation 
Sensible heat flux    Γ    with 
Γ  ! " #$ " %&! " Pr  )* " +,- . 5 . ln 1$"234 5  
Latent heat flux Analogue to , assuming +,- 6 +7-, Δ- 6 Δ9-, and 
replacing Pr with Sc 
Stability dependence Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory, universal function 
after Foken and Skeib (1983) 
Shallow water term ,;<=  ,; " 1 . >,;<= " ?@  with mean square 
wave height ? 6 0.07#BC@ " D#BE 3.) " C (Davidan 
et al., 1985) and >,;<= 6 2 (Panin et al. 2006b) 
Symbols C gravity acceleration [ms-2]  @ lake depth [m] ? mean square wave height [m] >,;<= empirical correction factor [-] FG Prandtl number [-] ,; sensible (H) and latent (L) heat flux without shallow water 
correction [Wm-2] ,;<= sensible (H) and latent (L) heat flux with shallow water 
correction [Wm-2] 9 specific humidity [-] HI Schmid number [-]  temperature [K]  - dimensionless temperature [-] #$ friction velocity [ms-1] # wind velocity in height z [ms-1]  measurement height [m] 
 Γ profile coefficient [ms-1] +,- dimensionless thickness of the molecular temperature boundary 
layer [-] ! von Kármán constant [-] J kinematic viscosity [m2s-1] 
 
 
2.3.1. Description of the models used 
For the lake surface a hydrodynamic multilayer model (HM) by Foken (1979, 300 
1984) was utilised. In order to account for multiple layers within the surface layer, 
turbulent fluxes are parameterised in HM using an integrated profile coefficient. 
As opposed to a single bulk coefficient the integrated profile coefficient resolves 
the molecular boundary layer, the viscous buffer layer, and the turbulent layer. 
Therefore near-surface exchange conditions are reflected according to 305 
hydrodynamic theory. Originally designed for exchange over the ocean, a 
correction term for shallow water (Panin and Foken 2005) was added, resulting in 
increased turbulent fluxes due to an enhanced mixing by higher waves in shallow 
water. The model has been successfully applied to simulate fluxes above ocean 
surfaces and lakes with a large fetch as well as over arctic snow fields (Panin et al. 310 
2006b, Foken 1986, Lüers and Bareiss 2010). Details of the governing equations 
can be found in Table 2.  
D. Biermann et al. (2013)
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Turbulent fluxes over the land surface were simulated with the one-dimensional 
Surface Energy and WAter Balance scheme (SEWAB, Mengelkamp et al. 1999, 315 
2001), a soil-vegetation-atmosphere-transfer model. All energy balance 
components are given separately. Turbulent fluxes are formulated with bulk 
approaches, atmospheric stability is considered. The main features are 
summarized in Table 3. The energy balance is then closed by iteration of the 
surface temperature. Evapotranspiration from vegetation is calculated with a 320 
single leaf concept in a Jarvis-type scheme after Noilhan and Planton (1989). 
Emphasis is placed on the description of soil processes. Soil temperature 
distribution and vertical soil water movement are described by the diffusion 
equation and the Richards equation, respectively. Soil moisture characteristics are 
inter-related following Clapp and Hornberger (1978).  325 
 
Both models were forced with standard meteorological in-situ measurements. In 
order to provide gap-free input data, the small gaps within the forcing data from 
NamUBT were filled by linear interpolation while larger gaps were filled by 
linear regression using the data from NAMORS. 330 
2.3.2. Application of the HM model to a shallow lake 
The forcing data set for the HM model includes the standard meteorological 
parameters wind velocity, air temperature, humidity and air pressure. Radiation 
measurements are not required for the HM model, instead water surface 
temperature has to be supplied instead. In this study we used the measured water 335 
temperature (Table 1) as an estimate for the water surface temperature.  
 
Wendisch and Foken (1989) investigated the relative error contribution of model 
parameter, amongst others water temperature, air temperature, air humidity and 
wind velocity, to the model output with a sensitivity analysis (Fourier Amplitude 340 
Sensitivity Test by Cukier et al., 1978). Assuming typical measurement errors for 
the initial parameter distribution they estimated that water temperature contributed 
up to 50% of the overall error while the influence of wind velocity, air 
temperature and humidity are comparatively small, each contributing 10-20% to 
the error. Since the temperature probe was only shielded against direct 345 
(downward) radiation, the effect of diffuse radiation on the accuracy of the water 
temperature measurements was evaluated. The radiation error has been estimated 
with a graphical analysis of short term temperature perturbations as related to 
rapid changes in downward shortwave radiation. Caused by the small fraction of 
diffuse radiation in the low air density of the Tibetan Plateau and sudden cloud 350 
cover changes, the shortwave radiation observations occasionally drop from 
1000 Wm-2 to 150 Wm-2 (or increase in reverse) within a few minutes. The 
corresponding shifts in water temperature suggest a possible radiation error of 
approximately 0.2 K. Therefore water temperature measurements have been 
accepted for model forcing without correction.   355 
 
The shallow water parameterisation included in the current version of the HM 
model accounts for an enhanced turbulent exchange due to increased wave heights 
in shallow water. Consequently, the turbulent fluxes increase with the mean 
square wave height (Table 2). Together with the wave height parameterisation 360 
after Davidan et al. (1985), additional parameters influence the model results. 
These are the wind velocity, lake depth and an empirical coefficient, which was 
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set to 2 in this study following Panin et al. (2006b). In this study the water depth 
has been estimated as 1.5 m within the average footprint area of the measurement 
period. 365 
Table 3. Governing equations for SEWAB (Mengelkamp et al. 1999, 2001) and adaptations to the 
Tibetan Plateau as used in Babel et al. (2013).  
Variable/component Equation 
Net radiation KL  KMND1  OE  KPMN . QRS   KMN and KPMN in forcing data set 
Ground heat flux T  U  < " Δ<  
Sensible heat flux   VWIX#DE  DE   
Latent heat flux Composed of  bare soil Y, wet foliage Y and plant 
transpiration YLZ after Noilhan and Planton (1989) Y  V;W#DE[9  9DE   Y  V;W#DE9  9DE   YLZ  DK  KEW9  9DE    
Stability dependence V after Louis (1979), V;  V 
Adaptations to TP:  
I) Soil thermal 
conductivity 
UD\E  UNZ] . UL  UNZ] expa>,D1  ΘL/Θ Ed, >,0.36 (Yang et al. 2005) 
II) thermal 
roughness length 
3f  70J " #$ " expDg#$3.h|$|3.BhE  g  7.2 s0.5m-0.5K-0.25 (Yang et al. 2008) 
III) bare soil 
evaporation [  j1  &1  kklm*
B , Θ  Θno1,                            Θ  Θno
p
 (Mihailović et al. 1993) 
Symbols O albedo [-] V Stanton number [-] V; Dalton number [-] IX air heat capacity [J kg-1 K-1] 9 specific humidity [-] 9 saturation specific humidity [-] K turbulent atmospheric resistance [s m-1] K stomata resistance [s m-1] KPMN long wave downward radiation [Wm-2] KMN short wave downward radiation [Wm-2]  temperature [K]  $ dynamic temperature scale [K]   surface temperature [K] < temperature in first soil layer [K] #$ friction velocity [ms-1]  measurement height [m] Δ< thickness of first soil layer [m] [ dependence factor of soil air humidity to soil water content [-] Q emissivity [-] Θ volumetric soil water content [-] ΘL  volumetric soil water content at saturation, porosity [-] Θno  volumetric soil water content at field capacity [-] U soil thermal conductivity [Wm-1K-1] UNZ] soil thermal conductivity for dry soil [Wm-1K-1] UL  soil thermal conductivity, soil moisture at saturation [Wm-1K-1] W air density [kg m-3] R Stefan Boltzmann constant [Wm-2K-4] J kinematic viscosity [m2s-1] 
D. Biermann et al. (2013)
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The influence of the shallow water term becomes dominant with increasing wind 
velocity and decreasing water depth. Calculation of the shallow water equations 
described in Table 2 with the estimated water depth of 1.5 m and the average wind 370 
velocity of 4 ms-1 yields an increase in turbulent fluxes of 14.5 % compared to 
deep water conditions. Consideration of small changes in wind velocity and water 
depth yields local sensitivities of roughly 2.9% of the deep water fluxes per ms-1 
and -3.9% per m water depth, respectively. For high wind velocities (10 ms-1) the 
shallow water extension causes an increase of 30.1% with sensitivities of 2.4% 375 
per ms-1 and -8.0% per m water depth. Assuming a typical error of 0.3 ms-1 for 
wind velocity and variability of the lake depth up to 1 m within the footprint leads 
to flux uncertainties of 1% and 4%, respectively. These errors, although not 
negligible, are within the uncertainty range of the EC flux measurements.  
2.3.3. Adaptation of SEWAB 380 
On the Tibetan Plateau a strong diurnal cycle of the surface temperature during 
dry periods over bare soil and short grassland have been observed, which typically 
leads to an overestimation of surface sensible heat flux (Yang et al. 2009, Hong 
and Kim 2010). To account for these conditions, SEWAB has been adapted for 
the Tibetan Plateau by (i) a revised calculation of the soil thermal conductivity as 385 
used in Yang et al. (2005), (ii) a different formulation of the thermal roughness 
length after Yang et al. (2008) and (iii), by changing the parameterisation of bare 
soil evaporation according to Mihailović et al. (1993). The formulations can be 
seen in Table 3.  
These changes have been implemented using flux data from NamITP station and 390 
flux data from NamUBT corresponding to land surface (Babel et al. 2013), who 
evaluated this adaptation as an improvement compared to the original version.  
 
SEWAB has been run offline, forced by measurements of precipitation, air 
temperature, wind velocity, air pressure, relative humidity and downwelling 395 
shortwave and longwave radiation. The respective parameters for both land 
surface types were estimated by a combination from the in-situ measurements and 
laboratory investigation of soil characteristics (Chen et al., 2012). Surface 
emissivity, leaf area index and minimum stomatal resistence have been derived 
from various sources (Yang et al. 2009, Hu et al. 2009, Alapaty et al. 1997) 400 
2.4. Statistics 
For evaluation of model performance, simple comparisons were carried out using 
the bias   q ∑ DFs  tsEuvw  and the mean absolute error xyY q ∑ |Fs  ts|uvw , with O as the observations and P the model predictions.  
 In equivalence to the MAE the differences between two time series of predictions 405 
can be quantified and we define the desired measure as  
+sz { q | |F,s   FB,s|uvw  (1) 
with P1 and  P2 as predictions from the respective land use types 1 and 2. The 
Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient NS serves as a goodness of fit measure 
qH  1   ∑ DFs  tsEB}vw∑ Dts  t~EB }vw  (2) 





Fig. 5 Mean diurnal energy fluxes for the whole measurement period, separated for (a) grass-, (b) 
grass+ and (c) lake; for land surfaces, all components are measured; lake fluxes: the net radiation is 
calculated from measured downwelling radiation and using an albedo of 0.06 and the lake surface 
temperature with an emissivity of 0.96; the lower panel shows diurnal surface and air temperature. 415 
The time axis is displayed in Beijing standard time (CST), mean local solar noon during the 
observation period is at 1400 CST 
 
3. Results 
3.1. Flux measurements 420 
The measured energy fluxes over the lake surface and land (grass+) show 
pronounced differences in their magnitude and dynamics. The daytime net 
radiation is substantially higher over the lake surface, caused by a lower albedo 
and decreased upwelling longwave radiation due to damped surface temperatures 
over the lake (Fig. 5c). However, upward radiation components were only 425 
measured over the land surface; for the lake surface they were parameterised 
using an albedo of 0.06 and the lake surface temperature with an emissivity of 
0.96.  
 
As expected for the monsoon season on the Tibetan Plateau, the latent heat flux 430 
over the land surface was larger than the sensible heat flux (Fig. 5a,b). This 
observation is in agreement with e.g. Gu et al. (2005) and Ma and Ma (2006). The 
mean diurnal cycles of surface and air temperature also show the typical dynamics 
above land surface, with unstable stratification during daytime but higher surface 
temperatures are observed over grass-. Ground heat flux and sensible heat flux are 435 
in the same order of magnitude for each land surface again with higher values for 
grass-. In consequence the latent heat flux is lower over this land surface. 
 
The turbulent fluxes over the lake, however, do not show a diurnal cycle, but 
remain constant over the day. The energy input from radiation is stored in the lake 440 
body and is available at any time as indicated by the lake surface temperature in  
D. Biermann et al. (2013)
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Table 4: Model performance of turbulent fluxes for the three land use types and two energy 
balance correction methods for the land observations:  n (number of observations), bias, MAE 
(mean absolute error), offset and slope from linear regression (mean geometric regression) as well 
as NS (Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient) and R2. 445 
Flux Land use EBC n Bias MAE Offset Slope NS R² 
    [Wm-2] [Wm-2] [Wm-2] [-] [-] [-] 
QH grass- Bo 627 52.2 55.5 36.8 1.13 0.26 0.80 
HB 572 38.3 55.5 36.9 1.01 0.36 0.62 
grass+ Bo 81 18.5 23.8 17.2 1.02 0.61 0.78 
HB 71 -24.4 40.5 12.9 0.7 0.38 0.52 
lake - 327 -2.7 7.6 5.3 0.72 0.75 0.79 
QE grass- Bo 627 -10.8 45.3 -8.6 0.99 0.70 0.73 
HB 572 -0.4 42.0 -14.3 1.1 0.68 0.74 
grass+ Bo 81 -28.6 50.8 13.5 0.77 0.60 0.69 
HB 71 1.7 23.4 5.4 0.98 0.82 0.82 
lake - 392 -23.3 30.3 -8.5 0.9 0.50 0.64 
 
Fig. 5c. No complete energy balance could be estimated over the lake surface, as 
no measurements exist for the heat storage in the water body and heat fluxes into 
the sediment. 
 450 
Evaporation is comparably high for lake surfaces due to high wind velocities of 4 
ms-1 on average. In addition, high lake surface temperatures, caused by the 
shallow water table and the small extent of this lake, lead to unstable stratification 
even during daytime (Fig. 5c). Therefore turbulent exchange is enhanced 
compared to stable stratification typically found over lake surfaces during daytime 455 
(e.g. Beyrich et al. 2006, Nordbo et al. 2011).  
3.2. Model performance 
Different measures for model performance are summarised in Table 4. The results 
from grass+ simulations show reasonable performance, although there are only 
few observations left after filtering, separation and energy balance closure 460 
correction (Fig. 6). In case of EBC-Bo corrected observations, the latent heat flux 
is slightly underestimated while the simulation of the sensible heat flux resembles 
the measurements quite well. The opposite is true when using the buoyancy flux 
method for energy balance closure correction (EBC-HB). The correlation is 
affected in a similar way. Good R2 values are achieved for the sensible heat flux 465 
corrected using EBC-Bo and latent heat flux corrected using EBC-HB, and they 
decrease for the other two cases. Lake surface modelling yields reasonable 
coherence to the EC observations within the footprint of the measurements, with a 
bias of -23.3 W m-2 and -2.7 W m-2 for the latent heat flux QE and the sensible 
heat flux QH, respectively. For grass- at NamITP, mean absolute errors for 470 
sensible heat flux are larger, mainly caused by the bias, although a good 
correlation is obtained in the case of EBC-Bo corrected observations. Aside from 
model deficiencies, the reason for the remaining bias can be attributed to 
uncertainties in estimation of the observed ground heat flux due to high gravel 






Fig. 6 Scatterplots of modelled and observed turbulent fluxes. For land surface flux observations 
(grass+) vs. SEWAB model simulations, observations  are energy balance corrected with the 480 
Bowen ratio method  (a,b) and with the buoyancy method (c,d). Turbulent fluxes without EBC 
correction over lake vs. HM model runs (e,f). Model performance is indicated with the Nash-
Sutcliffe coefficient (NS coef), bias and the squared Pearson correlation coefficient. Red crosses 
indicated data excluded due to residuals  K  150 B 
 485 
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3.3. Footprint and spatial integration  
In the previous section we have shown that eddy-covariance measurements, 
selected according to their footprint as pure fluxes from each surface type, can be 
represented by SEWAB in case of grassland and by the HM model in case of the 
lake surface. However, a part of the measurements show contributions from more 490 
than one land use type as well. The footprint concept enables us to link the 
simulations even with such observations. For each time step, the footprint 
approach provides the relative contribution of all involved surfaces to the 
measured fluxes. The simulations are then related to the observations by 
calculating a weighted mean from the output of both models according to the 495 
actual land use contribution. This is shown with the footprint integrated 
simulations for lake and grass+ together with the EC observations at NamUBT in 
Fig. 7 for three different situations: 17 July – changing conditions under moderate 
wind velocities, 5 August – typical day with land - lake circulation and moderate 
winds of about 2-6 ms-1, and 6 August – situation with larger than average wind 500 
speeds of about 6 ms-1. In all selected situations the eddy-covariance 
measurements can be closely modelled by the footprint integrated simulation. 
This also holds for measurements with contributions from both surfaces, seen in 
some events on 17 July and 5 August. Due to the different exchange of each 
surface with its atmosphere over the course of the day, instantaneous turbulent 505 
fluxes can show differences of up to 200 Wm-2. The performance of the footprint 
integrated simulation is displayed in Fig. 8 for the whole period. Situations with 
contributions from both surface types larger than 20% (misc) are highlighted. The 
simulations for such situations follow the same pattern as simulations for the pure 
surface types (contribution of a single surface greater than 80%). Miscellaneous 510 
footprints, however, did not occur for situations with very high fluxes.  
3.4. Flux heterogeneity at Nam Co 
It is well known that heterogeneous surfaces affect the landscape scale fluxes. The 
presented measurements have shown that the fluxes over land and lake surfaces 
behave differently. To consider the most abundant surfaces near Nam Co station, 515 
grass- at NamITP has also been included in addition to the observations and 
simulations of grass+ and lake at NamUBT. Fig. 9 shows the mean diurnal cycles 
of measured fluxes, corrected with EBC-Bo for land surfaces, and modelled 
fluxes. The model simulations resemble the observed characteristics of the 
different surfaces in a reasonable sense. Since simulations overestimated the 520 
sensible heat flux for both land surfaces, the differences between land use types 
were maintained. 
 
The obvious differences in characteristics of the investigated surfaces, especially 
between land and lake, are also reflected in mean fluxes for the whole period (Fig. 525 
10). The two land surface types already differ in the longwave radiation balance. 
As expected, the mean latent heat flux became more dominant with increasing soil 
moisture for the land surfaces. The evaporation over the small lake is even higher, 
due to its shallow water table resulting in comparatively high surface 
temperatures. Mean differences of sensible and latent heat flux between grass+ 530 
and grass- are 24.0 Wm-2 and -33.5 Wm-2, respectively, and between grass+ and 




Fig. 7 Source weight integrated modelled fluxes at NamUBT, 17 July (a,b), 5 August (c,d), 6 
August (e,f). Displayed are simulated fluxes with SEWAB (dashed line) and HM (solid grey line) 535 
and integrated simulations (solid black line) according to contributions of lake or land within the 
footprint. Observations (not energy balance corrected) are shown as black circles. The land use 
contribution in % is indicated as bar plot, with upwind situations from the land in green and 
upwind situations from lake in blue. The time axis is displayed in Beijing standard time (CST), 








Fig. 8 Observations vs. footprint integrated model simulations at NamUBT. Three classes of data 545 
are presented, cases with a greater contribution than 80% of one land use type are considered as 
representative. The misc cases contain all fluxes with a contribution less than 80% for both land 
use types. Since no EBC correction could be performed for the lake data, all data is shown without 
correction for better inter comparison 
 550 
  
Fig. 9 Mean diurnal cycles for the whole measurement period. Observed fluxes (corrected with 
EBC-Bo) are denoted by black solid lines, the horizontal bars indicate the respective standard 
deviation; grey lines show the modelled fluxes with standard deviations given by the grey shaded 
area. The time axis is displayed in Beijing standard time (CST), mean local solar noon during the 555 
observation period is at 1400 CST 
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Table 5: Mean absolute differences (δsim) between simulations of grass+ and the other two land use 
types: grass- and lake. Numbers in parentheses are the number of data points used, corresponding 
to the number of observations used to calculate the MAE for grass+ in Table 4.  
 QH QE 
grass+ – grass- 43.3 (81) 45.9 (71) 
59.5 (81) 
59.1 (71) 




Furthermore, we investigated whether these mean differences were substantial 
with respect to the performance of the simulation. Table 5 displays the mean 
absolute differences +sz between grass+ and the other two surface types. As +sz 
is calculated for the data subset used to evaluate the model performance at grass+ 
(n=81 for EBC-Bo and n=71 for EBC-HB), it can be compared directly to the 565 
respective MAE for grass+. When comparing the sensible heat flux of the two land 
surfaces, mean differences between simulations slightly exceed the respective 
MAE, and it is substantially higher in the other cases, especially between the lake 
surface and grass+. Obviously this also holds true when comparing grass- with 
lake (not shown). This suggests that the differences in fluxes between land use 570 
types exceed the uncertainty with respect to model simulation. 
 
 
Fig. 10 Mean fluxes for the three surface types (grass-, grass+, lake) from observation-based 
simulations. Land surfaces fluxes are SEWAB output. Net shortwave radiation (Rsw) and net 575 
longwave radiation (Rlw) for the lake surface are calculated as explained for Fig.5. The residual of 
the lake energy balance is shown as hatched bar (Qg); it sums up the energy fluxes not accounted 
for, e.g. storage change in the water body and flux into the sediment. For land surface fluxes, Qg 
represents the ground heat flux. Error bars indicate 1.96 times the standard error of the mean, 
based on daily mean fluxes; assuming normal distribution and statistical independence of daily 580 
mean fluxes the bars would correspond to the 95% confidence interval 




Turbulent fluxes over wet grassland and a shallow lake were measured with a 
single eddy-covariance complex at a shallow lake in the Nam Co basin during the 
monsoon season in 2009. The measurements were split up according to the 585 
underlying surface by footprint analysis, and the coordinate rotation for this non-
flat terrain has been successfully performed with a sector-wise application of the 
planar-fit method. Energy balance closure algorithms were deployed, and gap-free 
time series were derived by surface modelling. We showed that the modelled time 
series can be linked to the measurements by integration according to the 590 
contribution of each surface type. Finally, this data set was compared with 
observed and modelled fluxes from the nearby ITP station with a target land use 
of dry grassland. Sharp differences in characteristics of turbulent fluxes from the 
three dominant land use types found in close vicinity to the lake were revealed. 
 595 
Both models we used, HM and SEWAB, are able to reproduce the characteristics, 
magnitude and dynamics reasonably well without deploying optimisation 
algorithms. There are no parameters which need to be tuned for the HM model 
except the lake depth. The sensitivity and error analysis for the HM model 
suggests that expected errors do not exceed the measurement uncertainty of eddy-600 
covariance fluxes.  The model parameters for SEWAB have been constrained by 
measurements. However, a bias remains, in particular at the grass- site. This 
depends not only on model deficiencies, but on the method applied for the energy 
balance closure correction as well. As long as the underlying mechanism causing 
the gap is not specified clearly (Foken et al. 2011), this error cannot be exactly 605 
determined. On the other hand, measurements of available energy are prone to 
errors as well, especially in the estimation of the ground heat flux. Nonetheless, it 
was shown that the differences among land use types of dry grassland, wet 
grassland and lake exceed the simulation errors. We therefore assume that the 
simulated time series are able to resolve the differences between the land use 610 
types involved here. 
 
The footprint (source weight) integrated modelled fluxes resemble the 
observations at NamUBT reasonably well, even for conditions where both lake 
and grass+ contribute to the measured flux. With the tile approach, a grid cell with 615 
edge lengths of 1-5 km can be directly linked to the simulation as long as the 
relative contribution of each land use type is known for this cell. Our finding 
shows that the tile approach is valid in this terrain for spatial integration. 
Therefore representative flux simulations can be given for each time step for 
comparison with remote sensing data.  620 
 
The measurements over dry grassland at NAMORS are considered to be a 
reference for the land surface exchange in the Nam Co region. However, in 
regional estimates the pronounced differences in the fluxes from the three 
investigated surface types make it obvious that the fluxes above the lake and 625 
moist grassland should be taken into account as well. Daytime turbulent fluxes 
over the lake surface can differ from the land surface fluxes up to 200 Wm-2. 
Therefore the land use distribution within a remote sensing pixel or grid cell for 
mesoscale modelling has to be carefully determined before validating with the dry 
grassland station. This potential representation error can be reduced by integrating 630 
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the simulated fluxes of adjacent land use types according to their contribution to 
the respective grid cell. 
 
The conducting of eddy covariance measurements over lake surfaces on the 
Tibetan Plateau poses a rarely-met challenge. Nevertheless, more accurate flux 635 
estimates will be necessary since a significant fraction of the Tibetan Plateau is 
covered with lakes of various sizes and therefore different characteristics. Based 
on this study, we can conclude that theoretical requirements for eddy-covariance 
are not substantially violated by the topography at the shoreline station and that 
the data can be accepted for the HM model validation. Unfortunately data from 640 
the lake surface was only available for unstable and neutral stratification. We 
showed that the HM model can be used to estimate lake evaporation for these 
conditions at a high quality standard and a temporal resolution, even resolving the 
diurnal course. This can be derived from standard land-based meteorological 
measurements, and a representative surface temperature being the only 645 
measurement required directly from the lake. Lake surface exchange under stable 
conditions, however, could not be validated, but the results from Panin et al. 
(2006b) indicate reasonable performance also for stable conditions. On the other 
hand, due to the prevailing high wind velocities, strong stable stratification above 
lake surfaces on the Tibetan Plateau are unlikely.  However, temperature profile 650 
measurements at different locations in the lake (and sediment, where indicated) 
would be a costly but valuable addition to estimate necessary storage terms and 
thereby the observed energy balance closure. Especially for large lakes like the 
Nam Co, the estimation of water temperature requires more efforts, since multiple 
locations within the lake should be sampled. 655 
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Abstract In this study, the modified ogive analysis and block ensemble average were8
employed to investigate the impact of the averaging time extension on the energy bal-9
ance closure over six different land use types. The modified ogive analysis suggests10
that the standard averaging time of 30 minutes is still generally enough for the eddy-11
covariance measurement. The block ensemble average reveals that the averaging time12
extension over several days can improve energy balance closure for some sites and13
over some specific time, when secondary circulations exist in the vicinity of the sen-14
sor. These near-surface secondary circulations mainly transport sensible heat, and15
when near-ground warm air is transported upward, the sensible heat flux observed by16
the block ensemble average will increase at longer averaging times. The close rela-17
tionship between near-surface secondary circulations and sensible heat flux suggests18
an alternative energy balance correction for a near-surface eddy-covariance measure-19
ment by using the buoyancy flux ratio, which is the larger fraction of the residual20
attribute to the sensible heat flux.21
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1 Introduction23
The imbalance of the measured fluxes at the earth’s surface is known as the energy24
balance closure problem and micrometeorologists have been aware of it since the late25
1980s (Foken, 2008a; Leuning et al., 2012). Many micrometeorological experiments26
over low vegetation reveal that the available energy, which is the sum of the net27
radiation and the ground heat flux, is larger than the sum of the sensible and latent28
heat fluxes. These experiments include the EBEX experiment (Oncley et al., 2007),29
which was especially designed to study the energy balance at the earth’s surface, and30
the LITFASS-2003 experiment (Beyrich and Mengelkamp, 2006), which aimed to31
study the effect of surface heterogeneity. To conserve energy, the residual was added32
to the energy budget equation over low vegetation at the earth’s surface,33
Res =−Q∗− (QG+QH +QE), (1)
where Res is the residual or missing energy, Q∗ is the net radiation, QG is the ground34
heat flux, QH is the sensible heat flux, and QE is the latent heat flux. Each term in Eq.35
1 is positive, as the energy is transported away from the ground.36
In the past few years, despite improvements in measuring and data processing37
techniques, this closure problem still remains. It is believed that the residual is caused38
by large scale eddies or secondary circulations. These secondary circulations are gen-39
erated by surface heterogeneity and normally move away from the ground (Kanda40
et al., 2004; Inagaki et al., 2006). Due to their large size and slow motion, their con-41
tributions to the low frequency part of the turbulent spectrum cannot be detected by42
the eddy-covariance (EC) measurement, which is typically averaged over a period of43
30 minutes. This results in the underestimation of QH and QE , which are normally44
measured by the EC technique.45
An extension of the averaging time was suggested and expected to result in a46
greater contribution from the low frequency parts. Two different approaches were47
introduced for this task: the ogive analysis (Desjardins et al., 1989; Oncley et al.,48
1990) and the block ensemble average (Finnigan et al., 2003). The ogive analysis uses49
the turbulent spectrum to estimate the turbulent fluxes at different frequency ranges,50
allowing assessment of the contribution of the low frequency parts to the turbulent51
fluxes measured by the EC method. In Foken et al. (2006), the ogive analysis was52
applied to the data measured over a maize field of the LITFASS-2003 experiment. It53
was focused mainly on data from three selected days, where the averaging time was54
extended up to 4 hours. It was found that the time extension would not significantly55
increase the turbulent fluxes overall.56
For the block ensemble average, low frequency contributions were added to the57
turbulent fluxes from long term fluctuations over several hours to days. In Mauder58
and Foken (2006), this treatment was also applied to the dataset from the same maize59
field of the LITFASS-2003 experiment. The length of the selected dataset was 1560
days, while the block ensemble averaging period varied from 5 minutes to 5 days.61
This study showed that the block ensemble average can close the energy balance62
at longer averaging time. Extensive discussion of the energy balance closure of the63
LITFASS-2003 experiment can be found in Foken et al. (2010).64
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In our study, to investigate whether the averaging time extension would have the65
same impact over different types of surface, we extended both ogive analysis and66
block ensemble average to cover more land use types of the LITFASS-2003 experi-67
ment. Since the LITFASS area is composed of many distinct agricultural fields, this68
surface heterogeneity could induce secondary circulations, some of which may still69
exist in the vicinity of the measuring stations. However, since the data obtained from70
different measuring stations do not always have the same sampling rate, some minor71
modifications in both ogive analysis and block ensemble average were made. These72
modifications were validated by repeating the ogive analysis in Foken et al. (2006)73
and the block ensemble average in Mauder and Foken (2006). Then we continued74
our investigations, which was more oriented toward the low frequency contributions.75
Finally, we came up with the appropriate method for correcting the energy balance of76
a near-surface eddy-covariance measurement.77
2 Material and Method78
2.1 LITFASS-2003 experiment and data processing79
The LITFASS-2003 experiment was performed between 19 May 2003 and 18 June80
2003 near the meteorological observatory of the German Meteorological Service in81
Lindenberg, Germany. The local time zone in this area is UTC+1. During the ex-82
periment, there were 14 ground-based micrometeorological measuring stations over83
13 sites, and 2 elevated measuring stations on the tower at 50 and 90 metre heights.84
This experiment covered an area of 20x20 km2 and made up of 5 major land use85
types: grass, maize, rape, cereals (include rye, barley and triticale), lake and forest.86
More information about the LITFASS-2003 experiment can be found in Beyrich and87
Mengelkamp (2006).88
To cover the most important land use types of the LITFASS-2003 experiment,89
we selected the following measuring stations for our study: grass (NV2 and NV4),90
maize (A6), rape (A7), rye (A5), lake (FS) and forest (HV). Note that NV2 and NV491
were actually installed on the same field. They were oriented to different wind sectors92
to monitor turbulence at this field from all wind directions. We combined these two93
stations according to the wind direction and they were reported as the single station94
NV. Information of these selected stations can be found in Table 1.95
All selected stations were equipped with EC systems as listed in Table 1. Four-96
component net radiometers and soil heat flux plates were also installed in each station.97
Each measuring station can measure all the energy balance components in Eq. 1. De-98
tails of these measurements were well described in Mauder et al. (2006) and Liebethal99
et al. (2005). These measurements allow estimation of the residual, which—on aver-100
age—reached its maximum during 1000 -1200 UTC. For low vegetation, its average101
value during this time ranged from 75 to 145 W m−2 (or 20% - 30% of the available102
energy as shown in Table 1).103
Over the forest, an additional term, for canopy heat storage, needs to be added to104
Eq. 1. For all plants, the canopy heat storage has two main contributions, the plant105
material (or biomass) and the air between plants. Over low vegetation, e.g. cotton106
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Table 1 Summary of selected measuring stations from the LITFASS-2003 experiment during 20 May
2003, 1200 UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC. Notations: hc = canopy height; zm = measurement height;
θ = accepted wind direction; ∆ t = timestep of short term time series; Res = Mean residual between
1000-1200 UTC, this is when the residual is normally reach its maximum; %Res = 100 ·Res/(−Q∗−QG)
between 1000-1200 UTC. Full details can be found in Beyrich and Mengelkamp (2006) and Mauder et al.
(2006)
Station Canopy hc zm θ Turbulence ∆ t Res %Res
(m) (m) (degree) Sensors (minutes) (Wm−2) (%)
HV Pine forest 14 30.5 30 - 330 USA-1/LI-7500 10 133 24%
A5 Rye 0.75-1.50 2.80 60 - 30 USA-1/KH20 5 144 30%
A6 Maize 0.05-0.70 2.70 90 - 270 CSAT3/LI-7500 5 122 31%
A7 Rape 0.70-0.90 3.40 30 - 240 CSAT3/KH20 5 87 22%
NV2 Grass 0.05-0.25 2.40 60 - 180 USA-1/LI-7500 5 75 22%
NV4 Grass 0.05-0.25 2.40 150 - 330 USA-1/LI-7500 5 82 24%
FS Lake 0 3.85 180 - 30 USA-1/LI-7500 10 247 63%
M50 Grass 0.05-0.25 50.7 90 -300 USA-1/LI-7500 5 - -
M90 Grass 0.05-0.25 90.7 90 - 300 USA-1/LI-7500 5 - -
fields, both contributions of canopy heat storage are relatively small and negligible107
(Oncley et al., 2007). The canopy heat storage becomes significant over forest and108
must be included in the energy budget equation (Lindroth et al., 2010). Unfortunately,109
we did not collect all required biomass properties of the forest during the LITFASS-110
2003 experiment, so the forest’s canopy heat storage could not be precisely estimated.111
Hence, all analyses of this site were done without a canopy heat storage term. Over112
the lake, due to its large heat capacity, QG was calculated according to Nordbo et al.113
(2011).114
During the LITFASS-2003 campaign, the raw data were processed and averaged115
over 30 minutes. For this task, all the participating groups agreed to use the software116
package TK2 (Mauder and Foken, 2004), which has been tested and compared inter-117
nationally (Mauder et al., 2008). During flux calculation processes, several flux cor-118
rections were applied. Cross-correlation analysis was used for fixing the time delay119
between the sonic anemometer and hygrometer. Moore correction was used to correct120
the spectral loss in the high frequency range (Moore, 1986). The planar-fit rotation121
was used to align the sonic anemometer with a long term mean streamline (Wilczak122
et al., 2001). SND correction was used to convert the sonic temperature, as recorded123
by the sonic anemometer, to the actual temperature (Schotanus et al., 1983). WPL124
correction was used to correct the density fluctuation (Webb et al., 1980). Crosswind125
correction was used to account for a different type of sonic anemometer (Liu et al.,126
2001). Tanner correction was used to correct the cross sensitivity between H2O and127
O2 molecules (Tanner et al., 1993), which was only applied for the Krypton Hygrom-128
eter KH20 (deployed in A5 and A7). More details of these corrections can be found129
in Mauder et al. (2006) and Foken et al. (2012).130
After all these flux corrections, quality flags were assigned to each 30 minute131
period. These quality flags are the steady state flag, the integral turbulence charac-132
teristic (ITC) flag (Foken and Wichura, 1996) and combined flag. The steady state133
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flag is a result of the steady state test and represents the stationarity of the data. The134
ITC flag represents the development of turbulent conditions, which is the result of the135
flux variance similarity test. The combined flag is the combination of the steady state136
and ITC flags. All these flags range from 1-9 (from best to worst). High quality data,137
considered suitable for fundamental scientific research, have flag values of 1-3. More138
details of the data quality analysis can be found in Foken et al. (2012, 2004).139
Besides flux calculations, flux corrections and assignment of data quality flags,140
TK2 can also generate short term averages and covariances at 5 or 10 minute inter-141
vals. Due to the limited storage capacity, these short term average data points were142
stored instead of the raw data in some measuring stations. However, the statistics143
for longer periods can be reconstructed from these short term information with the144




























where a′b′ is the long term covariance and M is the number of measurement points146
of the long term time series. This long term time series consists of N short term147




j is the short term148
covariance, and a j and b j are the short term averages. These short term averages are149
derived from raw data, to which no flux corrections have been applied. Therefore, any150
necessary flux corrections must be included when using these short term averages for151
flux calculations. These short term average data points from selected stations were152
used for both ogive analysis and block ensemble average calculations. Short term153
averaging intervals of selected stations are shown in Table 1.154
2.2 Data selection155
In most selected measuring stations, ground heat flux and radiation data are only156
available since 20 May 2003, 1200 UTC, so the period during 20 May 2003, 1200157
UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC was used in this study. To ensure high data quality158
as well as to minimize the irrelevant factors which might influence turbulent fluxes,159
we imposed sets of data selection criteria to the ogive analysis and block ensemble160
average separately. For the ogive analysis, we increased the averaging time to up to161
4 hours. This 4 hour period consists of 8 consecutive subperiods (or blocks) of 30162
minutes. We performed the ogive analysis over any 4 hour period only if all blocks163
satisfied the selection criteria.164
The first selection criterion is identical to Mauder et al. (2006), which is that the165
sonic anemometers must not be disturbed by either the internal boundary layer result-166
ing from the heterogeneity of the surface, or the flow distortion caused by obstacles.167
The internal boundary layer height was estimated from168
zm ≤ δ = 0.3
√
x, (3)
(Raabe, 1983) where zm is the measurement height, δ is the internal boundary layer169
height and x is the distance from the sensor to boundary of the next land use class.170
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To keep the measurement undisturbed, zm must not exceed δ . Hence, we rejected any171
wind direction whose corresponding x did not satisfy Eq. 3. The undisturbed wind172
sectors (θ ) of each measuring station, from both internal boundary layer and flow173
distortion, are listed in Table 1. Additionally, footprint analysis was used to confirm174
that the target land use type has a significant contribution to our measurement. This175
contribution varied over the stability range. We further rejected any wind sectors176
whose contribution from target land use type is less than 80%.177
The next data selection criterion is a steady state condition of the time series,178
which is indicated by the steady state flag (section 2.1). We only accepted data with179
high quality flags (flag 1-3). In this study, we did the ogive analysis of the energy180
balance components (QH and QE ) and CO2 flux (Fc = w′c′CO2 ) separately. For the181
energy balance components, we only considered the steady state flags of friction ve-182
locity (u∗), QH and QE . We only performed the ogive analysis on any periods during183
which these three steady state flags qualified simultaneously. For Fc, we considered184
only steady state flags of u∗ and CO2 flux, and performed the ogive analysis on any185
periods where these two steady state flags were accepted simultaneously.186
We avoided the transition period by excluding from our analysis the time period187
covering one hour before to one hour after both sunrise and sunset. We also specified188
the threshold value of each turbulent flux as a minimum requirement in our analy-189
sis. For u∗, which indicates the level of turbulence (Massman and Lee, 2002), the190
threshold value is 0.1 m s−1. This was set to rule out very small turbulent fluxes,191
which can result from instrumentation noise. This limit normally excludes periods192
with very weak wind as well. For QH , QE and Fc, threshold values were formulated193
to avoid complication with their measurement errors. According to Mauder et al.194
(2006), based on 30 minutes averaging time, the measurement errors of QH and QE195
are 10% - 20% of the turbulent flux at 30 minutes, or 10 - 20 W m−2, whichever is196
larger. For u∗ and Fc, the measurement errors are 0.02 - 0.04 m s−1 and 0.5 - 1 µmol197
m−2s−1, respectively (Meek et al., 2005). Therefore, we set the threshold values of198
QH and QE to be 20 W m−2, and the threshold value of Fc to be 1 µmol m−2 s−1.199
Unusually large uncertainty of Fc during the night time was taken into account by200
using only data periods with u∗ greater than 0.25 m s−1 (Hollinger and Richardson,201
2005).202
Similar selection criteria cannot apply to the block ensemble average, as it in-203
volves averaging times of several hours to days. Therefore, the quality control of this204
part was done by discarding any periods with more than 10% of missing raw data.205
This missing data could result from various factors, e.g. electrical black out.206
2.3 Modified ogive analysis207
The ogive analysis was introduced by Desjardins et al. (1989) and Oncley et al. (1990)208
to investigate the flux contribution from each frequency range as well as to determine209
suitable averaging periods to capture most of the turbulent fluxes. The ogive function210
of the turbulent flux (ogw,c) is defined as the cumulative integral of the cospectrum of211
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Cow,c( f )d f , (4)
where w is the vertical wind velocity, c is the horizontal wind velocity or a scalar213
quantity (i.e. temperature and humidity), and f is a frequency which corresponds to214




This analysis was applied to data measured over the maize field (A6) of the LITFASS-216
2003 in Foken et al. (2006), where the ogive function was calculated from raw 20 Hz217
data over a 4 hour period and mainly focused on 3 selected days (7-9 June 2003). It218
was shown that the ogive curves could be classified into three cases. Case 1, where219
the ogive curve exhibits an asymptotic behavior toward the low frequency within a 30220
minute period. This indicates that the 30 minute averaging time is enough to capture221
most of the turbulent fluxes. Case 2, in which the ogive curve shows the extreme value222
(peak) within a 30 minute period, meaning that the total turbulent fluxes have been223
reached before 30 minutes. Hence a longer averaging time obviously reduces the flux224
and a period shorter than 30 minutes would be enough to capture most of the turbulent225
fluxes. Case 3, in which the ogive curve does not converge within a 30 minute period.226
This implies that there is a significant contribution from the low frequency part of the227
turbulent spectrum and a 30 minute averaging time is not enough to capture most of228
the fluxes.
Fig. 1 The short term average time series can estimate the turbulent flux at a 30 minute period (F30) and its
evolution after that (gray solid lines in a gray band). The error band of width 2η (gray band) was defined
for identifying the ogive case. See Table 2 for ogive case definition.
229
As mentioned in section 2.1, raw data are not available for all selected sites. Since230
only the short term average data at every 5 or 10 minutes exist for all selected sites,231
we developed a modified ogive analysis (MOG) to deal with these data. According to232
the spectral analysis, the spectra calculated from high and low frequency data behave233
similarly in the low frequency region (Kaimal et al., 1972). This means that we can234
use the turbulent spectrum calculated from the short term average data to estimate235
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Table 2 Ogive case definition in analogy to Foken et al. (2006). ∆max is a maximum flux difference after
30 minute averaging time. F30 is an average size of turbulent flux at 30 minute period. η is the width of an
error band. See more details in section 2.3.
Case Criterion
1 ∆max/F30 ≤ η
2 ∆max/F30 > η and ∆max < 0
3 ∆max/F30 > η and ∆max > 0
the change in turbulent fluxes after 30 minutes, without any information prior to 30236
minutes (Fig. 1).237
We calculated the turbulent cospectra of the short term average data with a stan-238
dard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method. To avoid influences from the diurnal239
effect, we still keep the time extension up to 4 hours as in Foken et al. (2006). We240
then determined the change in turbulent fluxes after a 30 minute period from the cu-241
mulative integral of the cospectra starting from the frequency which corresponds to a242





Cow,c( f )d f
)
. (6)
We compared ∆max with the turbulent flux at 30 minutes (F30), which we can estimate245
in two different ways. Firstly, by averaging the fluxes from each 30 minute block,246







(w′c′) j . (7)
Secondly, we calculated the total flux over a 4 hour period (F4hr) from short term248
average data with the help of Eq. 2 and the turbulent flux after a 30 minute period249
(Fτ>30) from the cumulative integral of the cospectra from the lowest frequency ( fmin)250




Cow,c( f )d f . (8)
The difference between F4hr and Fτ>30 can give us the estimation of F30 as252
F30 = F4hr −Fτ>30 . (9)
Both estimations in Eq. 7 and 9 give compatible F30. We then set the error band of253
width 2η for the turbulent flux at a 30 minute period (Fig. 1). If ∆max is still confined254
within this band, it indicates that the turbulent flux difference after 30 minutes is255
not significant, which conforms to case 1 in Foken et al. (2006). If the maximum256
flux difference after a 30 minute period exceeds this band, this means the turbulent257
flux difference is significant and could be classified into 2 cases, depending on the258
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changes in turbulent fluxes after a 30 minute period. It is equivalent to case 2 in Foken259
et al. (2006), when the size of turbulent flux decreases and case 3, when the size of260
turbulent flux increases. In this study, we set η to be 10% (or 20%) of the turbulent261
flux at a 30 minute period, which must not be smaller than the measurement errors of262
each turbulent flux (section 2.2). The ogive case definition in analogy to Foken et al.263
(2006) is shown in Table 2.264
To extend the investigation beyond 3 golden days and cover more land use types,265
the MOG was applied over a period of time and selected measuring stations of the266
LITFASS-2003 experiment as described in section 2.2 and Table 1. The MOG was267
applied to all selected sites for the energy balance component. However, for Fc, we268
only applied it to the land use types maize, grass and forest, because the Fc measure-269
ment was not available in rye (A5) and rape (A7) sites (both equipped with KH20),270
and Fc was very low over the lake. Note that in this study, we did not apply the flux271
correction as mentioned in section 2.1. Since each point of the cospectra corresponds272
to the turbulent flux at a different duration, the choice of suitable duration for the flux273
corrections would be ambiguous. According to Mauder and Foken (2006), these flux274
corrections would reduce the residual by 17%, we may therefore assume that this275
reduction would have reflected in an increase of the sensible and latent heat fluxes.276
2.4 Block ensemble average277
The averaging operator which we apply to the single tower EC measurement is the278
time average. Over a period P, the time average of any variable a(t) is (see Fig. 2 in279







This averaging operator can apply to the mass balance equation as long as it satisfies281
the Reynolds averaging rules (de Feriet, 1951; Bernstein, 1966). A standard approach282
is to impose the steady state condition over a period P, which makes the time average283
constant in this period (a(t) = a). Then any variable a(t) can be decomposed into284
mean (a) and fluctuation parts (a′(t)) as285
a(t) = a+a′(t) (11)
This is the Reynolds decomposition. When applied to the product of vertical velocity286
w and variable c, which can be horizontal wind velocity or a scalar quantity, it gives287
w(t)c(t) = wc+w′c′, (12)
which represents the mean vertical transport of a scalar or momentum over the period288
P. This period must be long enough to capture most of the atmospheric turbulence,289
yet it must not violate the steady state condition. The typical value of P in most EC290
measurements is 30 minutes. We can further simplify Eq. 12 by applying coordinate291
rotation, which sets w to zero, e.g., the double rotation (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994).292
When the averaging period P is extended to be much longer than 30 minutes, it is293
very difficult to maintain the steady state condition. Without a steady state condition,294
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the Reynolds averaging rules no longer hold, in which case the time average is no295
longer a good representative statistic. Finnigan et al. (2003) and Bernstein (1966)296
proposed using the block ensemble average as it always obeys the Reynolds averaging297
rules, allowing the formulation to be carried out without a steady state condition.298
Suppose we extend our period of interest to NP, which consists of N consecutive299
blocks (or subperiods, or runs) of period P. Let a subscript n represent the nth block,300
whose time average of any variable an(t) in this block is an(t). This time average be-301
comes a function of time because it can vary from block to block. The block ensemble302







〈a〉 is always constant over the period NP and obeys Reynolds averaging rules. This304
allows us to use the block ensemble average operator with the mass balance equation.305
The time average of each block an(t) deviates from 〈a〉 by a˜n(t),306
a˜n(t) = an(t)−〈a〉 . (14)
Hence we replace the Reynold decomposition by the triple decomposition, in which307
any variable in the nth block can be separated into three parts as (see Fig. 3 in Finnigan308
et al., 2003)309
an(t) = 〈a〉+ a˜n(t)+a′(t). (15)
All the turbulence information rests in a˜n(t) and a′(t). a′(t) is an instantaneous fluc-310
tuation, while the a˜n is the block to block fluctuation. This triple decomposition leads311
to the block ensemble average of the vertical transport of momentum or scalar over312
N blocks of period P as (we drop the subscript n and omit t)313 〈
w(t)c(t)
〉
= 〈wc〉= 〈w〉〈c〉+ 〈w˜c˜〉+〈w′c′〉 (16)
This shows that the mean vertical flux average over a period NP does not only depend314
on the usual turbulent flux w′c′, it also depends on the flux caused by block to block315
variations w˜c˜. In Bernstein (1966), the moving average or overlapped block ensemble316
average was used instead of a non-overlapped one as in Finnigan et al. (2003).317
To use the block ensemble average, every single block in period NP must be in318
the same coordinate system: the long term coordinate. It has been shown in Finnigan319
et al. (2003) that a period to period rotation, e.g. the double rotation, is not a long320
term coordinate. It sets w of each nth period to zero and acts as a high-pass filter.321
In our analysis, we obtained the long term coordinate through the planar fit rotation322
(Wilczak et al., 2001; Paw U et al., 2000), which determines the rotation angle from323
multiple periods. This rotation set the block ensemble average of vertical velocity of324
the period NP to zero (〈w〉= 0), while the mean vertical velocity in each period P is325
not necessary zero. Thus the block ensemble average of the vertical flux becomes326
〈wc〉= 〈w˜c˜〉+〈w′c′〉 (17)
According to Finnigan et al. (2003), w˜c˜ has two roles, which are327
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1. To balance the unsteady horizontal flux divergence and transient changes in source328
and storage terms.329
2. To carry the low frequency contribution to the long-term vertical flux.330
The first role can cause w˜c˜ to become very large in any arbitrary period, which331
can be much larger than the mean vertical flux itself. It was suggested that the period332
NP must be long enough to suppress and minimize the effect of the first role. Then333
only the second role would contribute to the vertical flux. In our case, in addition334
to suppressing the transient effect, we would like to suppress the diurnal effect as335
well, so an observation period over a few days would help to balance the strong336
daytime fluxes with the weak nighttime fluxes as well as suppress any extreme days337
in between. Therefore, only the low frequency part of the diurnal effects would be338
left at the end, which would lead to a weak inflection at this scale. However, an339
observation period over a few days would also intensify any errors in w˜c˜. These errors340
may be from instrumentation drift, gaps and some synoptic scale events. Since our341
measurement lasted only about a month and was well installed, instrumentation drift342
can be neglected. Hence, we need to select an observation period not influenced by343
any synoptic events, and with minimum gaps, to minimize the errors.344
This approach was applied with the dataset from the Amazonian rain forest in345
Finnigan et al. (2003). It was shown that the residual goes to zero at around 4 hours.346
A similar strategy was applied to the 15 day dataset from the maize field (A6) of347
the LITFASS-2003 experiment during the period 2 June 2003, 1800 UTC - 18 June348
2003, 0000 UTC (Mauder and Foken, 2006), which we also used in our study as349
a period NP. Overlapping blocks ensemble averages were used, with the starting350
point of each consecutive block being shifted by 5 minutes. The period P of the351
block ensemble average was varied from 5 minutes to 5 days. Flux corrections were352
applied as described in section 2.1 in each individual block. It was shown that the353
energy balance was closed within a day and mainly caused by the increase of 〈QH〉.354
In this study, to investigate whether this approach could generally close the energy355
balance, we applied the block ensemble average to selected ground-based stations356
of the LITFASS-2003 experiment as listed in Table 1 and used an identical period357
as in Mauder and Foken (2006). We made slight changes compared to Mauder and358
Foken (2006), because the turbulent data from lake and forest as well as the ground359
heat fluxes and net radiations from most selected stations are only available every 10360
minutes. Our block ensemble period P was varied from 10 minutes to 5 days, with361
the starting points of each consecutive block being shifted by 10 minutes. We also362
used the same flux corrections as in Mauder and Foken (2006).363
2.5 Scale analysis364
Since we are interested in how the secondary circulations contribute to the low fre-365
quency part of the turbulent spectra, we used the wavelet analysis to resolve the un-366
derlying scale of motion. The wavelet analysis routine employed in this study is sim-367
ilar to Mauder et al. (2007), which is based on the algorithm provided by Torrence368
and Compo (1998). The Morlet wavelet was used in this routine as it was proved369
to fit with the atmospheric turbulence analysis. In this study, we can only apply the370
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wavelet analysis to the data from rye, maize and grassland, whose high frequency371
data are available. The CO2 flux is not discussed in this part, as it is not related to the372
energy balance.373
Other than the high frequency data requirement, the wavelet analysis also con-374
sumes a lot of computing resources, so it is almost impossible to apply it over a large375
dataset at once. Therefore, a specific period when large scale structures exist needs to376
be identified before the wavelet analysis is performed over this specific period.377
3 Results and discussion378
3.1 Modified ogive analysis379
As mentioned in section 2.3, we investigated the impact of averaging time extension380
with the MOG on energy balance components and Fc separately. Our data selection381
criteria (section 2.2) ruled out most nighttime periods in both analyses, because their382
turbulent fluxes were below thresholds. We expected measuring stations with broader383
undisturbed wind sectors, which are rye (A5), grass (NV) and forest (HV), to have384
more qualified periods. This was confirmed by the highest number of qualified pe-385
riods from grass and rye stations, however, the number of qualified periods of the386
forest station for the MOG of energy balance component was less than for the other387
two measuring stations. This is because steady state flags of QE of the forest were ran-388
domly bad throughout the day. This is in contrast to data from the lake (FS), whose389
steady state flags of QH were randomly bad. Because of this unsteadiness in QH and390
QE , many data periods were removed from forest and lake stations. Over low vegeta-391
tion, steady state flags of QH and QE were normally good during 0600 - 1600 UTC.392
Some random unsteady periods mostly appeared in the afternoon. For all selected393
measuring stations, steady state flags of Fc (if measurements were available) were394
randomly bad throughout the day, while steady state flags of u∗ were mostly good.395
Hence, passing the steady state criterion is mainly dependent on the stationarity of396
QH , QE and Fc. In the end, in each measuring station, only 5% -20% of available pe-397
riods were left for the MOG. These MOG qualified periods were mainly during 0600398
- 1600 UTC. For the energy balance components, they all had unstable stratification,399
while for Fc, there were a few periods with stable stratification.400
The results of the MOG of energy balance components and Fc are shown in Table401
3 and 4 respectively. Both different analyses gave very similar results in u∗. Hence,402
only the results of u∗ from the MOG of Fc (Table 4) are shown. In these two tables, we403
report the average size of turbulent fluxes at 30 minute periods (F30) and the number404
of runs in each ogive case at two different sizes of error bands (η), 10% and 20%,405
which must be larger than the threshold fluxes (section 2.2). For case 2 and 3, the406
average of maximum flux difference (∆max) is also shown.407
F30 of QH and QE were closely grouped together over low vegetation. F30 of QH408
was the largest over the forest and smallest over the lake, and vice versa for QE . Over409
lake and low vegetation, the MOG classified most qualified periods of both QH and410
QE as Case 1. This suggests that a 30 minute averaging time is generally enough411
to capture most turbulent fluxes. However, there were significant numbers of Case 2412
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Table 3 Results from the modified ogive analysis of the energy balance components (QH and QE ) from
selected stations of the LITFASS-2003 experiment between 20 May 2003, 1200 UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000
UTC. Notations: η is the width of error band, which is set to be 10% and 20% of the turbulent flux at 30
minute period and has a minimum value equals to the measurement error of each turbulent flux; F30 is
the average size of turbulent flux at 30 minute period; ∆max is the average of maximum flux difference;
Runs(%) is number of runs in each ogive case, which is also available in percentage in the parenthesis.
Station Flux η Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
F30 Runs(%) F30 ∆max Runs(%) F30 ∆max Runs(%)
Forest
QH 10% 261 92(74.8%) 205 -33 4(3.3%) 224 33 27(22.0%)
(Wm−2) 20% 252 119(96.7%) 237 -56 1(0.8%) 217 70 3(2.4%)
(HV) QE 10% 107 53(43.1%) 128 -33 12(9.8%) 119 27 58(47.2%)(Wm−2) 20% 112 93(75.6%) 126 -45 6(4.9%) 125 40 24(19.5%)
Rye
QH 10% 148 192(88.1%) 99 -15 6(2.8%) 85 19 20(9.2%)
(Wm−2) 20% 143 213(97.7%) - - 0(0.0%) 61 36 5(2.3%)
(A5) QE 10% 145 196(89.9%) 118 -20 10(4.6%) 131 23 12(5.5%)(Wm−2) 20% 143 212(97.2%) 116 -26 2(0.9%) 132 30 4(1.8%)
Maize
QH 10% 106 99(84.6%) 98 -12 3(2.6%) 116 28 15(12.8%)
(Wm−2) 20% 108 111(94.9%) - - 0(0.0%) 92 39 6(5.1%)
(A6) QE 10% 134 97(82.9%) 77 -20 14(12.0%) 80 18 6(5.1%)(Wm−2) 20% 127 112(95.7%) 91 -37 3(2.6%) 57 22 2(1.7%)
Rape
QH 10% 127 85(90.4%) 83 -13 8(8.5%) 94 12 1(1.1%)
(Wm−2) 20% 123 94(100.0%) - - 0(0.0%) - - 0(0.0%)
(A7) QE 10% 181 93(98.9%) - - 0(0.0%) 141 16 1(1.1%)(Wm−2) 20% 181 94(100.0%) - - 0(0.0%) - - 0(0.0%)
Grass QH 10% 117 187(93.0%) 101 -15 12(6.0%) 132 23 2(1.0%)(Wm−2) 20% 116 200(99.5%) 99 -27 1(0.5%) - - 0(0.0%)
(NV) QE 10% 131 173(86.1%) 95 -19 4(2.0%) 118 19 24(11.9%)(Wm−2) 20% 140 196(97.5%) 94 -31 1(0.5%) 114 27 4(2.0%)
Lake
QH 10% 40 69(95.8%) - - 0(0.0%) 31 14 3(4.2%)
(Wm−2) 20% 40 72(100.0%) - - 0(0.0%) - - 0(0.0%)
(FS) QE 10% 197 69(95.8%) 93 -15 1(1.4%) 121 14 2(2.8%)(Wm−2) 20% 193 72(100.0%) - - 0(0.0%) - - 0(0.0%)
and 3 of both QH and QE from rye, grass, maize and—remarkably—forest stations.413
These periods of Case 2 and 3 of rye, grass and maize sites were closely related to the414
stationarity of QH and QE over a 4 hour period. For these three sites, periods of Case415
1 usually had a four hour steady state flag of 1 for QH and QE , while Case 2 and 3416
usually had steady state flags of 2 or more. This relation was not readily apparent in417
the forest site, implying that the averaging time extension has imposed unsteadiness418
on the turbulence over low vegetation. If we restrict our consideration to rye, grass,419
maize and forest sites, we found that the number of Case 3s was normally greater than420
the number of Case 2s in both QH and QE . This would tell us that the averaging time421
extension most likely increases QH and QE . The average maximum flux difference422
(∆max) for QH was mostly higher than for QE . ∆max is increased with larger size of423
E. Charuchittipan et al. (2013)
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Table 4 Results from the modified ogive analysis of friction velocity (u∗) and CO2 flux (Fc). The descrip-
tion is similar to Table 3
Station Flux η Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
F30 Runs(%) F30 ∆max Runs(%) F30 ∆max Runs(%)
Forest
u∗ 10% 0.64 191(99.5%) - - 0(0.0%) 0.38 0.06 1(0.5%)
(ms−1) 20% 0.64 192(100.0%) - -2.48 0(0.0%) - - 0(0.0%)
(HV) Fc 10% 8.68 112(58.3%) 8.25 -1.57 24(12.5%) 7.43 1.54 56(29.2%)
µmol m−2s−1 20% 8.29 171(89.1%) 7.73 -2.48 8(4.2%) 8.21 3.23 13(6.8%)
Maize
u∗ 10% 0.31 111(97.4%) 0.26 -0.03 1(0.9%) 0.15 0.03 2(1.8%)
(ms−1) 20% 0.31 114(100.0%) - -1.70 0(0.0%) - - 0(0.0%)
(A6) Fc 10% 9.09 71(62.3%) 7.13 -1.56 16(14.0%) 7.34 2.40 27(23.7%)
µmol m−2s−1 20% 8.69 90(78.9%) 7.10 -1.70 12(10.5%) 7.52 4.09 12(10.5%)
Grass u∗ 10% 0.33 183(88.8%) - - 0(0.0%) 0.27 0.04 23(11.2%)(ms−1) 20% 0.33 199(96.6%) - - 0(0.0%) 0.22 0.05 7(3.4%)
(NV) Fc 10% 9.95 153(74.3%) 8.80 -1.67 29(14.1%) 7.65 1.27 24(11.7%)
µmol m−2s−1 20% 9.57 195(94.7%) 8.47 -2.74 8(3.9%) 9.41 2.82 3(1.5%)
an error band (η), while lower numbers of Case 2 and 3 were observed. This would424
indicate that the fewer periods left had larger ∆max. However, even with the greatest425
∆max added on top of flux corrections, the energy increase is still not enough to close426
the energy balance. Furthermore, from scalar similarity of QH and QE , we expected427
these fluxes to increase or decrease together. This means we should see Case 2 or428
Case 3 in both QH and QE simultaneously, which was rarely observed.429
F30 of u∗ had the highest value over the forest and the smallest value over the lake,430
and they were closely grouped together over low vegetation. Our MOG classified431
most periods from all sites as Case 1. This suggests that the time extension has almost432
no impact on u∗ regardless of canopy types.433
For Fc, all sites gave compatible values of F30. Case 1 was still in the majority,434
with a larger fraction of Case 2 and 3 than the energy balance components. Forest435
also had larger fraction of Case 2 and 3 than did low vegetation. Overall, the number436
of Case 3s was greater than number of Case 2s, and ∆max was also increased with η .437
The four hour steady state flags were normally 1 for Case 1 and higher for Case 2 and438
Case 3. However, Case 2s generally had higher steady state flags than Case 3. This439
suggests that if the averaging time extension does not impose much unsteadiness, it440
tends to increase Fc, and decrease it when more unsteadiness has been imposed.441
3.2 Block ensemble average442
The block ensemble average (Eq. 17) of all selected sites during 2 June 2003, 1800443
UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC, are shown in Fig. 2. We chose this period as our444
observation period NP to repeat Mauder and Foken (2006) with some minor mod-445
ifications (section 2.4). We found that our result from the maize station (Fig. 2 d)446
differed from the original by less than the measurement errors of QH and QE . There-447
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fore, these modifications still give the same results and we can confidently apply them448
with other selected measuring stations.449

































































Fig. 2 Block ensemble averages of sensible heat flux and latent heat flux (Eq. 17 with c is temperature and
absolute humidity), and their corresponding residuals, during 2 June 2003, 1800 UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000
UTC of selected sites in the LITFASS-2003 experiment: (a) lake, (b) forest, (c)rye, (d) maize (reproduction
of Mauder and Foken (2006)), (e) grass and (f) barley.
The outcome of the block ensemble average was quite unexpected to us. It could450
close the energy balance only over maize, rye and rape sites. For maize and rye sites,451
the closures were at around 15 - 30 hours, which is close to the results obtained in452
Mauder and Foken (2006). These closures were mainly caused by the increasing of453
E. Charuchittipan et al. (2013)
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〈QH〉 with longer block ensemble averaging period P. For the rape site, both 〈QH〉454
and 〈QE〉 were approximately constant at all P. During the observation period, this455
site was also influenced by rain events in the southern part of the LITFASS area.456
Therefore, its closure at very long P was not enhanced by the block ensemble average.457
For grassland and lake, 〈QH〉 was decreased with longer P, which was compensated458
by the increase in 〈QE〉, and caused the residual to be approximately constant at all459
P. For lake and forest sites, we must interpret the results carefully, because the lake460
has different characteristics from other terrain sites and we cannot precisely estimate461
the canopy heat storage (section 2.1) of the forest from our data.462
At all sites, both 〈QH〉 and 〈QE〉 were approximately constant within the first463
few hours. Over longer P, 〈QE〉 was more steady than 〈QH〉. The inflection at the464
diurnal scale was found at all sites of both 〈QH〉 and 〈QE〉. As all these selected sites465
are practically in the same 20x20 km2 area, the diurnal effects should not be much466
different and the degree of inflection should be compatible. Therefore, the stronger467
inflection over some sites and fluxes may not be entirely caused by the diurnal effects.468
As the block ensemble average could not close the energy balance for all selected469
sites from 2 June 2003, 1800 UTC to 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC, we need to determine470
the reason behind this and whether it would be the same in a different observation471
period NP. We know that the w˜c˜ term of the block ensemble average is related to472
the low frequency flux contribution. In principle, w˜c˜ represents the flux contributions473
beyond the averaging period P. If we set P to be 30 minutes, w˜c˜ would represent474
additional flux after the 30 minute averaging time. Hence, long term observation of w˜c˜475
would show variation of additional fluxes from low frequency contributions, which476
may be related to observed block ensemble average fluxes. These variations can be477
observed more clearly when the observation period NP is long enough to suppress478
any transient effects in the block ensemble average fluxes.479
Our observation period NP, which covered an entire period of the LITFASS-2003480
experiment, was 20 May 2003, 1200 UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC. We used w˜c˜481
from all 30 minute non-overlapping blocks (P = 30 minutes) within this period NP482
to construct the Hovmøller diagrams of ˜QH (w˜ ˜T in energetic units, T is temperature)483
and ˜QE (w˜a˜ in energetic units, a is absolute humidity ). These diagrams would show484
the variation of additional fluxes beyond 30 minute averaging time. According to485
section 2.4, w˜c˜ can be very large in any arbitrary blocks. Therefore, we expected to486
observe some random large ˜QH and ˜QE in these diagrams.487
The Hovmøller diagrams of ˜QH for rye and grassland are shown in Fig. 3. Through-488
out the entire experiment, we found large ˜QH more often than large ˜QE . We firstly489
started with the period during 2 June 2003, 1800 UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC.490
Within this period, large ˜QH were mainly positive for the rye (Fig. 3 a) and maize (not491
shown) sites, and mainly negative over the grassland (Fig. 3 b). These observations492
are consistent with the observed block ensemble average fluxes, in which 〈QH〉 was493
increasing at longer P for the rye and maize sites, and vice versa for the grassland494
(Fig. 2). The lake site is more dominated by large negative ˜QH (not shown), which495
is consistent with the decreasing of 〈QH〉 at longer P. There were only few large496
˜QE at all sites, which are consistent with approximately constant 〈QE〉 at all P over497
rye, maize, rape and forest sites. However, over lake and grassland, these few large498
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˜QE were extremely large when compared to their own block ensemble averages, and499




















































































(c) 90 m tower
Fig. 3 The Hovmøller diagrams of ˜QH from (a) Rye, (b) Grass and (c) 90 m tower, they represent w˜ ˜T of
each 30 minute block in the energetic units. Series of large ˜QH were observed in rye (positive) and grass
(mainly negative) during 1 June 2003 - 5 June 2003. These patterns are related to secondary circulations,
which is consistent with frequent observations of large ˜QH at 90 m height. Each colour depicts the flux in
W m−2.
More interestingly, large ˜QH were observed consecutively for a few days during501
1 June 2003 - 5 June 2003, over rye, maize, grass and lake. This period was the dry502
period between the rain events and was not influenced by any significant synoptic503
E. Charuchittipan et al. (2013)
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events. These large ˜QH were positive for rye and maize, and mainly negative for504
grass and lake. Large ˜QE was not found in this same period. As decribed in section505
2.4, large ˜QH (or large w˜ ˜T ) could compensate a strong horizontal divergence in an506
individual block. However, consecutive occurrences indicate that they were certainly507
not transient effects. A strong horizontal divergence would imply to a strong hori-508
zontal advection, which is related to secondary circulations. Hence, we believe that509
these patterns of large ˜QH were caused by near-surface secondary circulations. To510
support this statement, we inspected the Hovmøller diagram of ˜QH obtained from the511
measurement at 90 metre height (M90). At this height, there always exist secondary512
circulations, which means we should observe series of large ˜QH more often than in513
ground measurements. We did actually observe series of large positive and negative514
˜QH throughout the entire period of the LITFASS-2003 experiment (Fig. 3 c).515
To observe the effect of near-surface secondary circulations more clearly, we516
chose 1 June 2003, 1500 UTC - 5 June 2003, 1500 UTC as the new observation517
period NP. We used the beginning and ending time of 1500 UTC to avoid gaps in the518
data from the maize field on the morning of 1 June 2003 and the rain event on the519
evening of 5 June 2003. Additionally, we wanted to complete a daily cycle as well.520
Since this long period only lasted for 4 days, the block ensemble averaging period521
P was varied from 10 minutes to 3 days. The block ensemble averages of this new522
observation period are shown in Fig. 4. As expected, we found that during this period,523
the energy balance is closed using averaging times of half a day for rye and maize524
sites. Over grassland and lake, 〈QH〉 was decreased at longer P, which corresponds to525
the large negative ˜QH . 〈QE〉 were approximately constant at all P at all sites, which526
were consistent with the absence of large ˜QE .527
Accepted models state that secondary circulations can only reach down to levels528
near the earth’s surface under the free convection condition, which occurs when the529
buoyancy term dominates the shear production term as z/L ≤ −1. This situation is530
also accompanied by low friction velocity (Eigenmann et al., 2009). As we did not531
observe any free convection during 1 June 2003, 1500 UTC - 5 June 2003, 1500 UTC,532
we believe that these near-surface secondary circulations were caused by the thermal533
heterogeneity between different land use types (Stoy et al., 2013).534
3.3 Scale analysis535
We used the wavelet analysis to resolve the scales of motion during 1 June 2003, 1500536
UTC - 5 June, 2003 1500 UTC with data from rye, maize and grassland stations.537
The wavelet analysis of rye and grassland stations are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6538
respectively. Results for the maize field and the rye field are very similar. From these539
wavelet cross-scalograms, we found small and large scales of motion. The size of the540
small one is around a few minutes, which should be captured by the eddy-covariance541
measurement over 30 minute averaging time. It appears during the daytime at all542
sites and transports both QH and QE . The size of the larger scale is approximately543
a day, and mainly transports QH . It tends to increase QH in the maize and rye sites,544
while decreasing QH over grass. This conforms to the patterns of ˜QH and the block545
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Fig. 4 Block ensemble averages of sensible heat flux and latent heat flux (Eq. 17 with c is temperature and
absolute humidity), and their corresponding residuals, during 1 June 2003, 1500 UTC - 5 June 2003, 1500
UTC of selected sites in the LITFASS-2003 experiment: (a) lake, (b) forest, (c) rye, (d) maize, (e) grass
and (f) barley.
ensemble average fluxes. This scale of motion would not be captured by the eddy-546
covariance measurement averaging over the 30 minute period.547
E. Charuchittipan et al. (2013)
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Fig. 5 Wavelet cross-scalograms over the rye field during 1 June 2003, 1500 UTC - 5 June 2003, 1500
UTC of (a) sensible heat flux and (b) latent heat flux. The colour represents the value in W m−2. The black
solid line represents the cone of influence.
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Fig. 6 Wavelet cross-scalograms over the grassland during 1 June 2003, 1500 UTC - 5 June 2003, 1500
UTC of (a) sensible heat flux and (b) latent heat flux. The colour represents the value in W m−2. The black
solid line represents the cone of influence.
E. Charuchittipan et al. (2013)
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Both patterns from the Hovmøller diagram and wavelet analysis show the in-548
crease or decrease of ˜QH . However, they do not actually show what contributes to549
these changes. For the turbulent fluxes (w′c′), which are caused by instantaneous550
fluctuations, we can carry out a quadrant analysis by dividing instantaneous contri-551
butions of w′c′ into four quadrants of w′ and c′ (Shaw, 1985). Our findings suggest552
that the main contribution for closing the energy balance is ˜QH , which is caused by553
block to block fluctuations (w˜ and c˜). We therefore divided block to block contribu-554
tions of w˜c˜ into four quadrants of w˜ and c˜. We used ˜T (temperature) and a˜ (absolute555
humidity) as horizontal axes and w˜ (vertical velocity) as a vertical axis, which gave556
our four quadrants (Qi, i = 1, ...,4) as557
Q1: w˜ > 0 and ˜T > 0 or a˜ > 0 warm air rising or moist air rising,558
Q2: w˜ > 0 and ˜T < 0 or a˜ < 0 cold air rising or dry air rising,559
Q3: w˜ < 0 and ˜T < 0 or a˜ < 0 cold air sinking or dry air sinking,560
Q4: w˜ < 0 and ˜T > 0 or a˜ > 0 warm air sinking or moist air rising.561
Q1 and Q3 contribute to the positive flux, while Q2 and Q4 contribute to the negative562
flux. We then normalized each axis by its standard deviation and set the hyperbolic563
hole size to 0.5 (H = 0.5). We can neglect the weak contribution by excluding the564
contribution inside the hole and only considering any points which satisfy565 ∣∣∣∣ w˜ ˜Tσw˜σ ˜T
∣∣∣∣ or ∣∣∣∣ w˜a˜σw˜σa˜
∣∣∣∣> H. (18)
With the quadrant analysis, we expect to see which types of turbulence actually566
contribute to the increasing or decreasing of w˜c˜. To make it consistent with our567
Hovmøller diagrams, we used the same observation period NP, which is 20 May568
2003, 1200 UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC, and set P to 30 minutes (non-overlapped).569
Therefore, any points on the quadrant analysis diagram represent the normalized w˜c˜570
from each non-overlapped 30 minute period.571
The results of the quadrant analysis of rye and grassland stations are shown in572
Fig. 7. In this figure, we distinguished all points during 1 June 2003, 1500 UTC -573
5 June 2003, 1500 UTC from the rest by the use of red colour dots. By considering574
only strong contribution outside a hyperbolic hole (blue line), we found that during575
this period, ˜QH (via w˜ ˜T ) has more contribution from Q1 (warm air rising) for the rye576
sites (Fig. 7 a), while there are more contributions from Q4 (warm air sinking) for577
the grassland (Fig. 7 b). There was no significant contribution outside the hyperbolic578
hole for ˜QE (via w˜a˜) in both rye and grass stations. Over the maize field, the quadrant579
analysis is similar to that of the rye field, while the lake is similar to the grassland.580
For both rape and forest (not shown), Q1 and Q4 equally contributed to ˜QH , with no581
significant contribution outside the hole for ˜QE . These results tell us that the increase582
of 〈QH〉 at longer P of rye and maize fields were caused by warm air near the surface583
rising, while the decreasing of 〈QH〉 of grassland and lake were caused by warm584
air aloft sinking. For forest and rape stations, both contributions from Q1 and Q4585
canceled each other and keep 〈QH〉 approximately constant at all P. The absence586
of significant contributions outside the hyperbolic hole keeps 〈QE〉 approximately587
constant at all sites.588
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Fig. 7 Quadrant analysis of w˜ ˜T (left panels, represent the sensible heat flux) and w˜a˜ (right panels, represent
the latent heat flux) of (a) rye and (b) grass during 20 May 2003, 1200 UTC - 18 June 2003, 0000 UTC.
The period from 1 June 2003, 1500 UTC to 5 June 2003, 1500 UTC has been highlighted using red dots.
The blue solid lines represent the hyperbolic hole (H = 0.5).
4 Conclusions589
The modified ogive analysis, which requires steady state conditions, reveals that by590
extending the averaging time by a few hours would not much improve the energy bal-591
ance. Therefore, the 30 minute averaging time is still enough for the eddy-covariance592
calculation in general. The time extension has more impact over tall vegetation. Sen-593
sible heat flux, latent heat flux and CO2 flux are more sensitive to the time extension594
than is friction velocity. Over low vegetation, these three turbulent fluxes tend to in-595
crease with the time extension, which is related to the imposed unsteadiness of longer596
periods. When unsteadiness increases, it tends to decrease the CO2 flux. The increase597
of a sensible heat flux is generally greater than occurs with a latent heat flux. Over598
a longer period, the increases or decreases of sensible and latent heat fluxes do not599
E. Charuchittipan et al. (2013)
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always behave according to the scalar similarity as expected. And lastly, the sizes of600
the energy increases in both sensible and latent heat fluxes are not enough to close601
the energy balance at all sites.602
Without assuming steady state conditions, the block ensemble average can extend603
the averaging time to several days by including the period to period fluctuations (w˜c˜,604
c is temperature or humidity) into the mean vertical flux. However, it does not usually605
help us to close the energy balance. The Hovmøller diagram, which shows variation606
of w˜c˜ over a long period, can help us to locate when secondary circulations exist in the607
vicinity of the sensor by exhibiting consecutive large w˜ ˜T . From our findings, when608
secondary circulations exist near the earth’s surface, they mainly transport sensible609
heat. This finding also supports the poor scalar similarity between the sensible and610
latent heat fluxes in the low frequency region (Ruppert et al., 2006; Foken et al.,611
2011).612
Since secondary circulations move very slowly and are very large in size, a single613
tower EC measurement averaging over 30 minutes is unable to detect them. If the614
sensor is coincidentally at the right time and location, when secondary circulations615
transport near-ground warm air upward, the block ensemble average at a longer pe-616
riod would yield higher sensible heat flux that improve the energy balance closure.617
However, when these near-surface secondary circulations transport warm air aloft618
downward, the block ensemble average would yield the lower sensible heat flux at619
a longer averaging time. This suggests that near-surface secondary circulations do620
transport significant amounts of energy, which are responsible for the energy balance621
closure problem rather than the sensor efficiency.622
To account for low frequency turbulent fluxes caused by near-surface secondary623
circulations, we must accept that the scalar similarity between the sensible and latent624
heat fluxes is no longer valid throughout all scales. Therefore, the widely used energy625
balance correction in Twine et al. (2000), EBC-Bo, which assumes the scalar similar-626
ity between sensible and latent heat fluxes by preserving the Bowen ratio, would not627
generally hold.628
As we found that near-surface secondary circulations transport more sensible629
heat, we expect a larger fraction of the residual to be attributed to the sensible heat630
flux. Hence, we would like to propose an alternative energy balance correction for a631
near-surface EC measurement through the buoyancy flux ratio (EBC-HB), in which632
the convection plays a key role. The buoyancy flux, QB, is defined as633
QB = ρcp w′T ′v , (19)
where ρ is the air density, cp is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure,634
and Tv is the virtual temperature, which can be replaced by the sonic temperature (TS)635
with negligible loss of accuracy (Kaimal and Gaynor, 1991). This means that sonic636
anemometers can be used to directly measure QB with a good accuracy. The virtual637
temperature is related to the actual temperature (T ) and specific humidity (q) in the638
same way as the sonic temperature (Schotanus et al., 1983), which leads to639
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We next partition the residual via the buoyancy flux ratio, which contains both sen-640
sible and latent heat fluxes. A fraction of the residual, which would attribute to the641
sensible heat flux, is dependent on the relative contribution of the sensible heat flux642
to the buoyancy flux. The remaining would then go to the latent heat flux. Therefore643
the corrected sensible and latent heat fluxes obtained with the buoyancy flux ratio644
approach (QEBC−HBH and QEBC−HBE respectively) are,645
QEBC−HBH = QH + fHB ·Res, (21)
QEBC−HBE = QE +(1− fHB) ·Res, (22)
with646





Since this method does not preserve the Bowen ratio, Eq. 21-23 must be calculated647
iteratively until the Bowen ratio in Eq. 23 converges. The comparison between the648
Bowen ratio approach and the buoyancy flux ratio approach is shown in Fig. 8. Both649
approaches are identical at very high Bowen ratio, i.e. all the residual is shifted to the650
sensible heat flux. For the typical range of Bowen ratio, however, the buoyancy flux651
ratio approach would attribute more residual to the sensible heat flux than the Bowen652
ratio approach, which is more consistent with our findings.653
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Fig. 8 Fraction of the residual attributed to the sensible heat flux at different Bowen ratios from two differ-
ent approaches. The Bowen ratio approach (EBC-Bo, black line) assumes the scalar similarity between the
sensible and latent heat fluxes by preserving the Bowen ratio (Twine et al., 2000). The buoyancy flux ratio
approach (EBC-HB, gray lines) partitions the residual according to the ratio between the sensible heat flux
and the buoyancy flux, and is shown at different temperatures from -30◦C to 30◦C. Even both approaches
are identical at very large Bowen ratio, in most cases the larger fraction of the residual would attribute to
the sensible heat flux with the buoyancy flux ratio approach.
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Abstract. For non-omnidirectional sonic anemometers like
the Kaijo-Denki DAT 600 TR61A probe, it is shown that
separate planar-fit rotations must be used for the undisturbed
(open part of the sonic anemometer) and the disturbed sec-
tor. This increases the friction velocity while no effect on
the scalar fluxes was found. In the disturbed sector, irregu-
lar values of −u′w′ < 0 were detected for low wind veloc-
ities. Up to a certain extent these results can be transferred
to the CSAT3 sonic anemometer (Campbell Scientific Ltd).
This study was done for data sets from the Naqu-BJ site on
the Tibetan Plateau.
1 Introduction
The planar-fit method (Wilczak et al., 2001) was developed
to allow for the use of the eddy-covariance technique in a het-
erogeneous landscape with a non-uniform wind field and to
align the sonic anemometer with the streamlines of this wind
field (Finnigan, 2004; Foken et al., 2012a; Rebmann et al.,
2012). The rotation angles must be calculated for a long-term
data set of some weeks or months duration. This time pe-
riod must be carefully determined depending on the structure
of the underlying surface and the time of the year, includ-
ing typical wind speeds and stratifications (Siebicke et al.,
2012). Before the planar-fit method (PF) had come to the
community’s attention, the double rotation, described e.g. by
Kaimal and Finnigan (1994), was predominantly used to re-
move mean vertical wind components in eddy-covariance
data processing. It forces the mean vertical wind velocity to
zero, independently for each single averaging period. There-
fore, the double rotation is a very efficient method and it
can be used for real time flux calculations (Rebmann et al.,
2012). The planar-fit method is preferred now in the com-
munity, as it overcame the deficiencies related to the dou-
ble rotation method. Basically, these are potential overrota-
tion, information loss, deterioration of data quality and a non-
consistent reference surface on timescales beyond the aver-
aging period, which is required for seasonal of annual bud-
get estimations (Wilczak et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2004; Fo-
ken et al., 2004; Rebmann et al., 2012). Especially in com-
plex landscapes and over tall vegetation, the vertical wind
velocity may not always be zero for 30-min averages, which
has to be taken into account (Lee, 1998; Paw U et al., 2000;
Finnigan et al., 2003). In many cases, however, the terrain
structure is too complex to be levelled on a plane by a sin-
gle planar-fit rotation. Finnigan et al. (2003) mention a de-
pendence of the rotation angle on wind direction for such
cases, which can be realized, e.g. by a sector-wise planar-fit.
This has been proposed by Foken et al. (2004) and already
adopted, e.g. by Ono et al. (2008), Yuan et al. (2011), and
Siebicke et al. (2012).
The planar-fit method is ideally suited for omnidirectional
sonic anemometers like USA-1 (Metek GmbH), R3 (Gill In-
struments Ltd.) and others. For this type of sensors, no wind
sector is significantly influenced by flow distortion. There-
fore, the rotation follows the wind field and should not be
affected by sonic anemometer structures. Nevertheless, an
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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influence of such structures can also be found for omnidi-
rectional sonic anemometers (Go¨ckede et al., 2008), but of-
ten these are symmetric in three or four directions. This is
not the case for sonic anemometers with an open measuring
sector and a disturbed sector due to the anemometer mount-
ing structure (Dyer, 1981). A classical representative of this
anemometer type is the DAT 600 with the so-called TR61A-
probe, produced by Kaijo-Denki, Japan (Fig. 1a, Hanafusa
et al., 1982), which is still in use. The most commonly cur-
rently used example is the CSAT3, produced by Campbell
Scientific Ltd., USA (Fig. 1b).
The non-omnidirectional sonic anemometer has two sec-
tors: the disturbed sector and the undisturbed measuring sec-
tor with nearly no flow distortion. The undisturbed (open)
sector extends from its centre ± 60◦ for the Kaijo-Denki
TR61A-probe (Fig. 1a), and± 170◦ in the case of the CSAT3
(Fig. 1b, any direction except flow from the back side). The
disturbed sector for CSAT3 was confirmed to be approxi-
mately ± 20◦ in wind tunnel measurements (Friebel et al.,
2009). Field measurements typically show a standard devi-
ation for wind direction of ± 20◦, which is also found in
the data sets used for this study. It is usually recognised in
flux processing to exclude the disturbed sector in the back
of the CSAT3 measuring paths (Foken et al., 2004). The op-
posite sector, when the wind passes the measuring paths be-
fore encountering the CSAT3 mounting structure (front sec-
tor), is usually not considered as disturbed in flux process-
ing. Siebicke and Serafimovich (2007) can confirm a strong
effect on wind velocities in the back sector of a CSAT3, but
also a weak effect of the front sector on low wind velocities
in a wind tunnel study.
To account for these instrument-specific characteristics
combined with the standard deviation of wind direction, the
undisturbed sector is assumed to be ± 40◦ for DAT 600
and ± 150◦ for CSAT3 in the following analyses, and the
CSAT3 front sector will be handled separately. When using
the planar-fit method for the whole wind sector, the deter-
mination of the regression coefficients (and therefore rota-
tion angles) is influenced by the disturbed flow due to sensor
structure. Hence the flux calculation is based on a wrong co-
ordinate system. As this problem is often not considered in
flux processing, we will discuss the effect when correctly ap-
plying the planar-fit method for the undisturbed sector only.
The Kaijo-Denki sonic anemometer must normally be
used together with a rotator and moved into the mean wind
direction for each measuring series (Foken et al., 1988).
If this is not done, the results are significantly influenced
in the 240◦ disturbed sector. A typical error is the occur-
rence of negative frictions, −u′w′ < 0 (Gerstmann and Fo-
ken, 1984), where w′ and u′ are the fluctuations of the ver-
tical wind component and the horizontal wind component,
respectively; the latter is aligned into the mean wind direc-
tion. The anemometer is typically rotated into the mean wind
direction and −v′w′ ≈ 0 (v′ wind component perpendicular
to the mean wind direction). It follows for continuity reasons
that −u′w′ > 0. A self-correlation, however, occurs between
u′ and w′ due to flow distortion mainly in the case of low
wind speeds, creating irregular friction values. Similar errors
were also found in the data set of the CAMP/Tibet (Coor-
dinated Enhanced Observing Period (CEOP), Asia-Australia
Monsoon Project (CAMP) on the Tibetan Plateau) experi-
ment (Li et al., 2006). Furthermore, for earlier experiments
at this site in 1998 and 2002, Hong et al. (2004) reported
unexplained differences of the wind measurements with the
Kaijo-Denki TR61A-probe and the CSAT3.
2 Material and methods
For this study, two well-analysed and quality-checked data
sets from 6 February to 30 September 2008 (data set A) and
from 14 May to 25 June 2010 (data set B), with half hour
values of the calculated fluxes, were used. These data sets
have been examined in preference to an earlier data set of
CAMP/Tibet from 12 April 2004 to 3 September 2007 at
the Naqu-BJ site (91◦ 48′ 59′′ E, 31◦ 18′ 42′′ N, 4502 ma.s.l.),
where we already found negative friction for about 50 % of
the data. Like during CAMP/Tibet, the Kaijo-Denki DAT 600
TR61A probe sonic anemometer was installed at 20 m height
on a tower orientated to a westerly direction (270◦, Fig. 1c)
for data set A. Data set B also stems from the Naqu-BJ site,
but was a direct comparison of the Kaijo-Denki DAT 600
TR61A probe (orientation 263◦) and the Campbell CSAT3
(orientation 213◦) at a measuring height of 3.02 m (Fig. 1d).
The Naqu-BJ site is located on a flat grassland (5 cm high
during the monsoon season) near Nagqu city. The Nagqu
area lies in the sub-frigid climatic zones, and annual mean
temperature ranges from −0.9 ◦C to −3.3 ◦C. The landscape
is very flat (incline < 2◦), and gentle hills occur in NNW–NE
of the measurement location; the shortest distance to the hill
slope is 900 m in NNE (Fig. 1c). Other hills and mountains
in sectors E, S, and W are at least 10 km away from the eddy-
covariance setup (south-west sector is shown in Fig. 1d).
Thus a possible terrain influence on the wind field can be
neglected, and the deviations from its ideal behaviour can be
attributed to sensor structures and the influence of the tower.
The data were analysed with the software package
TK2/TK3 (Mauder and Foken, 2004, 2011; Mauder et al.,
2008), which offers the possibility of applying the planar-
fit method sector-wise within a given data set. The applied
corrections were done in the software package according to
Foken et al. (2012b).
The planar-fit method was applied for (i) the whole data
set, and (ii) separately for the undisturbed and the dis-
turbed sector. The undisturbed sector of the DAT 600 sonic
anemometer was defined as ± 40◦ from the centre of the
undisturbed sector. For CSAT3 we used ± 150◦, but sepa-
rated the front sector, selected as ± 30◦. This sector is posi-
tively rated by the community in general but shows weak in-
fluence of sensor structure. Hence the front sector is rotated
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Fig. 1. (a) Kaijo-Denki, DAT 600, TR61A-probe, view from top (redrawn from Hanafusa et al., 1982). (b) Campbell CSAT3, view from top
and orientation to north (Campbell Scientific Ltd., redrawn from Friebel et al., 2009); for the given orientation the disturbed sector is 170◦–
190◦ in accordance with wind tunnel measurements and is therefore assumed to be smaller than in this study. (c) Kaijo-Denki, DAT 600,
TR61A-probe installed at Naqu-BJ site at 20.8 m height on a 22-m tall tower with the open sector to west, data set A. The picture is taken
from the perspective of the tower; the sonic measuring paths appear at an angle of roughly 320◦ (photograph: Kenji Tanaka). (d) Campbell
CSAT3 (left) and Kaijo-Denki, DAT 600 TR61A probe (right) installed in 2010 at Naqu-BJ site at 3.02 m height with the open sector to west,
data set B (photograph: Tobias Gerken).
separately and associated with the undisturbed sector, but oc-
casionally excluded in order to yield comparisons for open
sectors in the strict sense. An overview of the sensor orienta-
tion and wind sector definitions is given in Table 1. Based on
these values, the DAT 600 and the CSAT3 have an overlap of
their undisturbed sectors from 223◦ to 303◦ when including
the CSAT3 front sector and from 243◦ to 303◦ when solely
using the open sectors. The planar-fit angles calculated for
all sectors described in Table 1 show generally low values,
which is to be expected. The largest angles are approx. 4◦
(data set A), which can be explained by misalignment of the
sensor. They are consistent; i.e. angles for a certain sector
may deviate from the respective value of the whole planar-
fit, but face a compensative deviation in the opposing sec-
tor. These deviations are larger for smaller sectors and vice
versa. The determination of the coefficients of the planar-fit
method was only done for such data classified as data with
high or moderate quality (classes 1–6 according to Foken
et al., 2004). Furthermore, the flat topography and the low
vegetation allow for the usage of the double rotation as well.
Therefore, the double rotation is applied for comparison in
this study.
3 Results
Because the mean vertical wind velocity is mainly affected
by flow distortion, these data are investigated in detail for
both instruments and data sets. Figure 2 shows that the ver-
tical velocity without any rotation for data set A is larger in
the sector from 150◦ to 260◦ due to the higher wind speeds
(Fig. 2a). After normalization with the mean horizontal wind
velocity, the finding agrees with a tilt error and a sinuous-
like w-value distribution (Fig. 2d). Singular and negative w-
values were found for a wind direction of 130◦–135◦, which
is nearly identical to the tower position (Fig. 1c). For this
analysis only data with high quality (classes 1–3 accord-
ing to Foken et al., 2004) were used. When including data
with moderate and low quality, the sinuous-like distribution
can hardly be seen (not shown). The scatter around this dis-
tribution can be mainly attributed to data points where ir-
regular friction occurs (red points in Fig. 2d). For data set
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/221/2013/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 221–229, 2013
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Fig. 2. Vertical wind velocity and its dependency on the wind direction for unrotated data and high data quality (flag 1–3 according to Foken
et al., 2004); the upper row displays mean vertical velocity (a–c), the lower row mean vertical wind velocity normalised by the horizontal
wind velocity (d–f); wu−1 = 0.1 equals a tilt angle of 5.7◦; columns represent DAT 600, data set A on the left (a, d), DAT 600, data set B
in the middle (b, e) and CSAT3, data set B on the right (c, f). The green sector is the undisturbed sector, and the red points indicate data with
−u′w′ < 0.
Table 1. Definition of the specific wind sectors as related to sen-
sor orientation. The open sector marks the undisturbed sector; the
CSAT3 front sector is occasionally associated with the undisturbed
sector.
Data Device Sensor-specific sectors
set Label Orientation [◦] Size [◦]
A DAT 600 whole 0–360 360
open 230–310 80
disturbed 0–230 ∪ 310–360 280
B DAT 600 whole 0–360 360
open 223–303 80
disturbed 0–223 ∪ 303–360 280
B CSAT3 whole 0–360 360
open 0–3 ∪ 63–183 240
∪ 243–360
front 183–243 60
disturbed 3– 63 60
B, smaller values occur due to the changed measurement
height (Fig. 2b, c, e, f). After applying the planar-fit method
for all wind directions, the vertical wind velocity is much
smaller but still with a high scatter (Fig. 3a, b, c). After
sector-wise planar-fit, the undisturbed sector shows consid-
erably lower vertical wind speeds of approx. ± 0.1 ms−1 for
data set A, DAT 600 (Fig. 3d). Only a small number of out-
liers are left with a higher-than-average occurrence of irreg-
ular friction. Significant scatter in the data can be found at
210◦ and 330◦, corresponding to the anemometer construc-
tion (Fig. 1a), while the range from 120◦ up to 140◦ also
includes the effects of the tower (Fig. 1c). Around 90◦ the
data are affected due to the flow through the probe from be-
hind. For data set B the results for DAT 600 are similar. For
CSAT3 the vertical wind velocity after rotation is reduced by
the sector-wise planar-fit only in the front sector (Fig. 3e, f).
In the open sector, the sector-wise planar-fit reduces vertical
wind velocity mainly near the disturbed sector, but at the ex-
pense of the fit near the front sector, creating strong disconti-
nuities there. The reason could be that flow from the CSAT3
back side might be disturbed beyond the defined sector limits
and therefore still influences the open sector.
Secondly, the data set was analysed regarding the condi-
tion −u′w′ < 0 for the planar-fit rotated data. The result is
illustrated in Fig. 4 for high data quality, and Table 2 sum-
marises the number of occurrences for different data qual-
ity ranges. In data set A irregular friction values are reduced
by the sector-wise rotation in the optimal measuring sector
(Fig. 4a, d). In the sector with flow distortion, these values
were only found for wind velocities below 6 ms−1 and in the
non-neutral stability range. This is similar to the findings of
Gerstmann and Foken (1984) and is obviously related to flow
distortion, which is more significant for low wind velocities.
The double rotation decreases irregular friction velocities in
the undisturbed sector even more (Fig. 4g). For data set B,
similar results for the DAT 600 were obtained (Fig. 4b, e,
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Fig. 3. Mean vertical wind velocity and its dependency on the wind direction for rotated data and high data quality (flag 1–3 according to
Foken et al., 2004); the upper row displays mean vertical velocity rotated for the whole period (a–c), the lower row mean vertical wind
velocity rotated sector-wise (d–f); columns represent DAT 600, data set A on the left (a, d), DAT 600, data set B in the middle (b, e) and
CSAT3, data set B on the right (c, f). The green sector is the undisturbed sector and the red points indicate data with −u′w′ < 0; dashed lines
for CSAT3 indicate the front sector, which is rotated separately.
h), but many fewer occurrences of irregular friction veloc-
ity were found due to the low measuring height. For high
data quality the rare incidences prohibit an interpretation of
the differences, but both the sector-wise planar-fit and the
double rotation yield substantial reduction compared to the
whole planar-fit when including moderate and low data qual-
ity (Table 2). Also, for CSAT3, data with −u′w′ < 0 occur
mainly in the disturbed sector (Fig. 4c, f, i) and for low data
quality (Table 2), although the relative frequency in the open
sector is in general larger than for DAT 600, data set B. The
sector-wise planar-fit yields substantial reduction of irregu-
lar friction velocities especially in the front sector (between
the dashed lines). In the open sector, however, the improve-
ment is small and the double rotation fails to reduce such
incidents for high and moderate data quality. The reduction
of irregular friction velocities by the sector-wise planar-fit
increases when including the CSAT3 front sector. When no
separate rotation for the front sector of the CSAT3 is made,
however, there is nearly no difference visible between whole
and sector-wise rotation (not shown). This suggests that the
disturbed sector should be excluded but that the front and
side sectors should be rotated separately.
The friction velocity and the sensible heat flux were com-
pared when using only one rotation for the whole data set
versus sector-wise rotation (Fig. 5a, b). Slope and offset were
obtained using a geometric mean regression (e.g. Helsel and
Hirsch, 2002). The data of the disturbed sector were dis-
carded, and only data with high data quality (classes 1–
Table 2. Percentage of irregular data with −u′w′ < 0 for only the
undisturbed sector (for sector definitions see Table 1) and different
data qualities (QC flag) according to Foken et al. (2004).
Data Device QC Sector-wise Whole Double
set flag planar-fit planar-fit rotation
N irr.∗ N irr.∗ N irr.∗
A DAT 1–3 964 20 920 34 1035 14
600 1–6 1795 25 1766 43 1960 17
1–8 2056 26 2056 46 2056 18
B DAT 1–3 140 2.1 121 3.3 146 1.4
600 1–6 209 2.4 182 8.8 245 1.6
1–8 302 3.0 302 17.2 302 1.3
B CSAT3 1–3 617 3.9 609 4.3 698 5.7
nF a 1–6 836 9.2 814 10.8 913 10.4
1–8 1137 15.6 1138 17.5 1138 12.3
B CSAT3 1–3 832 3.4 795 4.4 916 5.0
sF b 1–6 1154 7.4 1110 9.6 1256 9.1
1–8 1608 12.0 1609 15.9 1609 10.5
∗ irr: irregular occurrences of friction −u′w′ < 0 in %
a nF: no front sector, front sector excluded from undisturbed sector
b sF: front sector included but rotated separately in the sector-wise planar-fit.
3) are shown for data set A and DAT 600. When includ-
ing moderate data quality (classes 4–6), the scatter is larger
but the tendency of the regressions does not change (not
shown). The friction velocity is enhanced by 10 % through
the sector-wise planar-fit rotation (Fig. 5, a), while the sen-
sible heat flux was obviously not different for both planar-fit
rotations (Fig. 5, b). The double rotation yields much larger
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Fig. 4. Covariance −u′w′ and its dependency on the wind direction for rotated data and high data quality (flag 1–3 according to Foken et al.,
2004); The upper row displays −u′w′, data rotated for the whole period (a–c), the middle row −u′w′, data rotated sector-wise (d–f), the
lower row −u′w′, using double rotation (g–i); columns represent DAT 600, data set A on the left (a, d, g), DAT 600, data set B in the middle
(b, e, h) and CSAT3, data set B on the right (c, f, i). The green sector is the undisturbed sector and the red points indicate data with−u′w′ < 0;
dashed lines for CSAT3 indicate the front sector, which is rotated separately.
friction velocities than the sector-wise planar-fit (Fig. 5, c).
For moderate and low data quality, even unrealistic values of
u∗ >2 ms−1 occur due to double rotation. The sensible heat
flux is not affected for high data quality, but the number of
outliers again increases with data quality, complicating ac-
curate slope estimation. The results for both data sets and
instruments are shown in Table 3. In data set B the DAT 600
behaves similarly as in data set A, but the friction veloc-
ity is increased by only 4–5 %. The friction velocity from
CSAT3 is not markedly affected, even if the front sector is
included. Compared to the double rotation, the sector-wise
planar-fit slightly increases the friction velocity for data set
B, DAT 600, and decreases the friction velocity for CSAT3.
The sensible heat flux is again not affected. Few outliers oc-
curred for double rotation, which could be easily removed by
applying consistency limits to fluxes with u∗ >2 ms−1 and
QH >1000 Wm−2.
The results confirm the findings by Hong et al. (2004)
for the Naqu-BJ site: “There was little difference in kine-
matic sensible heat fluxes (not shown) [. . . ] However, u′w′
from KD was 5 % smaller than that from CS” (KD: Kaijo-
Denki, CS: Campbell Scientific CSAT3). Hong et al. (2004)
could not give an explanation for these differences and cor-
rected the KD data with the CS measurements. Contrary to
Hong et al. (2004), our findings for σu and σv showed no
considerable effect of the rotation method.
4 Conclusions
If non-omnidirectional sonic anemometers are not moved
into the mean wind direction for each measuring series or
the data are not selected only for the open sector of the
anemometer, the coordinate rotation or planar-fit method
must be applied with care. For the open sector of the
anemometer, a separate planar-fit should be used. All data
from the other sector must be flagged as low data quality, es-
pecially because, for low wind velocities, irregular friction
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the sector-wise planar-fit rotation vs. planar-
fit rotation for all wind directions (a, b) and vs. double rotation (c, d)
for the friction velocity (a, c) and the sensible heat flux (b, d); data
set A, DAT 600, was used, only from the undisturbed sector and
with high quality (flag 1–3 according to Foken et al., 2004).
Table 3. Regression analysis of the friction velocity and sensible
heat flux using geometric mean regression for different data quali-
ties (QC flag) according to Foken et al. (2004). Only data from the
undisturbed sector are used. For sector definitions, see Table 1.
Data Device QC Friction velocity Sensible heat flux
set flag [ms−1] [Wm−2]
a b R2 a b R2
Regression y = ax+ b with
x: sector-wise planar-fit, y: planar-fit for the whole sector
A DAT 1–3 0.89 −0.007 0.87 1.01 −2.2 0.98
600 1–6 0.85 −0.003 0.84 1.01 −3.5 0.95
B DAT 1–3 0.96 −0.011 0.99 0.99 0.3 0.99
600 1–6 0.95 −0.015 0.97 0.99 0.3 0.99
B CSAT3 1–3 1.02 −0.005 0.99 1.01 −0.4 0.99
nF a 1–6 1.01 −0.004 0.99 1.00 −0.1 0.99
B CSAT3 1–3 1.00 −0.006 0.98 1.00 0.0 0.99
sF b 1–6 0.99 −0.003 0.97 1.00 0.1 0.97
Regression y = ax+ b with
x: sector-wise planar-fit, y: double rotation
A DAT 1–3 1.43 −0.052 0.80 0.99 0.2 0.96
600 1–6 1.66c −0.078 0.70 1.17c −6.9 0.74
B DAT 1–3 0.97 0.039 0.89 1.01 −0.3 0.99
600 1–6 0.98 0.039 0.87 1.02 −0.4 0.99
B CSAT3 1–3 1.05 0.005 0.98 1.02 −0.4 0.98
nF a 1–6 1.06 0.008 0.96 1.02 −0.9 0.95
B CSAT3 1–3 1.04 0.005 0.98 1.01 −0.1 0.98
sF b 1–6 1.05 0.006 0.95 1.02 −1.1 0.96
a nF: no front sector, front sector excluded from undisturbed sector
b sF: front sector included but rotated separately in the sector-wise planar-fit
c slope sensitive to several outliers occurring in data from double rotation.
Table 4. Regression analysis of the friction velocity and sensible
heat flux using geometric mean regression for different data quali-
ties (QC flag) according to Foken et al. (2004). Only data from the
undisturbed sector are used. For sector definitions, see Table 1.
Rotation method QC Friction velocity Sensible heat flux
flag [ms−1] [Wm−2]
a b R2 a b R2
Regression y = ax+ b with
y: DAT 600, data set B, x: CSAT3, data set B, front sector excluded
Sector-wise planar-fit 1–3 1.00 0.004 0.97 1.03 −4.3 0.95
1–6 1.00 0.000 0.96 0.92 2.9 0.81
Whole planar-fit 1–3 0.94 −0.006 0.97 1.01 −5.7 0.93
1–6 0.95 −0.019 0.95 0.93 1.0 0.87
Double rotation 1–3 0.97 0.016 0.93 1.01 −3.4 0.95
1–6 1.02 0.000 0.86 0.91 4.0 0.82
Regression y = ax+ b with
y: DAT 600, data set B, x: CSAT3, data set B, front sector included
Sector-wise planar-fit 1–3 1.01 −0.002 0.95 0.99 −0.7 0.95
1–6 1.01 −0.007 0.94 0.95 1.5 0.89
Whole planar-fit 1–3 0.94 −0.007 0.95 0.97 −1.1 0.92
1–6 0.93 −0.016 0.91 0.95 0.1 0.89
Double rotation 1–3 0.97 0.009 0.89 0.97 0.9 0.90
1–6 0.95 0.013 0.81 0.94 2.6 0.85
data are possible. The problem is not limited to the Kaijo-
Denki DAT 600 TR61A probe but is similar in the case of
other sonic anemometer types, such as CSAT3 (Campbell
Scientific Ltd.), with a much larger open sector of 340◦. By
applying the data quality scheme according to Foken et al.
(2004, Table 9.5, but not included in TK3 software), the
data from the remaining disturbed sector of 20◦ (CSAT3) are
flagged as containing errors (flag 9). But this selection must
be applied before the planar fit rotation. However, a substan-
tial fraction of irregular friction data cannot be eliminated by
a sector-wise planar-fit. Furthermore, the vertical wind veloc-
ity is also influenced by the CSAT3 probe supporting struc-
tures for wind directions from the front sector. A separate
planar-fit rotation for this sector substantially reduces mean
vertical wind velocity in this sector and also has an effect on
the friction velocity.
Published data of the Naqu-BJ site (Hong et al., 2004; Li
et al., 2006) or other sites with Kaijo-Denki, TR61A-probe
sonic anemometers, should be used with care. Fortunately,
only the friction velocity and standard deviations of the wind
components are affected, with no substantial influence be-
ing found for scalar fluxes. Nevertheless, the separate planar-
fit rotation should be used for all data. If the coefficients of
the planar-fit rotation for both instruments were only deter-
mined for the undisturbed sector, differences in friction ve-
locity between DAT 600 and CSAT3 can be substantially re-
duced (Table 4). Therefore, a correction of DAT 600 data
according to a comparison with a CSAT3, as done by Hong
et al. (2004), does not seem to be necessary for high qual-
ity flux data from the undisturbed sector. The double rota-
tion yields reasonable results for high data quality, but the
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occurrence of outliers and larger scatter (lower coefficients
of determination in Table 4) confirms the mentioned problem
of potential overrotation.
The CSAT3 is one of the best rated sonic anemometers
available (Mauder et al., 2007). This study does not call these
findings into question, but rather it demonstrates some prob-
lems related to the CSAT3 probe structures, which could
not be conclusively clarified. Therefore, more thorough ex-
periments should be conducted regarding influence of the
CSAT3 geometry on the flow field, including information
about internal sensor-specific corrections as pointed out by
Burns et al. (2012).
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